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FORE~vORD 
This report was prepared by the Johns-Manville Research and 
Development Center, Insulations Division, Denver, Colorado 
under NASA Contract N.A.S. 1-11490. The work was adminis-
trated under the direction of The Langley Research Center, 
Mr. Melvin H. Lucy as technical representative. 
The report covers work accomplished from October 1972 through 
September 1973 at ~he Johns-Manville Research & Development 
Center, Denver. L. M. Hedges acted as project manager and 
edited the report. 
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The work reported herein is primarily a data compilation with 
a minimum of analysis and discussion. These data v/ill be 
analyzed in detail by N.A.S.A. Langley Research Center for 
a future report. 
The objective of the work is to establish firm engineering 
values (physical properties) from an independent industrial 
source, demonstrating t.he effect of molding technique and 
~;t-bake time and temperature on high temperature insulating 
phenolic composites reinforced with glass or asbestos fibers. 
Certain portions of the original "Contract Statement of \'lork" 
were deleted from the program by Contract Modification. 
These included (1) determination of effect on physical pro-
perties of adding "coupling agents" to the fibers, and (2) 
determination of the effect on physical properties of the 
substi tution of cert:ain "stapled fibers and fillers" to the 
phenolic-asbestos composites. 
ABSTRACT 
Detailed data is presented on phenolic~g13ss and phenolic-
asbestos compounds which compares the effect of compression 
molding without degas to the effects of four variations of 
compression molding. These variations were designed to im--
prove elimination of entrapped volatiles and the volatile 
products of the condensate reaction associated with the cure 
of phenolic resins. The utilization of conventional methods 
of degas plus degas by vacuum and directional heat flow meth-
ods are involved. 
Detailed data are also presented on these same compounds, 
comparing the effect of changes in post-bake time, and post-
bake temperature for the five molding techniques. 
-2-
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SECTION 2 
MOLDING EOUIPdI.:;~~',f' [, PROCEDURES 
2.1 Molding Equipment 
2.1.1 The Mold 
The mold for the program in which all test panels 
were fabrica.ted vIas fu:r:nished by Langley Resea.t-ch 
Center. Figure 1, page 3A, is a schematic or illus-
trative sketch of the assembled mold as mounted in 
the press. 
The mold cavity is cut through the cavity plate and 
the force plug moves into the cavity from the bottom 
up. 
The charge is inserted into the cavity from the top 
with the force plug in the retracted position as in 
Figure 1. After the charge is inserted in the cavity, 
the cavity insert plate or cover plate is placed with 
its top surface flush with the -top surface of the 
cavity plate. It stays in place by virtue of its 
tapered edges which mate with a matching taper at 
the top of the cavity. 
The cover plate contacts the mold cavity at its four 
rounded corners only. The sides and ends of the 
cover plate are machined to clear the matching taper 
of the cavity plate by approximately 2 to 4 mils 
which provides gas release slots around its periphery. 
These gas release slots match with wider slots around 
the TRANSITE (or steel) filler (spacer) in the top 
plate, which are connected to vacuum. 
Thus a vacuum can be applied to the charge by virtue 
of the seal affected by closing the mold on the 
2-"0" Rings, one between the top plate and cavity 
plate, and one on the force plug. 
The cavity insert plate (cover· plate) is always kept 
in the same temperature range as the cavity piece. 
This temperature range varies with molding method. 
Temperature at the top of the charge is monitored by 
means of the thermocouple in the TRAl'~SITE filler 
plate which just contacts th2 cover plate. This 
temperature is actually monitored for directional 
heat molding only. All other temperatures are taken 
via surface pyrometer. TIlt:: Inold is galleyed for rapid 
heat-up. 
.: A'/IT f 
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
OIuGlNJAL PAGE IS POO& 
. __________ NIIS\- tl~"lO ~_ 
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The top plate with its TRANSITE filler plate, 
Thermocouple connections, "0" Ring and slot, and 
vacuum pipe is shown separately in Figure 1-1, 
Page 4A. The hot junction of the Thermocouple is 
inserted through the TRANSITE filler plate from 
the back or top. In this position, the temperature 
of the top of the charge (the cover plate) can be 
obtained for directional heat flow molding; or combined 
directional heating with vacuum. 
Another top plate containing a steel filler plate, 
without thermocouple, was used for straight com-
pression and straight vacuum molding. 
Removal of the molded specimen is achieved by 
pushing it upward after the top plate is lifted 
from the cavity plate. An aluminum spacer plate 
was inserted atop the force plug under the charge 
so the specimen could be pushed free of the cavity 
for easy removal. 
Figures 2 and 3, Pages 4B and 4C provide engineering 
detail of the mold retainer set. 
2.1.2 The Press 
Figures 4 and 4-1, Pages 4D and 4E are photographs 
of the mold as installed and operated in the press. 
Stokes trenton Model 727-0 transfer-compression 
molding press - 50 ton capacity, semi-automatic, 
was used in this program. 
Steam from a 170 PSI supply was the source of heat 
for the mold. Connections were made for separate 
control of heat to the bottom plate and force plug 
versus the cavity plate and top plate. 
,}~ u~.ll >Vd;;. cl.ch.i..eved by a separate pump which pro-
uuccu only up to 22" HG at Denver altitude. Photo-
gLaph Figure 5, Page 4F shows the pump and connections 
to the mold. 
-4A-
Fig. 1-1 
Top Mol d Plate with TRANSITE filler Plate & Thermocouple 
_-:"0" Ring 
____ "0" Ring Slot 
T.e. 
Hot Junction 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































REPRODUCIDILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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2.2 Molding Procedures 
2.2.1 The Materials 
Two compounds were evaluated: 
(1) An ablative glass-phenolic; A B-staged phenolic 
impregnated glass fabric, chopped into 1/2" x 
1/2" squares. This material is coded by the 
letter "G" (for glass) in all identifying data. 
(Figure 6, Page SA) 
(2) An ablative asbestos-phenolic; A modified single 
stage phenolic powder, intimately mixed \li t~. 
long fiber asbestos. This material is codec by 
the number "16" (for Lot 16) in all identifying 
data (Figure 7, Page 5B) 
2.2.2 Mold Charge: Bulk and Preform 
The mold produces a test panel 3-1/8" wide x 4-3/4" 
long by thickness up to 3/4" with material of l ow 
bulk - say 5 to 1. Since this applies to the glass 
phenolic, it was charged to the mold in bulk form 
by means of a slide bottom loading box, designed 
specifically for the cavity size. 
Since the bulk factor of the asbestos-phenolic is 
8 or 9-1 it was necessary to use a preform for rapid 
loading of the mold. A simple preform mold 3" x 4-1/2" 
was used. The 270 gram charge was loaded into the 
preform mold and compressed to produce a low density 
preform approximately 3" x 4-1/2" x 1-1/2" thickness. 





REPRODUCIDILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.-
Furn ished by N.A.S.A. Langley Research Center 
270 Grams Bulk 
-5B-
Fig. 7 
Asbestos-Phenolic Con~ound Johns-Manville No. 705 




2.2 Molding Procedures - Con't 
2.2.3 Test Specimens 
It was decided to make all test panels approximately 
5/8" thicknesS allowing for surface grinding to 1/2" 
thickness and subsequent cutting into bars (Photo-
graph, Figure 8, Page 6A). The test panels were 
surface ground before post bake, were cut into bars 
after post bake tests. 
The test panels were weighed and measured for shrink-
age and weight loss. After post-bake they were re-
weighed and re-measured from which shrinkage, weight 
loss, and specific gravity were calculated. Hard-
ness tests were also made. The panel was then cut 
into 8 test bars finished to 1/2" x 1/ 4" x 4-3/4". 
It is notable that primary surfaces of all test spec-
imens were ground and sanded to eliminate all mold 
surface effects from the test values obtained. 
These bars were tested for tensile and tensile mod-
ulus, flexural and flexural modulus, impact and 
elongation. Two test panels were allocated for each 
lot for a total of 16 bars per lot. Two bars were 
selected from each panel for each property tested: 
4 bars for tensile, tensile modulus and elongation 
4 bars for flexural and flexural modulus, deflection 
at break 
4 bars for impact 
4 bars as extras 
Tensile specimens were cut from the 1/2" x 1/4" x 
4-3/4" bar using a special "tensilcut" template for 
a non-standard tensile specimen. The standard ten-
sile specimen is 9" long with a necked down flat 



























































































































The modified tensile specimen was limited to 4.75" 
in total length, the necked down flat section area 
being 1-1/2" in length (see Photograph, Figure 9 
Page 7A, Tensile Cut Templates.) 
2.2.4 Molding Methods 
Conventional compression moldi ng plus 4 modifications 
of it (designed for more positive removal of gaseous 
products of the reaction) were used in making the 
test specimens. Mold temperatures and pressures 
were 300 F/3000 psi - asbestos phenolic; 300 F/2000 
psi - glass phenolic. 
Modification No. 1 of the contract confined the inves-
tigation to (1) a dE!termination of the differences 
in physical properties developed by the different 
molding procedures for the two compounds, and (2) 
the effect on physical properties of variations in 
post-bake temperatures and times on each of the com-
pounds. (Refer pagE!s 15) 
(1 ) Conventional Compression 
Para. 2.2.4.1, Page 8). 
with a (C). 
- 15 minute cure. (Refer 
All specimens identified 
(2) Compression with Extended De-Gas - 30 minute cure. 
(Refer Para. 2.2.4.1, PagE! 9). All specimens 
identified with a (C-l). 
(3) Vacuum - Compression - in which vacuum is applied 
to the charge in the mold prior to and during 
pressurization to accelerate removal of existing 
gases, water vapor, and the products of the con-
densate reaction from the charge as they are form-
ed during cure. All specimens identified with 
a (V). 
(4) Directional Heat Flow - Compression - in which 
the heat is applied to the lower surface of the 
charge under load and is allowed to proceed up-
ward through the charge. It is reasoned that 
the products of condensate reaction can be more 
easily expelled through the upper, porous, un-
sintered, portion of the charge to the gas re-
lease slots. All specimens identified by the 
letter (D). 
(5) Directional Heat Flow Plus Vacuum - Compression 
This is a combination of the molding methods des-
cribed in (3) and (4) above. Vacuum is applied 
through the gas release slots while heat is applied 
only to the bottom surface of the pressurized 





2.2.4.1 .90m_pr~.~? i9n . tJ,..s?1....~.;;-LncL Procedt~.re - Conventional 
and Ext2nded De-Gas 
(1) Conventional Compression 
Straight compression molding is accomplished 
in a hot (300°F) mold. The top plate insert 
or filler is steel in this case, to facili-
tate heat transfer to the cover plate. The 
pre-heated mold is loaded with a pre-weighed 
(270 grams) preform of asbestos-phenolic, or 
270 grams of bulk glass phenolic from the 
slide bottom loading box. 
At time of molding, the mold temperatures 
are maintained betwE~en 290 and 310°F. Sur-
face pyrometer temperatures are taken on (1) 
the force plug, (2) the cavity piece, and (3) 
the top plate. Temperature of the cover plate 
is taken via thermocouple but only for direc-
tional heat flow methods of cure. See Figure 
1, page 3A for location of areas on mold com-
ponents where surface temperatures were taken. 
After charging, the mold is closed quickly to 
prevent precure. The press is programed to 
open automatically after 15 minutes of cure. 
De-gassing by "bumping" or opening the mold 
after initial closing was not done because 
f- c. =: f- r. ~ , .... ,-, ,~.... ....-;'l -:. rl r. +- ~-.. .-, ,-. ..:- .-, '!.--." 1 .: r'-. 1.-.. ..:... '!.... ~ - -..- - - -::: ~ ~ - -- ~ 
____ ,t"" ......... '-..;......; .I.LL>oA.___ ,-v '-'o.J w~~-'--'-o...lJ.J, ,-J..L\..;; !:"'.L. VIr...OO".:;UU.J.. c:: 
had indicated sound moldings could be made 
by this molding schedule and procedure. 
However, it was found after cutting the post 
cured panels into bars that some delamination 
cracking due to trapped gases had developed 
in the compression molded panels, which would 
have been eliminated by a single de-gassing 
procedure. 
Examination of the as-molded and post-baked 
test panels had given no indication of inter-
nal cracking or gas delamination. 
(2) Co~pression with Extended De-Gas 
The discovery of cracks in the compression 
molded panels was unexpected for reasons 
stated above. All the test panels had been 
molded, post-baked, and preliminary tests 
had been made. Discovery of the cracks 
occurred as the panels were cut into bars. 
It was decided at this point to mold another 
set of test panels (method C-l) using extended 
de-gassing procedures by opening the mold 
(until set occurred) for gas release. This 
was done for the asbestos-phenolic and pro-
vided a direct comparison with the other mold-
ing procedures. 
-9-
C-l Panels were also made from the glass phen-
olic but a different lot of compound was used 
because the supply of GFM compound Lot 2 had 
been exhausted and no more was available. 
Since a sufficient quantity of Lot 1 material 
was on hand, the re-run was made with Lot 1 
material. It should be noted that the govern-
ment had made every effort to obtain Lot 1 
and Lot 2 materials with closely matching pro-
perties. Lot 1 material had been on hand for 
approximately 9 months, refrigerated. Therefore, 
its value as a direct comparison may be ques-
tioned. It is of academic interest, however, 
so the data is given. The re-run compression 
molded test panels are identified by a "C-l" 
prefix in the test data and on the graphs and 
charts. 
The "C-l" panels "v'lere compression molded at the 
same pressures as the "c" panels but time in 
the mold was increased from 15 to 30 minutes 
and the mold was opened 3 to 5 times during the 
resin flow period for de-gas. 
The molded panel, after removal from the mold, 
is allowed to cool in air and is then ready for 
surface grinding and sanding (both faces) to 
1 /?1r ~h;i~1r1"'lc\CC: 7\-!=..f-,-...-".- ( ... ,;"'V".f:":"J~,""" roV"·;,..... ... :1..: ........ .- ~t..."'.:! 
-I...... - ...... ---.-~ ....... ---.. .. ........ '--- '-'~..L.. .J--....L ............. ':j.J- ..1...l.J.\,..4,...J...J.J.':;:1! LoJ.J,1;,;:; 
test panel is weighed, dimensioned and tested 
for hardness prior to post-bake. 
A summary of the molding procedure is as follows: 
1. Mold temperature - 290-3l0°F (steam pressure 
85-90 psi). 
2. The compound (270 grams) is charged quickly 
to the hot mold. 
3. The cavity insert plate is placed over the 
charge and the mold is closed quickly. 
4. Molding pressure is 2000 psi for glass-phen-
olic, 3000 psi for asbestos-phenolic. 
5. Cure time - set press to open automatically. 
Copies of the pertinent press log sheets, Table 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2.4.2 VaC1JUm - Compressio~ .. ~101ding Procedure 
Vacuum molding is accomplished by installing 
"0" Ring seals on ·the force plug, and in a 
groove in the top plate which seals against 
the cavity plate. (See Figure 1, Page 3A and 
Figure 1-1, Page 4A). Vacuum applied through 
the top plate acts on the 270 gram charge 
through the gas release slots. The warm mold 
(120 - l60 0 P) is closed to the point where 
a vacuum can be established. Vacuum is held 
on the unpressurized charge for 15 minutes 
(to evacuate air and water vapor) before heat 
and pressure are applied for cure. 
Cure time of 20 minutes was allowed after 
pressurizing the charge and applying heat. 
Heat up from 150°F to 300°F is rapid, i.e., 
2 to 3 minutes. Cure cycle time was up to 
40 minutes. Vacuum of 20" to 22" HG was attain-
ed (limited by Denver altitude). 
A summary of the molding procedure is as follows: 
1. Mold temperature - start, less than 150°F, 
160 maximum. 
2. Drop charge in warm mold - place cavity 
insert plate over charge - close mold but 
do not pressurize the charge. 
3. Establish "0" Ring seal and apply vacuum. 
(20" HG minim.um) Pull vacuum for 15 minutes. 
4. After 15 minutes with vacuum, pressurize 
charge; 2000 psi for glass phenolic, 3000 
psi for asbestos phenolic, and apply heat; 
90 to 100 psi, steam. 
5. Cure time 20 minutes beginning with appli-
cation of heat and pressure. Set press to 
open automatically. 
Copies of the applicable press log sheets 
include Table 2 and Table 3, Pages 9C and lOA. 
-lOA-
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2.2.4.3 Directional Heat Flow - CQmpression Molding 
PrOCC~(~t\.re 
This method calls for the application of the 
prime source of heat to the charge to be lim-
ited to its lower surface, i.e., from the 
force-plug. Thus it is possible to drive the 
heat through the charge in one direction. 
This faciJ.itates movement of the reaction gases 
through the relatively porous, unsintered por-
tion of the charge, to its periphery neaiest 
the de-gas slots, where it can escape. 
The insert plate in the top mold plate was 
changed from steel (no thermocouple) to asbes-
tos cement, which includes a thermocouple 
which contacts the cover plate over the charge. 
The asbestos cement insert with its thermo-
couple allows monitoring temperature of the 
upper portion of the charge which indicates 
when the cure is complete. A 270 gram charge 
is placed in a warm (150°F) mold with a hot 
250°F force plug. 
A problem developed in this procedure in that 
heat being applied only through the force 
plug took much too long to work up through 
the charge since it was not only heating the 
charge but the other mold components as well. 
Relative speed-up of the cure was accomplished 
by modulation of steam to the cavity plate 
and top plate to follow the temperature of 
the cover plate (thermocouple reading). 
These temperatures were modulated to follow, 
or trail, the temperature of the cover plate 
by a few degrees. This speeded up the cure 
by allowing most of the heat from the force 
plug to go to the charge rather than to the 
cavity plate and the charge. Even so the 
mold cycle was close to 90 minutes. 
Copies of the applicable press log follow: 
Tables 4 and 5, Pages llA-llB follow. 
A. Summary of the Molding Procedure is as 
follows: 
1. Mold Temperatures - Cavity Plate and 
Top Plate less than 150°F. Force 
plug (RAM) 1 290 to 320°F (Steam pres-
sure 100-110 psi)~ 
2. Drop 270 gram charge in warm mold 
on hot force plug. Close mold quick-
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3. Take temperature reading every 5 
minutes at 4 points; 3 by surface 
pyrometer, i.e., a) Force Plug, 
b) Cavity Plate, c) Top Plate, d) one, 
via thermocouple of c~vity insert 
plate (top of charge). 
4. Modulate temperatures of cavity plate 
and top plate to follow (few degrees 
less than) the temperature of the cav-
ity insert plate. 
5. When temperature of cavity insert 
plate reaches 250°F increase steam 
pressure to 110 psi to bring temper-
ature quickly to 320 to 330°F. 
6. Open mold when cavity insert plate 
(top of charge) reaches 330°F. 
NOTE: It was necessary to attain 
320°F min. (T.e.) at cavity insert 
plate to preclude imcomplete cure 
in this area, i.e., grey spots on 
top surface of panel. This applied 
only to directional heat flow and 
dire(;i.;.io!lctl heat £ 1m', plus vacuum. 
-13-
2.2.4.4 Directional Heat Flow Plus Vacuum - Compression 
Molding Pr-oceaure--
'I'his combines vacuum with directional heat flow. 
In this case, vacuum is applied to the uncom-
pressed charge in a warm (150°F) mold to remove 
air and water vapor. After 10 minutes the charge 
is compressed to full molding pressure. At 15 
minutes heat is applied to the force plug only. 
Heat is then modulated to the cavity plate and 
top plate to follow the temperature of the cover 
plate, as in the directional heat flow procedure 
of paragraph 2.2.4.3. This procedure required a 
mold cycle of up to 120 minutes. 
Copies of pertinent press log sheets follow: 
Tables 6 & 7, Pages 13A-13B. 
Summary of the molding :?rocedure is as follows: 
1. Mold temperatures - All mold elements less 
than 150°F. 
2. Drop 260 - 270 gram charge into warm mold. 
Place cavity insert plate over charge. Close mold 
but do not pressurize the charge. 
3. Establish "0" Ring seal and apply vacuum 
(20" HG minimum) . 
4. After 10 minutes of vacuum, pressurize the 
charge; 2000 psi for glass-phenolic, 3000 
psi for asbestos phenolic. Apply heat after 
15 minutes of vaCUllil; Ram or force plug only 
(100 - 110 psi stean). 
5. Modulate temperature of cavity plate and top 
plate to follow (few degrees less than) the 
temperature of the cavity insert plate (top 
of charge). 
6. When the temperature of the cavity insert 
plate reaches 250°F, increase steam pressure 
on sides and top of mold to 110 psi to bring 
temperature quickly to 320 - 330°F. 
7. Open mold when cavity insert plate (top of 
charge) reaches 330°F. Refer note paragraph 
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POST BAKE E()UIPMJ'::;;:':;'l' AND PROCEDURES 
3.1 Post Bake Equipment 
3.1.1 Ovens 
The post bake ovens used are Lydon Electric, fan circu-
lating cross flchl cam coni.-:rolled, for temperatures to 
IOOOoP. Two identical ovens were used (these ovens are 
shown in th0 photograph, Figu=e 10, page l4A. Cams were 
made to follow the temperature:time schedule closely. 
Charts of every post bake run were made and retained for 
the record. Typical charts are shown Figures 11, 12, 13 
Pages 14B, C, and D. 
-14A-
Fig. 10 
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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3.2 Post Bake Procedures 
3.2.1 Oven Schedules 
Post bake schsdules for t~e gJass phenolic and 
asbestos phenolic ~a~erials a~e given in Figures 
14 and 15 pages lSA 3nd 15B. 
The test panels were rested on edge on the oven 
shelf (screen)! about 1/2 to It. apart, with the space 
between adjacent panels lined up with the cross 
flow of heated air in the ovens. Actual oven temper-
atures at the sample level were checked with a 
thermocouple and chart and control adjustments were 















Post Bako Schedule 
Task \10. 1 
Gla:.:;s-Phenolic 
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panels per lo·t (cut into 8 Bars eacli-=--i:o-Cctl 16 Bars) 
Tests to include Flex. and Flex. Mod. on 4 Bars~ Impact on 4 Bars; 
Tensile, Tensile Mod., and Elongation on 4 Bars leaving 4 Bars as 
extras. Shrinkage, Sp. Gr., Hardness, and Wgt Loss, obtained frem 
the uncut test panels. 
Run (1) Straight compression Qolding and maximum de-gas compression 
molding, on all series. Re;:)("";a.t for (2) VacutL.'11-Compression 
(.1) Directional Therr,1al"Trans fer-Compression and (4) Vacu urn 
in combination with directional thermal-transfer-compression. 
Task I The manufacturer I s post--cure recorn.mendations for Glass-
Phenolic - run complete series of 6 lots for each of five 
molding methods - totals - 30 lots, 60 panels, 480 Bars. 
Figure 15 
Post Bake Schedule 
Task N() • IIA 
Asbestos-Phenolic 
Lot Post Cure Hrs @ Indicated Temp. 
----
Series 
No. No. 250 300 350 400 
I 1 3 8 
2 3 24 
3 3 48 
4 3 96 
II 1 3 3 8 
2 3 3 24 
3 3 3 48 
4 3 3 96 
III 1 3 3 3 
2 "') "') ') ,J oJ oJ 
3 3 3 3 
4 3 3 3 
Three series of Post Cure Schedules; Four lots per series; Two test 
panels per lot (cut into 8 Bars each - Total 16 Bars) 
Tests to include Flex. and Flex. Mod. on 4 Bars; Impact on 4 Bars; 
Tensile, Tensile Mod. and Elongation on 4 Bars, leaving 4 Bars as 
extras. Shrinkage, Sp. Gr., Hardness, and Wgt. Loss, obtained from 





Run (1) Straight compression molding and maximum degas compression 
molding, on all 3 series. Repeat for (2) Vacuum-Compression 
(3) Directional Thermal-'I'rans fer-Compression and (4) Va.cuum 
in combination with directional thermal-transfer-cornpression. 
Task IIA - Thermomix 705 - Rpn complete series of 12 lots - for each of 
S'molding methods. Totals - up to 60 lots, 
120 panels, 960 Bars. 
·-16-·· 
SECTION ·1 
PREPARATION ;=\ND TEST EQUIP~l:stl'], AND PROCEDURES 
4.1 Preparation of Specimens for Test 
4.1.1 The preparation and test sequence of the "as molded" 
test Pdne~s ~s as follcws: see Figure 16, Page l6A 
4.1.1.1 As Molded Panel 
Gr.ind to Nea.r ,,_'hickness 
Roll Grind(~r 
Sand to FiEal ~~:'.!.ickness 
Belt Sander 
Desiccate - v'lej_sht and Measure 
~e8t for Surface Hardness 
Pest Bake (Test Panels) 
Cool and Desiccate 
Test for Surface Hardness 
4.1.1.2 Test Bars 
('"'i., .' ..L 
":'.Ll L from F'os·t Cured 'rest Panels 
2 Edge Trim Pieces +8 Bars 
5ize 1/2" x 5/16" (Approx.) x 4-'3/4" Long 
Grind to Near ~hickness 
:Roll Grinder 
Sand to Final r[,hickness 
J?elt Sander 
Tensile, Tonsil.e Modulus, Elongation 
Select 4 Bars ~~om Each Lot (2 Panels) 
Cut ~ensile Specimens 
Izod Impact, Notched and No Notch 
Select 4 Bars from Each Lot, Cut to Length 
Notch End of E~ch for ~otched Impact 
(Oth":r End for l'Jo Not:d~ Impact) 
"~I. :~~ l·J/-· .. :~-::'i.!J 




.... ------.--~.~ 1,\_ .. __________.. 
,----.. ~--.--.. --~.~" --~ ~~'--'" ----~ ........ ,-~ .. 
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FL:~x'Jyal S trcn\~~t:;:!. ,l}'lex. Modulus 
Select 1 Bars t~CT Each Lot 
Four Bar':J Renv .. L1 for Discard 
or as Extras 
4.2 Preparation Equipment 
4.2.1 Roll Grinder 
This machine was uS0d to reJucethe test panels and 
the bars to nea:r:thic1<.ness by grinding bet,·.;reen a top 
abrasive roll and a bottom rubb8r faced feed roll. 
The panel or bar ';las. fed bet~,yeen the roJ_ls I preset to 
take off a small 2:r.1ouni: each t.im.e ·the specimen was passed 
through. The specimen was turned over to take off 
approximately equ&l amounts from each face on successive 
passes through the machine. This machine maintained 
parallelism between faces. 
Figure 17, Page 17A is a photograph of this machine. 
4.2.2 Belt Sander 
This is an indus+.:.ri.:>l type machi:w, 14" belt, medium grit, 
and was used to finish size the test panels and test bars 
to final thicknDss. G~cce52ive ~uts were taken a~d check-
ed with a calipe~ to achieve final size and maintain 
parallelism. 
Figure 18, Page 17B, is a photograph of this machine. 
4.2.3 Band Saw 
This machine, a variable speed "Do All", was used to 
slit the 1/2" thick test panels into ·test bars 1/2" \vide 
(panel thickness) x 5/16"thickness (rough-cut). Reming-
·ton Tungsten Carbid.e Rands Vlerc used and performed very 
well. Two bands were used to cut approximately 180 
panels into 1440 b2.rs. (See Pho·tograph Figure 19, Page l7C.) 
4.2.4 Izod Impact Notcher 
'.Chis is the standard I( I zod" not.cher wi t.n single ·tooth 
milling wheel. Care was exercized to achieve a steady 
and solid feed to assure clean and properly dimensioned 






Fig . 19 
-17D-
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4.2.5 "Tensilkut" Lathe and Template 
~rhe standard Tensile Specimen Template, for use with the 
"Tensilkut" Lathe, is designed for a 3/4" wide by approx-
imately 9" long specimen and could not be used for Bars 
4.75" in length. 
A special template was ordered which cut a tensile speci-
men with a flat section length of 1-1/ 2" allowing a gage 
length of 1" to 1-1/ 4". This allowed only 1-3/8" 
x 1/2" for gripping area and was recognized as being in-
adequate. Heavy clamping pressures were necessary to pre-
vent slippage. Even so a considerable percentage of 
breaks occurred in or too near the necked areas. 
Figure 9, Page 7A illustr ates the template and tensile 
specimens. 





4.3 Test Equipment and Procedures 
4.3.1 Weight Loss, Specific Gravity and Shrinkagp: 
These properties were taken on the uncut panels. 
The molded test panels, ground and sanded to 1/2 
in. thickness, were desiccated and weighed to the 
nearest .001 gram. 
Points across the width and across the length were 
marked on the panel and measurements of length and 
width, one dimension each were recorded. Thickness, 
at the two width points were taken and recorded. 
These weights and measurements were repeated on the 
desiccated panels after post-bake at the same points. 
4.3.2 Hardness, Procedure A, (ASTM-D785-65) 
It was determined that the Rockwell "F" scale 
(.0625 ball--60 KG major load) gave relative and 
comparable values for hardness of these materials. 
Values for hardness of 100 or less were obtained 
in accord with Section 3 of D785-65. Scale "F" 
is not one of the scales recommended in Table 1. 
It was also determined that the differences in 
hardness, top versus bottom of the test panel, 
were insignificant. Tests were made, therefore, 
on the top surface only of most of the test panels, 
both before a~d after post-bake. Hardness was 
taken near each corner and in the center of each 
panel, five points total. 
Figure 22 is a photograph of the Rockwell hardness 
test machine. (page 19~ 
4.3.3 Izod Impact Equipment and Procedure (ASTM-D256-56) 
The test method calls for the notch to be cut in a 
narrow side of the bar and in the side parallel to 
the application of molding pressure. Since the wide 
side of the bar is parallel to the application of 
molding pressure it was not possible to comply with 
both requirements of the test specimen, Section 5 
(b). This resulted from edge cutting the bars 
from the test panel. It was necessary to place 
the notch in the narrow side of the test bar which 
ittJ'RODUCIBILITY OF THE -19A-




was perpendicular to the application of molding 
pressure. 
One test bar was used to obtain both notched Izod 
impact and plain (no-notch) Izod impact. Plain 
impact was taken on the unnotched end of the test 
bar. The broken bar was then up ended in t~e hold-
er and notched impact was taken. The test bar dim-
ension was 3-5/8 in . x 1/ 2 in. x 1/4 in. The notch 
was cut 1-3/16 in. f rom one end. A photograph of 
the standard Izod impact test machine is sh"wn in 
Figure 23, page 20A . Capacity of the impact tester 
using 3 different pendulums is 1, 3, and 10 ft. Ibs. 
The striking speed i s 11 ft/sec. 
The notcher is shown Figure 17, Page 170. 
4.3.4 Flexural 
0790-66 
th and Flexural Modulus 
The bar cross-section is 1/ 2 in. wide x 1/4 in. 
thickness span was 4 in. (16 to 1 span to depth 
ratio) and the cross head motion was .10 in./min. 
An "Instron" test machine was used which charted 
cross-head movement versus the load. Modulu s was 
calculated from the chart. 
The "Instron" test machine is shown in photograph, 
Figure 24, Page 20B . 
A typical chart showing load at break and the 
plot for modulus is shown in Figure 25, Page 20C. 
4.3.5 Tensile Strength, Te nsile Modulus, Elongation 
ASTM (0638-64T) 
In the case of tensile tests, considerable devia-
tion from the dimensions specified in 0-638-64T 
was necessary. Oue to mold size the panel and bar 
length was limited to 4.75 in. 
It was decided to use a 1/4 in. x 1/4 in. flat or 
gage section. The ASTM method calls for a test 








section 2.25 in. long(for 1/4 in. x 1/4 inJ. The most 
practical tensile bar possible, from a maximum 4.75 in. 
length yielded a flat sectien of only 1-1/2 in. length 
and a clamping area only 1-1/2 in. x 1/2 in. 
We were able to increase clamping pressures to the point 
where slippage did not occur. Approximately 25 percent 
of the breaks occurred in the necked or shoulder area 
and 2.8 percent failed under the clamps. Reasonable 
test values were recorded and none were rejected simply 
because the break did not occur in the flat or gage area. 
These data are considered valid in this study, i.e., a com-
parison of molding methods and the effect of changes in 
post-brake times and temperatures. 
The gage distance for modulus and elongation data was 
1.0 in. The data from the extensometer was read and 
recorded manually and elongation and modulus calculated 
there from. The extensometer used was not Instron, but 
one manufactured by F. F. Metzger and Son, Philadelphia. 
Extension was read from a dial gage to the nearest . 0001". 
Cross head rate was in accordance with-speed "A" of ASTM 




5.1 Computer Print-Out Sheets. (Appendix I) 
All measurements, weights, test values and calculations are 
given on these sheets. 
5.1.1 Panel Data 
This series of read-out sheets contains original data and 
calculations leading to specific gravity, shrinkage, weight 
loss and hardness of as-molded vs. post-baked test panels. 
For glass phenolic, Task I, there is a sheet for each of 
3 lots (identifying time in oven) in two series (iden-
tifying oven temp.) Each of the 6 sheets contain data on 
the 5 molding methods. For asbestos phenolic, Task IIA, 
there is a sheet for 4 lots per series in 3 series. Each 
of the 12 sheets contain (comparative) data on 4 or 5 
molding methods. 
5.1.2 Bar Data 
This series of read-out sheets contains original data and 
calculations for flexural strength and flexural modulus~ 
tensile strength and tensile modulus; elongation; and 
izod impact strength, both notched and plain. 
In this case there is a sheet for each of 3 lots per series, 
in two series, for each of 5 different molding methods for 
glass phenolic (30 sheets), and for each of 4 lots/series 
in 3 series, for each of 4 to 5 molding methods for asbes-
tos phenolic (55 sheets). 
5.1.3 Lot and Series Identification 
Each computer print-out sheet is headed by Lot and series 
identification. A clarification summary is given as follows: 
Glass Phenolic Oven Temperatures 
(Repeated for 5 molding method~) 200 250 300 350 
Lot I, Series I Post -3- -8- 24 -0-
Lot 2, Series I Bake 3 8 48 0 
Lot 3, Series I Time (Hours) 3 8 96 0 
Lot 1, Series II Post 3 8 8 24 
Lot 2, Series II Bake 3 8 8 48 
Lot 3, Series II Time (Hours) 3 8 8 96 
Asbestos Phenolic Oven Temperatures 
(Repeated for 4 or 5 molding methods) 250 300 350 400 
----- -- -- -- --Lot 1, Series .1 , Post 3 8 0 0 
Lot 2, Series I Bake 3 24 0 0 
Lot 3, Series I Time (Hours) 3 48 0 0 
Lot 4, Series I 3 96 0 0 
Lot 1, Series 
Lot 2, Series 
Lot 3, Series 
Lot 4, Series 
Lot 1, Series 
Lot 2, Series 
Lot 3, Series 



















250 300 350 400 
-3- -3- -8- -0-
3 3 24 0 
(Hours) 3 3 48 0 
3 3 96 0 
3 3 3 8 
3 3 3 24 
(Hours) 3 3 3 48 
3 3 3 96 
-24-
TEST DATA 
5.1.4 Panel and Bar Identification 









Each panel and bar contained: 
a. Molding Method Identification in the First Position: 
C :=: Compression Molding 
C-l= Compression Molding with Extended De-Gas 
D :=: Compression with Directional Heat Flow 
V :=: Compression with Vacuum 
DV :=: Compression with Combined Directional Heat Flow 
and Vacuum 
b. Material Identification in Second Positions 
G :=: Glass Phenolic 
16 = Asbestos Phenolic (Lot 16) 
c. Panel Number (as molded) in Third Position: 
Start with Panel 1 (up to S8) 
d. Bar Number in th~ Fourth position: 
There were 16 Bars from 2 panels for each series of 
mechanical tests, including 4 Bars for flex and flex 
modulus, 4 for tensile and tensile modulus, 4 for 
elongation and 4 for impact. Elongatlon was obtained 
from the tensile modulus data so 4 spare Bars were 
available. For computer card simplification, the num-
bers one and two only identified the Bars. These 2 
Bars were tied on to the test and to a certain panel 




5.1.5 Data Sununaries; Panel Data; Thermal Properties 
Data from the computer print-out (Appendix I) of 
panel tests is summarized in Tables and Charts 8 
through 11. 
These Data compare i:he effect of Molding Method and 
Post Bake Temperatures on thermal properties; Chart 
Group A. Comparison of effect of post bake Time 
and Temperature on thermal properties is shown in 
Chart Group B. 
The thermal properties tested included: 
1. Shrinkage on post cure 
2. Specific Gravity as molded and post cured 
3. Hardness - as molded and post cured 
4. Weight loss during post cure. 
Conclusions and observations concerning the3e data 
will be given in Section 6. 
As can be seen from the tables, data for Chart 
Group A was obtained by averaging the test results 
from each molding method vs. post-bake oven tempera-
ture (series). Time in the oven is handled as con-
stant in order to obtain a comparison of the effect 
on properties of molding method, material, and mold-
ing temperature. 
In Chart Group B an attempt is made to determine the 
effect of changes in cure schedule and temperature 
for each material, regardless of molding method. 
Test results were averaged for all molding methods 
(not including C-l Method) at each oven time schedule 
(Lot No) for the scheduled oven temperature (Series 
No.) This gives us a look at what happens to the 
properties for each material as the time in the oven 
and oven temperature is changed. 
It is recognized the above methods of handling the 
data to arrive at our objective can be questioned. 
For these reasons the raw data (computer print out) 
is included. The reader can thus plot and handle 
it otherwise if desired. 
25A 
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5.1.5 (Con't) Horizontal "Reference Lines" on charts of 
Group "A" were arbitrarily located by drawing them 
through the average of the data points for convention-
al compression molding. 
The wavy "Trend Lines" on Charts of Group "A" were 
established by drawing a smooth curve through the 
averages of the data points for each mold method. 
These lines may help to assess the effect of each mold-
ing method on the property in question. This line is 
not drawn through the averages of the Cl method because 
the results are from a different material lot number 
in the case of the Glass-Phenolic. 
5.1.6 Data Summaries: Bar Dat:a: Mechanical Properties 
Data from the computer print-out of tests of Ba)~ 
cut from the panels under 5.1.5 is summarized in Tables 
and Charts 12 through 18. These data compare the 
effect of Molding Method and Post Bake Temperatures 
on mechanical properties, Chart Group A. In Chart 
Group B a comparison of the effect of Post Bake Time 
and Temperature on mecha.nical properties is made. 
The remarks in Paragraph 5.1.5, Thermal Properties, 
concerning the means of arriving at the data for Chart 
Group A and Chart Group B apply also to Paragraph 
5.1.6, Mechanical Properties. 
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5.2 Photographs of All Bars Tested (Mechanical Proper-
ties) 
Appendix II includes photographs of the broken bars 
from all molding methods for both materials for 
flexural strength, tensile strength, and impact. 
As mentioned in Paragraph 2.2.3 the size of the test 
panel limited bar size and orientation such that 
deviation from ASTM requirements was necessary in 
the case of tensile and impact properties. 
The influence of these deviations was probably 
greatest on tensile properties (Paragraph 4.3.5). 
The photographs clearly show the type and location 
of the breaks in the tensile and impact bars. 
Break and failure in flex occurred conclusively but 
seldom as a definite parting line on the surfaces of 
the bar. The majority of the parting lines that are 
indicated in the photographs were made on the broken 
bar by completing the break after test by hand. This 
was done to ascertain the true nature and orientation 
of the break. 
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Section 6 
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Discussion 
6.1.1 Denver Atmospheric Pressure and Humidity 
The altitude at the J-M Research & Development Center is 
5730 feet and normal atmospheric pressure is 24.25" HG. 
The work done at N.A.S.A. Langley Resea~ch & Development 
is practically sea level with a normal atmospheric pres-
sure of 30.00" HG. 
Refer to (1) "Effect of Volatile Removal During f.'Iolding 
of Phenolic-Fiber Composites" by Price and Lucy - presen-
ted at the 29th Annual Technical Conference RPCI and SPI 
Washington, D.C. February 1974, and (2) "Low Cost Plastic 
Sounding Rocket Motors" by J. C. Ward - AIAA 2nd Sound-
ing Rocket Vehicle Technology Conference, Williamsburg, 
Virginia, December 1970. 
Normal relative humidity levels are low in Denver running 
from 49 through 54% in the spring and summer months when 
the test panels were molded, yearly average is 51%. Aver-
age humidity in Virginia (N.A.S.A. Langley Research Center) 
This means that moisture levels in the compound before 
molding will tend to be higher in Virginia and higher 
vacuums are possible than in Denver. It could be argued 
that both factors would tend to produce a greater effect 
in Virginia than in Denver when using the special molding 
methods studied in this contract. 
We were able to achieve partial pressures of 2" to 4" HG 
in the cavity, from vacuums in the order of 20 to 2211 HG 
while molding the test panels. Similar moldings made at 
Langley \vere evacuated at up to 29" HG with a 1" partial 
pressure in the cavity. 
6.1.2 Effect of Preforms on Gas Release 
We doubt there would be any detectable differences in abil-
ity to de-gas and de-moisturize the mold charge because 
of preforming or solidifying the mold charge. It was nec-
essary to preform the bulky asbestos-phenolic in order to 
charge the mold. The charge, cold pressed at 1000 psi so 
it could be easily handled as a unit for placing in the 
mold, was reduced as a preform to 1-1/2" to 1-3/4" thick-
ness for all molding methods except vacuum. In this case 
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preforms 3-1/2" thickness were pressed at 350 psi. They 
were barely handleable for charging to the mold in one 
piece. The compound WdS made up in March 1973 and refrig-
erated in poly bags. It was pressed into preforms as 
needed. Preforms were stored in individual poly bags and 
refrigerated if not used the same day. 
The glass phenolic was not preformed but was charged as 
a loose fill. This could be done because of a low bulk 
factor. Also, it is a difficult material to preform. 
The 270 gram charges were pre-weighed as needed from a 
refrigerated supply_ Each 270 gram charge was placed in 
a poly bag and refrigerated if not used the same day. 
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6.1.3 Compression Molding Techniques; "c" vs. "C-l" Samples 
As mentioned in Section 2 (paragraph 2.2.4.1) the "C" 
method (no de-gas by opening and closing the mold during 
the resin flow period) produced superficially sound test 
panels. However, when cut into bars evidence of gas de-
lamination was apparent. (See Bar photos Appendix II). 
A comparison of strength data of obviously delaminated to 
obviously clear bars was made. The effect on physical 
properties was less than expected in most cases. Where 
the effect was obvious the test values were not used. 
All bars with evidence of gas delamination were marked in 
the print-out data (Appendix I). 
In the "C-l" method, the degassing procedure (by inter-
mittent opening and closing of the mold during the resin 
flow period) was carried to extremes. It was continued 
up to 5 times (at 60 second intervals) until clear evi-
dence of incipient resin set occurred. This procedure 
(a 5th molding procedure) was not a part of the contract 
work plan. However, physical properties developed by 
this molding procedure exceed the other methods in most 
cases, and is quite evident on the Group "A" charts. 
Th~ D2T_0 f.rom th~ IIC--l" rnethod t.Alas nc·t. used iIl tl-:c ~'\,Ycr­
ages for the Charts of Group B (different glass-phenolic 
compound lot) and it was ignored in drawing the solid 
wavy trend lines on charts of Group A. 
However, this data appears to be very informative. It 
tells us: 
1. Moldings that appear to be perfectly sound, super-
ficially, can indeed contain gas delamination. 
2. The effect can be minimal as in the majority of the 
"c" test panels or strongly deleterious as in a few 
of the "C" test panels. 
3. The traditional de-gassing procedure of opening and 
closing the mold, "bumping", if continued to the 
maximum, i.e., up to the time of initial resin set, 
was strongly beneficial for these two compounds. 
4. Any means that can be used during molding to remove 
the volatile material, either adsorbed or from the 
chemical reaction, is beneficial. 
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6.2 Conclusions 
6.2.1 Panel Data - Thermal Properties 
The prime reason for this work is to develop data 
that will help determine a best or optimum molding 
technique for reinforced ablative phenolics. Secon-
dary objectives of the work are development of opti~ 
mum post bake schedules. 
The thermal data from test panels (pages 25A-25D) 
is more or less supportive and can be used to assess 
or modify conclusions drawn from the mechanical data. 
Some conclusions from the thermal data alone, from 
which specific gravity weight loss, shrinkage, and 
hardness values were developed, are as follows: 
Specific Gravity - Weight Loss and Shrinkage 
Specific gravity, an inherent property of the com-
bined materials, is changed by post baking. It is 
effected by weight loss due to volatiles, to oxida-
tion, to shrinkage and porosity (not measured) . 
In gcnc..t:u.l r s:::;2ci fie S:fl~avi Ly uec;L'eases from the :: as 
molded" condition to the "post-baked" condition. 
It also decreases with increased temperature and 
time at temperature for both materials (Charts Pgs. 
25B) . The normal spread appears to be from 
1.845 to 1.900 with one set of values for asbestos 
phenolic (C Method) dropping to 1.827, found to be 
due to gas delaminations. The specific gravity of 
the asbestos-phenolic is higher. 
Since we expect increased volatile removal during 
molding with the special molding techniques we would 
expect the resulting specific gravities to be higher 
than the conventionally molded materials. Although 
the tendency is slight, (except for compression 
molding with extended degas) it is nevertheless 
apparent in both materials. 
Hardness increases, from as molded to post bake, 
increases slightii with increased post bake time and 
temperature (Chart Group B, Pg.25C-2) The glass~enol­
ic is harder than the asbestos phenolic. The differ-
ences in hardness attributed to different molding 
methods appear to be minimal. 
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6.2.2 Bar Data - Mechanical Properties 
Mechanical properties appear in the tables and are 
plotted on the charts on pages 26A-26G. Properties 
of flexural strength, tensile strength, and impact 
were studied. 
Flexural properties were run in accord with the 
ASTM test methods. Tensile and impact tests were 
modified due to size of test panel. 
Tensile properties were obtained from non-standard -
short ·bars - limited by the length of the test panel 
or slab and the mold. Data for elongation and mod-
ulus of elasticity was obtained from extensometer 
readings taken as the bar was being broken under 
tension. 
Plain impact strengths were run as an extra - simply 
by preparing the test bar so that it could be 
reversed in the clamp and broken at the plain end 
as well as the notched end. The cross-section 
length of the plain sample, as a result, was longer 
by the depth of the notch. 
6.2.2.1 Flexural Strength - Flexural Modulus 
The data and charts were tabulated and 
plotted as described in Section 5 paragraphs 
5.1.5 and 5.1.6. 
Here again data points from conventional 
compression molding were arbitrarily chosen 
to locate a "reference line" on chart Group 
"A". The solid wavy trend lines were also 
used to assess the effect of molding method. 
Flexural strength and modulus is generally 
improved by use of the special molding 
methods for asbestos-phenolic but not so 
for glass phenolic. The exception is the 
"C-l"method \'lhich appears to be quite 
strongly beneficial for both materials. 
The vacuum method appears to result 
in slightly better strengths than either 
directional or directional plus vacuum. 
The best post bake temperatures appear to 
be 300F for glass phenolic and 350F for 
asbestos phenolic. 
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Best time in oven appears to be in the 
range of 24 hours for glass phenolic and 
48 hours for asbestos phenolic. The asbes-
tos phenolic is stronger in flex. and flex. 
modulus than the glass phenolic. 
6.2.2.2 Tensile Strength and Tensile Modulus 
There appears to be a slight tensile strength 
improvement over conventional (C) molding 
for the special molding methods. Modulus 
improvement is more marked for the vacuum 
(V) and directional plus vacuum (DV) methods. 
However, the C-lmethod results in the best 
strengths, i.e., 12 to 13 m psi vs. 9-10 
m psi for asbestos phenolic and 7-8 m psi 
vs. 5-6 m psi for glass phenolic. This is 
a substantial improvement. Modulus trends 
follow the same pattern. 
As is noted on the tensile modulus charts, 
the reference line for glass phenolic has 
been dropped below the average of -rhp "c" 
samples. This was done because the data 
point ,(Chart Group A) at 300 F appears to 
be high. In-depth study of the back up data 
and work sheets does not explain the appar-
ent displacement of this data point . 
. Here again 300F and 24 hours for glass phenolic 
and 350 and 48 hours for asbestos phenolic 
appear to be satisfactory post bake schedules. 
6.2.2.3 Impact Strength, Notched and Plain 
For the glass phenolic, the special molding 
methods caused lower impact strengths than 
conventional "c" molding. The "C-l"molding 
produced the highest impact strengths. 
Impact strengths of the asbestos phenolic 
did not seem to be influenced greatly by 
molding method. 
As noted from the reference lines and trend 
lines on the group A charts, the glass phen-
olic is stronger in impact than asbestos phen-











The Group B charts indicate better impact 
strengths are developed at 350°F for glass 
phenolic. Best flexural and tensile proper-
ties were developed at 300F. Also impact 
strength by vacuum molding is more strongly 
influenced for the better by 350F post-bake 
temperatures. 
For the asbestos phenolic 350°F still seems 
to be the best pos-c-bake temperature. 
6.2.2.4 Elongation 
Elongation is not strongly influenced by 
the molding method except for the "C-l" 
method. The elongation is slightly above 
the trend line for both materials for the 
"C-l"method. 
Post bake at 300F 24 hours is better for 
glass phenolic and 350F is slightly better 
tor asbestos phenolic. 
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6.3 Recommendations and Observations 
6.3.1 "c" Method vs. "C-l"Method 
The 2 methods of so-called conventional compression 
molding probably represent extremes, from no degas 
("bumping" - opening and closing mold), to maximum 
degas, i.e., "bumping" until positive evidence of 
initial "set" occurs. 
Unexpectedly, the specimens produced by the "C-l'~ 
method were generally superior to those from all 
the other methods studied. 
The extent of gas delamination in the "c" specimens 
was unexpected as well as the generally small effect 
on strength. Happily, it appears that the extremes 
of barely passable to nea£ly the best properties to 
be expected from these particular phenolics were 
obtained. This serves to more positively place and 
compare the special molding methods with respect to 
conventional compression molding methods. 
6.3.2 General 00beLvdtlon~ 
6.3.2.1 The Hold 
It appears to this observer the present 
design of the vacuum mold cannot be fully 
effective without the use of breather mats. 
The flow of the molten material into the 
vent slots may close them at the very time 
when the reaction gases are being generated. 
In order to fairly determine the beneficial 
effects of vacuum and directional heat flow 
molding, this work should be repeated using 
breather mats. 
6.3.2.2 Directional Heat Flow; Directional Heat 
Flow Plus Vacuum 
In spite of the relatively poor showing of 
the directional heat flow method in this 
work it is known from personal experience, 
the method can be a very effective special 
technique. Satisfactory thick, large billets 
of asbestos phenolic (as large as 18" x 18" 
x 6" thick) were made by this method. 
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Other attempts to produce a sound molding 
of this size and thickness had failed. 
The photograph Appendix III, taken February 
8, 1974, is a section of one such billet, 
molded in Ju].y 1970 by directional heat 
flow--size 18" x 18 n x 4-3/16". This billet 
was post cured in the mold - no pressure -
48 hours at 250 to 300F. 
Slight post cure checks are evident. A 
higher post cure temperature should have 
been used on this billet. 
A 6" thick billet vIas made by similar tech-
niques at about the same time with similar 
results. Those who have attempted molding 
billets of this size will be familiar with 
the problems. (Refer Appendix III Photographs 
2-3-4) . 
6.3.2.3 Curing Polyimides by Vacuum Molding 
The N.A.S.A. vacuum mold was used success-
fully to mold a polyimide-graphite lamin-
ate. Normally this is accomplished via 
vacuum bag-autoclave procedure. By allow-
l~g room in the meld f~r rC3in bleed-off 
and breather mat the vacuum mold accomplishes 
the same task plus being able to apply much 
higher molding pressures. 
6.3.2.4 Degassing Phenolic Thermosets 
This work indicates that degassing the 
charge in the mold (after heat is applied) 
by whatever means is beneficial. 
Degassing by opening and closing the mold 
(bumping) can be more extensive than one 
would suspect, and can be quite beneficial. 
Although it was not proven in this work, 
degassing by vacuum and vacuum plus direc-
tional heat flow should be just as effective. 
The use of breather mat or other means to 
keep the vent slots open appears to be the 
"key" . 
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There are cases where application of vacuum 
could be very important and effective. 
A. Removal of gas pockets during molding 
of intricate shapes 
B. Assisting flow to difficult areas in 
intricate moldings 
C. Control of blisters and under surface 
gas checks 
D. Cure of high gas reaction resins such 
as polyimides 
E. Elimination of gas delaminations 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX I 
Computer Print-Out Sheets 
Panel Data 
Length, Width and Thickness dimensions are inches. 
Weight determinations are grams. 
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4~820 '=\.lA9 o. I;. 8 '3 231.0 'to 077 4.316 3.187 iJ.'"-7S 227.112 (";90 
4.e20 3.190 0.'"-89 233.?~.q 073 £..318 3.190 0.484 ?29.273 087 
CALCULA,F,:) DATA 
~I- 0 L r) E I) C U R E I) c:. H R I 1\1 K 1\ G E (PCTl .J 
SP r; r~ VOL SP G? IJOL L F.>\l 'If! D TH!< VOL \:'ItT LOSS 
=====.:':===:::= ==:::======== ============~==========~======= 
1.SnA 7.523 I.P5~ 7.1+ 3 3 -0.02 0.00 1. ?? 1.2C 1.73 
loR71., 7.'-'1<1 19262 7.403 O,,()8 -0.06 1.03 1.05 1.77 
1 .. 88? 7.390 1a:<65 7.311 0.15 0.09 '::1.83 1.07 1.9A 
1.8Rl 7.327 1.E6A 7.295 0.08 0.13 1.04 1.2» 1.94 
1.eS1 7.')48 1.P72 7.462 CJ.06 0.06 1 • r) 2 1 0 lit 1.61 
1.831 7.333 1.87Q 7.230 G.08 O.Of, I • ? 6 1.uO 1.55 
1.89q 7. L. 24 1.P97 7 d06 (Jo()S 0.06 1. Lt 5 1.59 1.70 
1.893 7.~19 1. R 81 7.439 0.04 0.0(1 1.02 1.06 1~70 
:S~~.Ir-c:; ? 
LJ~T 1 
T A$'< 2. /I 




C 1 - 1 c) - 'j C1 





I)v-16 - ')4 
(-16-19 
(-16-2() 







''')V-I 6-0' .. 
-5-
01/11/ 7 4 
POST-PA(E SfFP CURE Tn 350F 
T I 'T I ~< :::: Ii F' '; '.; + ?'H3 t i (; U R S 
/"SQ;:-C,T()S/D~1~:\:(:L I C 
() RIG I ",;;\ l. ;6, T ,\ 
~l r-, l.. ~ ~ D C U R E D , .. r: 
L I,A! T ',::E J.:";I-H HJ\ R~) L '.,~! T I:! F. ! C;,.,T HAR::; 
=============~=====~~~=====~== ==-=====::::.=~= ::::::=:=:;;:== - - -- - - -_. 
4, i3 19 3 6 l'?B 0.426 ?29 0 66/, 079 It • p') n ~.,J ,_ v 3 • 19? 0,<'.3 5 227 0 336 C9J 
4. 3 19 3 • l'lS< ' .. ' ......, I) 0 1 ... E 8 ?:~ c .78j 'J72 4 • 8 17 3 • le6 .n .l:" 9 J ?25. 5'::) q OS7 v 
4. 523 3 • 191 (\ .) • It (i e '2 3 7. It 6 6 OEl2 4 • 8 19 ";l 0 1e9 ~. 1.96 735 • 3:) 5 09') oJ 
4. ><:<3 -~ • 1 9 1 () 0 1.96 2'36. 9~9 oeo '+. 8?C) :3 • 1i<" ..' 'j 0.49.:. 2 3 i. 0 733 :; 9 1 
4. e 2 'J 3" 191 () • it? 2 '22 .3 .299 C73 t... q?" :3 13B 0,479 "' .. ""'t'- q 10 ')B 7 • • j / "' • •• J : , . ..;' 
4, 820 3 1 ."; 2 0 I >::' ?27.<:·83 C73 4 • >;21 3 .1 gil 0.47'.) 2?40 ~ 1 ,-:, 0'38 • • + '-' .. ... J 
L+ • 920 1 1 " 1 C 1 " -, 22~ .667 079 '+ ? lQ 3 1 
Q ,- c) • L .. 3 ~ 127 4 1 3 092 • " • ·r.~ I • .. :.- • .• Ij • 
4. 320 '3 • 1C;() 0 .. 4':':7 229 • 397 079 'f • K 18 3 • 136 " .4 d L. ? 2 -, • () Qt"! C0() '-' 
'-r • 3213 3 • 1'1(; " .':">14 2'3~Q74P; 07~ <+ • Q,?2 3 • 189 
" 
.4 ~ 1 2?? • :) 1 .1. 090 ...-
I • • 8 l~ -.< , . laO O.L. Q 7 232 • 29 it C7:1 4 , S 19 3 .13 £3 n J • '.,.34 ...... ~ or) t: .;v e ')26 SO? 
CI>.LCULATE,) D/\TA 
IIOL!JE[J 
SP SQ V()l_ 
C LJ REI") S H ~ INK II. G r:- (peT) 
SP G? VOL 
=========:= =======~~== 
1.877 7.4:)6 1 •. '3 5 C] 7. /joh2 
1.8 7 R 7 .• L.97 1.Q3R 72520 
1.eQl 7.56'. 1.884 7.622 
1 • ~ 9 If 7.f'~'4 1.A86 7.593 
1.879 7.£.13 1.P72 7.3(:0 
1.27f; 7*400 1.?63 7.362 
1.~71 .., .490 loP:67 7.43 i+ I 
10873 7. '+2 S 1.~6° 7.t+29 
1.891 7.41+ 7 1.F~85 7.39 7 
1.894 7 .. 495 l.>l~lP 7. 1.:3 6 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
OBlGlNAL PAGE IS ;POOR 
-.- -- ~ 
I C \; 
t_. " TH'< 
- . :::=:===== =:::;::.:::::=::.:::..: 
-8 .o? -n 1 3 .ro, ?1 • " • 
I' 
,j " :) L. C) • C 6 -c .4l 
0 .on " • iJ (, J .40 l, 
0 .06 ~) _':)6 ~ .. ' .. oJ 
0.00 f', • () 9 C' .f,2 v 
-0 r' ~ C 1 3 (', .4?' .ve: • v 
0. ')It 0 .09 I; • 62 
0 .04 0 • , 3 " .62 ... \.., 
(\ (; 2 '.) • 03 C .62 ,. • 
-0.02 (' .0:) C' .A2 
-' ---
:::-:..::: = ,",:,::=:::: ~. - -
,") 
• ~~ 6 1 .0 1 
~ .. ;) 
'3 1 I 9 5 • ... • 
~J :), '"' " 9 • ' .... 1 • 
" • 5'3 8. 93 v 
!' 
,} • 72 1.09 
0 ~ 52 1 • 17 
:J • 7 5 0 • 93 
C .78, 1 ~C() 
C ' .., • ::JI n • :';7 
.J 






T A SI<' ?f\ 
























POST-~AKF STED CU~E TO 350F 
TIvF IN av~~ 3~3+?4 ~OURS 
AS8F~TOS/PH~~OLIC 
ORI(-,U-,;,c\L DATA 
/v' 0 L D F f) C U R E D 
L W T ':,E I GHT l-i.L\? D L. \Joi' T ',\'~ I (jHT HARD 
============~===~=~=~========= =====~============:=========== 
4.819 3.123 O.4R6 226.929 073 40816 3 • 18 L~ 0.487 221.312 086 
{uel'? 3.1 R 9 Oet. Q 6 23:)~:JO() 072 {H 819 3 .1B8 J.42? ?26.378 090 
4.823 ~ olga G~'J,97 23?,.R07 079 4.R20 3 .188 C).4c5 2'35.5~)7 !J93 
L •• 9 2? 3.190 '] e to 9 7 237.97'3 077 4e 1j23 3.191 0.493 234 .. L,L, '3 091 
4~e?? '3. 19? Cl.4PS ?31.75fl 07 L+ {q 919 '3 .1ee 0.423 222. 137 090 
4.821 3.190 o e 1.,2,0 232.[:84 Co74 4.819 3.187 O.43{+ 2?9.284 0><7 
L:.d 20 :3 • 190 0./1'74 226.006 (\"7 () 'oJ I , 4.R19 3.193 0. 1+ 71 223 • r) /, 5 091 
4.819 
-' . 191 o. L" 7 ~ :'26.3e1 073 '+ 0 R 1 B 3 .189 C .4 7 Lt 2?3. 1 ,,\ ,~ "';'-: 091 
4.31a 3.1?'l o • L., E~ 6 231.656 072 4.813 ? .lR6 O.t.Pl 228.,)2~ ("IR9 
-' 
4.820 3.139 'J .. L. P. 9 :n?OS4 () 7 t. 4.318 3.187 0.4e4 ??;~.769 () ~ 9 
C/llCUU', TED DATA 
\,1 0 L D E D C U R E D S H r~ I f'l K A G f-: (PCr) 
SP GR VOL SO GP VOL LE:'~ 1,\1 I D THK VOL \r,IT l(ISS 
===:::::=::::.:=== =====::::::::::..:::== ~================~==========~== 
1.855 7.466 1.908 7.468 0.06 0.13 -0.21 -0.02 2.4~ 
10880 7. L:·6fJ 1.~65 7.tt05 0.00 O.o() 0.A2 J.e2 1.57 
1.9C6 7.6~7 1.929 7.453 0.06 0.06 2.'d 2 .5 (t 1.36 
1.S9 Q 7.545 1.87-'< 7.618 -0.02 -0.03 0.40 0.35 1.41.. 
1.883 7.511 1.876 7.t+20 0.06 0.13 1.02 1.21 1.56 
1.890 7.S?'I) 1.282 7.u33 0.04 0.09 1.02 1.16 1.55 
1.892 7.?88 1 .'l78 7~247 0.02 -0.09 0.63 0.56 1.31 
1.879 7.350 eR6 q 7.283 O. 'J2 0.06 0.8 4 0.92 1.45 
1~893 7.l:·f:,6 .885 7.3,33 (I. C2 o • () I) 1 • "3 1 • 1 1 1.57 
1088R 7.501 O"1q 
" .' 1 •. 7 .l.f 3 2 0.0/+ 0.06 0.82 0.92 1. L,2 



























POST-RAKE STFD CURE TO 35CF 




0 L D F D C U R E D 
L 1,'/ T '1·":EI[lHT HARD L IN T ':.'E I GHT HARD 
================~==~===~====== ==========~====~=============~ 
4.p19 3.1p.3 0.493 2~~2~231 076 (+.:~1i3 '3 1 Q., IJ .. " .... ~ J O. 4R;3 22 7 .E:t...4 C90 
48819 3 de.< 9 C.L.j4 2?h><63 C73 L. a S1R 3~137 O.L..~}O 2(,4.255 090 
4.32(') , . 190 O.L.95 2Y7.747 oeo 4.819 3~19C o • it '9 L. 233,,353 093 
4.82? 3.193 C).L..96 2:'37 0 363 079 4.s 17 3.186 0.493 232.669 C95 
4.823 3.1Q4 0, i, 8 7 2'32.537 068 '+.f20 3.1:36 ').·.;;3 ?27.bC4 ')89 
4.,321 3.192 O.LISq 2:;10337 072 4.:<20 '" .186 o. i:" 51 226. 12 Cj ,) e 7 
Lf.320 3 • 191 0.L.9, 23'+.298 C81 Lt.~~21 3.1E~S ~).{1'Eq ?30.J5~ :.1 9 2 
4.920 3.191 o • /~ f: 7 23 1.264 Ofl3 [foR19 3 .l8R o • L. E '3 ?27.03? C92 
4.821 3.190 1).48~ 231.977 :J70 ,+.~?r; 3 .189 0.'+2J 2 7 .349 Q9? 
4.:319 3.1 e g O.'+f:6 231.984 074 4.~18 'i 1 P -, .......... '::i O.l1C1 r'.6S5 092 
CALCULATE!) DA. T /I 
\1 0 l. D E D C U R E D S H ~ I N K P. G - (PCTI .-
SD (j~ VOL SP G;~ VOL LF~j \/.! r D TH~( I/OL ",1T LOSS 
====:-.:=":=;;=== ====::=:::::=== ======~=========:~~============ 
lof171 7.571.t 1.R53 7.496 0.02 O.O:l 1.')1 1.C3 2.00 
1.879 7.433 ' A" '1 l •. ,) , 7.370 0.02 0 .. 06 O.S3 ').91 20 C 1 
1.906 7.611 1.875 7.594 0.02 0.021 O.2c) 0022 1.85 
1.897 7,637 1.976 7.566 O~lO 0.22 e.S0 0.93 1.98 
1.801 7.S0~ 1.R72 7.417 0.06 0.25 0.82 1. 13 2.12 
1.880 7.510 1.868 7 deb 0.02 C\ilo 1.43 1.64 2.25 
1.3 8 5 7.5'~3 1.~!72 7.500 -0.02 0.09 1.01 1.09 1.81 
1.3114 7.490 1.R57 78420 n (, ..... v 0 v.~ Cl.09 0.S2 o .9 L• 1.83 
1.8A6 7.505 1.880 7.379 C'. C2 0.03 1.64 1.69 ?.OO 
1.8G6 7 .. 466 1.R80 7&388 0.02 0.00 l.n3 1.05 1.86 
Dt\!\;FL DATA 























POST-RD,K~ STEo CURE TO '350F 
TI~F I~ OV~N 3+~+96 HOU?S 
AS~~~TOS/PHE~CLIC 
ORIGIN;.\!. DATI" 
~ .... ~ 0 L D F D C U R E D 
L Iti T \';E!GHi HA,RD L It! T \·iEIGHT !-',ARD 
~============================= =====~~~==;===~======~======== 
4.81'1 3.1 p 3 00 {,g 6 233.212 074 4.'317 3.187 0.491 ?27."8C 092 
4.820 3.1":9 0.""93 ?31 .. 767 076 4.g 18 3.127 0.427 225.845 094 
4.822 38193 o • i, 91 2 3., c It 8 1 0 7 2 4.818 3.185 'J • L, 8 4 ?2 7 .37'J 092 
4 .. S23 3ol9? 0.48'" 231.099 07 u 4.?1'3 3&185 o • It e 2 224a?5f; 090 
4.8 19 3.191 O. I, P 9 2V)4 7 50 :)73 4.315 3.185 '~.433 224.726 )95 
4.'31'3 3.1>'9 o • (, 7 '3 226.?63 07 L• 4.':l15 3.185 iJ. L,73 220.506 092 
4 .. B?? 3.1~9 0.4'17 231.71p 07t... 4.818 3.156 0.l~~2 225.679 093 
4d20 3.191 0.tt87 :'31.951 076 4.e17 3.188 0.482 226.195 093 
CALCULATEC) DATA 
',A 0 L n F. D C U R E F) 5 H R I j\~ K A, r.. 
-> E (PCT) 
SP GR VOL SP Gf7 VOL LEN \.J! D Tf-iK VOL 'I-iT LOSS 
======:==:= ====:.:======= =~============================= 
1.87? 7.620 1.~.!t5 7.538 0.04 0.03 1.01 ' " >< J..v .. 2.54 
1.8fJ6 7.')78 lo~43 7.0.78 OoOLI· 0.06 1.22 1.32 2.56 
1.8R5 7.560 101366 7. Ld4 :.~. 08 0.16 1.43 :.66 2.62 
1.877 7.513 10S55 7.39:) 0.10 0.22 1.23 1.55 2.70 
1.872 7.5~O 1*851 7.407 ,~. 08 0.19 1. 23 1.t...9 2.61 
1.BRO 7.344 1. q 55 7.25'+ 0.06 0.13 1.05 1.23 2.54 
1.8F~8 7.489 1.R61 7.399 0.08 C.09 1.03 1.20 2.61 























POST- q 4KF STEP CURE ro 400F 
T p.'t= I '; o\jr~: 3+~+-:'+:3 ··J.OLJRS 
AS8FSTOS/DHE~OLIC 
~:OLDf:D CUR [ D 
L W T WEIGHT HARD L 1t.J T ·'iEI GHT H.:\::<D 
=======================~::==== ====~~==============~========= 
4.820 3. 189 0.482 227.25e 075 4 ~q l;~ 3 de? 0., '+ 79 223. 300 087 
4.320 3. 1P9 0.493 2:33.442 072 46 11 2(; 3 0189 ::J. l .. <71 ?3C.i~76 :]91 
4.f2? 3. 1':13 0.4 Sf /.31 .162 07/, 4 .. 820 .~ o19C (;.4'3'3 2r' ~ 93'; () R 9 
4.g 25 3. 191 .OeL.37 2 ' .. 1 115 C73 4.520 3 .. 189 () • (+ E 3 22-; • 'J:J4 092 
- -' 
.I. • 
4.22n ~1 • 1 0 0 J~4Q2 2:33.353 074 4.31f. 3 .1'36 C) I) i+ 90 230. 561 ()CJ1 
4.81 0 3. 190 0.48'+ 229 • .2')9 071 4.a19 3 • lEn 0.421 226. ?93 089 
4.810 ., . 1q8 o_4'14 23p.769 0,0 4.R20 ~ 1'<-- 0.433 22f, 0296 093 ' , \ ... o ,J b 
4.322 3. 193 0.455 2~ __ 2.923 079 4 d22 3 .1'39 :J.'t3?' 23C. I+95 090 
CALCUU\TED Df.\ T.A 
M 0 L D F. [) C LJ R E r) S H R I N K /l G E (PCT) 
SP Cit:( VOL SD GO VOL LFr" i:J I D TH'< VOL \,:T LOSS 
====::=:==== ====-==.:::::.:=== ==================~~===~==~:=== 
·1e872 7.409 1.853 7.355 0.0L,. 0.06 O.A2 l'. "73 1.7( .. 
1.880 7.")78 1.£'63 7 • 5/~ 7 0.00 c.uo i'l 11 ..... ,,+ • 0.41 1.27 
1.~R1 7.49 D 1 • P 5 't 7.503 o .Oi} t).,o'? - ... , ",! • L ~ -~.C7 1. it J 
108:;1 7.81.198 1.873 7.42', 0.10 000 f; o.s ? c if'i9 1.3 C) 
1.eA? 7.S6Ci 1.870 7.5?2 0.')4 0.13 0.41 0.57 1.20 
1.?~O 7.4 L,O 1.269 7.387 0.00 'J.09 0.62 C.71 1.29 
1.89£. 7. {t 36 l.R77 7 .It 2 2 -0.02 0.00 ::1.21 0.19 1.()1 
1.904 7.467 1.898 7.'t12 0.00 0.13 0.62 0.74 1.07 
-10-
01/11/74 
~~qIES 3 POST-RA~E STEP CURE TO 400F 
LrT 
p.S!( 
? TI~F I~ OVF~ 3+~·3+24 HOURS 
2A ASPESTOS/PHFNOlIC 
CV<IG!i\:AL DATA 
v 0 L f) E D C U R c:- D 
--C:;AYDlF: L l/Ii' T 'v':=: I GHT HARD L W T ;·>iE I GHT H.ARD 
=================~=~=======~== =====================~======== 
(-lA-35 4eA19 3.lP9 0.485 229.098 07/+ 4.315 3.18 /.,. 0.485 ?21sE399 091 
(-16-3 fJ 4eS20 3.1?9 OuL.qO ?'3i)~495 071 'H 815 3.183 o • '. 9 '3 223.65Q 091 
('"1-1(,-55 4.?21 34192 0.496 237.018 'J79 4.319 3.1'39 0.496 232.363 09'+ 
("1-16-56 4.822 3 .. 191 O. L. q ') 237.620 () 8 1 4~819 3.190 o • IT ') 6 233. 1P9 '']94 
~-lf,-?O 4.823 3.194 0.4>1,7 23?o218 074 4 .. 920 3.1R9 0.4~6 ?27.351 () y 3 
1";-11)-?1 4.821 :3 .191 0."'89 233.()r)O 075 "'.R19 3.137 0.486 228.130 093 
\/-16-19 4.??1 3.1ClO C • it 8 e· ?300926 " q 1 \..... ..... J. 4.(318 3. P7 0 .. 484 226.58:; 094 
1}-16-20 1 .... 3? 1 3~191 0.'+87 23C'.['4L.. C'75 4 .. '322 3.U1R 00,+93 226.12') () 9 '+ 
r)V-16-19 4.320 3.101 (\ 'i.<? "'-I ,. 4 ~-' 1_ 231.912 078 4.3/0 3.187 0./ .. 77 2?F:J.Slo 09/+ 
r:v-16-20 4.821 3.1S1 0.',86 ;>.32.558 080 Ln 81~ 3.138 0.432 22A.37~) 09£+ 
(/\LCULA TED DATA 
Iv' 0 L D E D e u R F. D S H R I N K A G E (peT) 
~t\\1PLE SP c;q VOL SP Gf;? vel LEN It!! D Tf-1K VOL ·,';T LOSS 
:========== ====::::=:.::=.;=== ===============~=============== 
(-16-35 1.876 7.L+53 1.821 7.436 0.08 0.1 () 0.00 O.2L,. 3.14 
c-1"-36 1.8~7 7.532 1.H06 7.556 0.10 0.19 -O.ISI -0.32 2.97 
(1-16-55 1.895 7.A33 1.PSO 7.622 0.04 0.09 0.00 001L.. 1.96 
cl-1~-56 1.904 7.617 1.866 7.625 0.06 0.03 -O.?C) -0.11 1.86 
f"-1A-?0 1.8~9 7o~02 1.8.57 7.470 0.06 0.16 0.21 0.42 2.10 
r;-1s-21 1.890 7.523 l.B6,) 7.464 0.0'+ 0.13 0.61 0.78 2.09 
\/-16-19 1.87R 70505 1.860 7.432 0.06 0.09 C.S2 0.97 1.91 
\)-16-20 1.879 7.492 1.85P, 7.425 -0.02 0.09 0.S2 0.89 1.96 
n\l-16-19 1.901 7.L!13 1 .. 8:17 7.327 (loUO 0 .. 13 1.04 1.16 1.86 





























POST-rA~~ STEP CURE TO 4COF 
TI~F I~ OVFN 3+3+3+48 HOURS 
ASB~STOS/PHENOLIC 
ORIGI~<i'\L Df\TJ.\ 
~ 0 L D F D C U R E D 
L W T ',;F I CHi ~,uRD L \1/ T ',vE I GHT H,ARD 
=======~=~==========~===~=====- ====~==========:============== 
4.8 19 3.188 0.479 221+-076 07/, 40316 3 • 1 8 It C.477 216.783 094 
4.819 3.139 o • L. ': 7 2?9~64;~ 073 4.B15 3.183 o. '., >J 3 222.032 094 
4.~21 3.101 o. L. 97 23fl.92? 082 4wR19 3.1g9 Oe4S5 233~872 096 
40321 3.1ql 0.495 236.351 079 l .. 317 3.186 ().it ')5 230.216 096 
I~ • 8 ? 1 3.190 0.41'3 ?~32.302 072 40316 3,.lQa G.uR5 2?6.6?5 C94 
4.82? 3.192 0.489 23?733 074 4.p19 3.137 O.t+F;I+ 2260540 095 
4.870 3.191 O.lt'39 233.280 C80 Lf.S1S 3.18.8 o • I. f ? 6 7.2».306 097 
4.820 3.191 0.4~38 231.159 075 4.g15 3.1St1 :) ",. ' .Lrt~:> 2?5.321 09? 
4.821 3.191 0.40.3 230.729 074 (.+o ,~ 17 30187 0. i+t:l 2?5~?99 095 
'+0 822 3.1 0 2 0.482 230.722 073 4.312 3.183 0.4(~O ?25.672 095 
Ct,L CULAT ED DATA 
M 0 L f) E D C U R E D 5 H R ! ,\1 K A G E (peT) 
SP GR VOL SP Gq VOL LEN wIn THi( VOL \~.t T LOSS 
:====:=-===== ======:::==== ============~================== 
1.85R 7.359 1.808 7.31.:.. 0.06 0.13 0.L.2 0.6') 3.25 
1.87;> 7.484 1.830 7.403 0.06 0.19 c.~? 1 ('0 .l. • '-' .. 3,31 
1.907 7.A46 1.876 7.605 0.06 0.06 C 0 40 0.53 2.11 
1.894 7.615 1.840 7.597 0.08 0.16 Cl.GO 0.24 2. 6~) 
1.893 7.505 1.R57 7.446 0.10 0.06 C.61 0.78 2,65 
1.887 7i527 1. tl6 0 7.433 0.0E- 0.16 1.02 1.24 2.66 
1.893 7 .. 51'1 l.P-66 7. '+65 0.04 'J $ 09 0.61 0.75 2.13 
1.879 7.506 1.R52 7.440 0.10 0.16 0 • .'11 0.87 2.31 
1.895 7.430 1.862 7038 /+ 0.08 0.1'3 0.41 0.62 2.35 
1.898 7.419 1.86R 7.373 0.08 0.13 0.41 0.62 2.19 























POST-RAKE STEP CURE TO 400F 
TIv~ I~ OVFN 3+~~3+96 HOURS 
ASRFSTOS/DHENCLIC 
ORIGINAL DATA 
M 0 L D r. D C U q E D 
L W T I'JE !(j~H HARD L \'i T \-:E I GH T HARD 
========================~===== ============================== 
4.819 3.12.3 0.483 230.334 07/+ 4.316 3.182 0.489 222.909 094 
4.819 3.1qS 0.L.91 231.576 073 4.314 3.182 0.'-91 223.797 094 
4.82? 3.1 0 1 o • L. 91 /3£+.(.)58 C74 4.815 3.18B C.485 27.6.927 C95 
4.321 3.192 o • it 81 22R.785 (J75 4.21>1 3.1137 0.476 221.7 4 9 095 
4.219 3.l 0 () 0.492 ?23Q85? 072 4d13 3.1f35 0.477 22?.456 097 
4.319 3.191 0.£..1<3 2?'9.~34 072 4,815 3.187 0.479 277..967 099 
4.823 3.190 O.L.'l3 2-:31.3<,8 076 4.R15 3.187 0.479 224.348 097 
403?? 3 • 19 It 0.4 Q 2 233.931 075 4.~1L. 3.1R7 0.486 227.135 C95 
CAL(UU\ TED !")ATI\ 
\A 0 L D E D r U R E D S H R I N K .Il. (; E (peT) '-
SP G~ VOL SP G;~ veL LEr'~ 1'1 I D THK V8L "ii T LOSS 
=========:= =::."==:::=:==== =============~=============~=== 
1.875 7.497 1 • R 15 7.494 0.06 0.19 -0.20 0.05 3.1'2 
1.873 7.543 1.8.16 7.521 0010 0.19 (\ nn ..... 1, ,IV 0.29 3.36 
1.890 7.'555 1.A6 r ) 7.4 L+5 0.15 0.09 1.22 1 .l.t 6 3.05 
1.e86 7.402 1 • !~ ':) 1 7.309 0.()6 0.16 1.04 1.26 3.08 
1.8Q5 7.410 1.356 7.312 0.12 0.16 1.04 1.32 2.79 
1&8'34 7.1+ 27 1.P,51 7.350 0.08 0.13 O.S3 1.03 2.78 
1.900 7.631 1 p ( ... _ <) _, ,) L 7.350 0017 ().09 C'.83 1.09 3.03 
1.884 7.578 1.859 7 .. 456 0.17 0.22 1.:?2 1.60 2.91 
-13--
01/11/7 I} 
Sf.: R I E S 1 PO S T - R A K t' S T F D ( I,: r~ r: TO 300 F 
LOT 1 TIMF I~ OV~N 3+8+24 H8URS 
TASK 01 GLASS/PHENCLIC 
()r~IGrNl\L OAT/\ 
'v1 0 L 0 r D C U R E D 
SAMPLE L ':., T v!EIG'-'T HA~c) L vi T ',\/E I GH T H;\RD 
============~==~~===~~======== ====~=======;======~==~===~=== 
(-Ci-02 4.812 3.1R5 0.485 2?6.821 09/+ 4d13 3.185 O./-t26 225.577 110 
C-G-03 4.B1~ 3.1 A:3 C.l+8? 2?L,.373 094 4 0 81/ .... 3.188 0.491 ?::':3 .1'33 109 
(1-r.-24 4 .. 818 3.189 0.497 235097P. 1 () 1 4,315 3.185 0.492 234.61? 1()9 
(1-(1-25 4.317 3.1~Fl 0.'+98 236.692 1e 1 4.d12 3.133 C • it 9 '3 ?'":l' •.. ' ::> • , 1'\ r' do . ...) ...... lOB 
0-(1-01 4.813 3.187 0.485 ??5 .. 687 094 4.312 3.d B 3 Q.483 1.24.2,)6 108 
D-G-02 4,813 3.1A9 0.491 2300320 095 4.815 3 .1 P 1+ 0.4;1 p. 22 Q .572 107 
\/-G-C 1 4.815 3.lP ~ 0.1..99 232.847 09b 4.812 3e185 0.496 2:31.[325 109 
V-G-03 4.814 3.183 0.477 2;~1.716 099 4.:H2 3.13C: 0.474 220. 6 ~h lC9 
(W-r,-O 2 4.e1L 3.1P5 0.485 226.23A 097 4.811 3.1'3? I) • i+ e 3 22tH (q3 1 ~J7 
D\I-G-03 4.815 3.1P5 0.L,80 224.016 095 4.811 3.1e2 0.47:'3 222.732 107 
CAlCUl!1.TED DATA 
~.~ 0 L D E D C U R E 0 S H R T N '<. A G E (PCT) 
SAY1PLf So GR vel SP GR VeL LFN 't l I D Ti-lK. VOL ,-IT LOSS 
=====-=:=.::.== ::::::=:--::::::===== =~====~==~=================~=== 
C-G-02 1.Sfl? 7.'+33 1.84[, 7.457 -0.02 -0.09 -0.21 -::).32 8.55 
C-G-03 1.855 7.~23 1.844 7,322 -a.e4 -u.16 C.21 J .~)l C.'55 
(1-G-2L.. 1.8:36 7.636 1.R96 7.545 0.06 0.13 1.01 1.19 0.66 
(1-(,-25 1.889 7.648 1.900 7,551 :l.10 J.le-, 1.,)0 1.26 'J. 67 
D-G-Ol 1.851 7.439 1.850 7.398 0.02 0.13 0.41 0.56 0.63 
")-G-02 1.865 7.536 1.864 7.482 -0.04 Q .16 0.61 0.73 :) • 7 r, 
V-G-01 1.856 7.655 1.e61 7.602 '0.06 0.03 0.60 0.69 O~44 
V-G-03 1.851 7.309 1.857 7.253 0.04 0309 U.63 '].76 O. '+6 
rW-G-02 1.856 7.436 1.855 7.394 0.06 O.C9 0.41 0.57 0.6, 





























P0ST-RAKF STFP CuRE TO 300F 
TIvE I~ OVf~ 3+8+48 HOURS 
GLASS/PrlEr~CL IC 
OR!G!f~AL [),ATA 
ty1 0 L f) E D C U R E D 
L IIi T I",EiGHT HA~D L l,oJ T 'fiE r GHT HARD 
============================== ============================== 
4.812 3.183 0,434 224.972 096 4.810 3.185 O.Lt 63 2?'3.337 106 
4.811 3.1P2 Oot,·P6 2?':),,873 096 4.8C17 3.182 0.483 2?3.946 107 
4.218 3.lP9 O.L,97 237.291 1~; 2 ':".816 3.185 O.L ... 94 '.235.829 109 
4.317 3.1~9 0.497 23;~.125 oqt., , ,~ lta313 3.185 O.Lr96 2:~4.575 1 Q,fj 
4.813 3$1~9 0.489 22':.199 095 'H 9 11 3.184 0.485 226.382 110 
4.813 3.185 0.487 227.14P. 093 4.812 '3.18 J 0.483 225.192 109 
4.Rl, 3.184 0.48 7 227.284 097 1 .... 807 3.1 g 1 0.484 225.775 109 
4.::13 '3.1~5 0.438 2?J.OOt. 099 4~~O5 3.18:) 0.485 ?2r:>.,.'n7 !O7 
4.816 3.195 o • L. 8 fj 225,L;17 092 4.810 3.180 tJ.4B tt 223.59 Q 103 
4.812 3.184 0.496 228.-:)90 095 4.810 3.120 0.483 226.335 108 
CAL(UU..rU) DATA 
~.4 0 L D F D C U R E D S H R I N l< A G E (PCT) 
SP GR VOL SP Gr-< VOL LF''\ \oJ I D Tf-IK VOL I.V T LOSS 
========:"::= ========::::== =======~=========~===========~= 
1.852 7.413 1$842 7.399 O. Ott -0.06 0.21 0.19 0.73 
1.853 7.440 1 0 ? ') f) 7.388 0.08 0.00 0.62 :).70 0.85 
1.896 7.()3A 1.899 7.577 0.04 ().1'3 0.60 0.77 0" 6 2 
1.S~7 7.635 1 • .983 7.603 0.08 0.13 0.20 0.41 0.66 
1.855 7.505 1.359 7. it 2 9 0.04 0.16 o • r~ 2 1.01 a.su 
1.857 7.465 1.859 7.391 0.02 0.16 O.?2 1.00 0.86 
1.858 7.463 1.861 7~401 0.12 ;).09 0.A2 0.83 0.66 
1.876 7.481 1.8A) 7. i .11 Oal7 0.16 0.61 0.94 'J,71 
1.8 Ii 5 7.':"55 1 08'1 :3 7 ,l.tO '3 0012 O.lA 0.41 0.69 o Q' • '- J. 
1.869 7.446 1.A70 7.388 O. QLI- 0.13 'J.62 C.78 0.75 
01/11/74 
Sf: i~ I f 5 1 POST-Rf.I<F STEP U'r)f: 1'0 300F-" 
LOT 3 TIf'viF !t'~ OVe-,\: '3+t)+96 ~.Iour~s 
TASK 01 GLA SS 1 PH!?'l OL Ie 
OR!Gli'I/l,L DATI, 
~i 0 L D F D C U R E D 
SAMPLF l 1,1 T \·JE r GHT HI\RD L VI T 'i':E I ClT i-iARD 
=====~==~===================== =~=====~=======~====~========= 
(-G-O'3 4.81? 3.1 p 5 J • I, q 0 22 ') 0 05'+ 097 '1-.'l~)9 3&18:) :),,,,7'3 222. "132 107 
C-G-09 4.811 :!. 12? O.47R 2??984 096 4.310 3.1~O 0.477 22'J.613 109 
C1-G-26 4.81A 3.1 p 9 ;,), L, 9 S 237s5Sf 099 4.s 12 3.183 0.493 235.1..94 110 
(1-G-27 4.815 3. 1 P 'f :)."-93 236.482 1 ('0 4~81L, 3.1E2 Cl.4C)1 234.4Jo. 109 
D-G-05 4.s15 3.1p5 () • i l fjl< 229.129 C93 4.3:)(.) 30179 ',,) 0485 226. 3 '):: 109 
D-G-06 4.811 '.,.l? IS 0.L,.9C 2?3.?64 094 4.806 3~le2 ()~4t::5 ?20.,):;6 1 '')8 
V-G-07 4.815 3.1115 0.497 233.42? 099 4.'309 '3.181 O~496 231.?8E 110 
V-C-09 4.813 3.1r4 O.t ... S?9 213.5~O 096 4.'3C)R 301 e 1 O~496 ?'31.4;~6 1 () 9 
rW-G-06 4.811 3.183 0.439 228.923 C89 4081:) 30179 O.4r~7 :~26.417 1J9 
("')V-(:,-07 4.810 3.1P4 0.433 227.178 092 4.g05 3.17'1 C • 4~) 2 ?24.716 1:)9 
CALCULATED DATA 
.\1 0 L D E D C U R E D S H R I ~; K ,6, G E (PCTI 
SA,MDlE SP (:,~ VOL SP G:~ VOL lFN ',\' ! D 'i"HK VOL 1.:J T LOSS 
======::===::=- ::=-===:==:=::;::= =========~===~~==~====~~=~===== 
(-G-08 1.867 7.'357 1 .. 856 7.324 C.06 ""0.03 o Q l.2 ~') e L. 5 1 0 ::3 
(-G-09 1.859 7.318 1~A45 7.296 0.02 0.:)6 (' ? v $ .... 1 0.,'29 1 ~ 0 6 
(1-G-26 1.903 70(:.18 1.903 7.551 0.08 0,,19 ().A~ o Q'" .. ~ I 0.28. 
CI-G-27 1.909 7.5'58 1.9J2 7.521 J .--,-, eue: 0.06 0.41 0.49 O.SEl 
D-G-05 1.8AS 7.L..84 1.864 7.410 0.19 0.19 0461 0.99 1 .. 21 
n ... G-06 1.814 7.511 1.81:) 7.417 0.10 0.13 1.02 1.25 1.44 
V-G-07 1.869 7.622 1.860 7.586 0015 0013 0.20 0.47 D.91 
V-G-09 1.8('3 7. {;4 7 1.862 7.586 OalO (lo09 C.6n O.flO 0.89 
'W-r,-06 1.865 78488 la355 7.447 0.02 0.13 0.41 0.S5 1. 1 () 
DV-(;-07 1.874 7.397 1.862 7.363 0.10 0.16 Oe21 0.4 7 1.O~ 
































OOST-RA~E STEP CURE TO 350F 
TI~F I~ OVFN 3+8+9+24 HOURS 
GLASS/DHE'Wl Ie 
OqrGINAl DATA 
M 0 L D E [) C U R, E D 
L ItJ T 'tiE I GHT HARD L W T '\::: I un Hf\RD I 
=========================~==== =======~====~=======~~======== 
4.e1~ 3.185 8.480 224.163 095 4.810 3.184 J • '. 7 3 222.382 10fJ 
4.812 3 .. 125 0.473 221.131 091 4oSC)9 3.IS :; 0.471 219.267 109 
4.s15 ,.197 04~93 236.298 100 4.812 30167 0.494 ?'34 .. A42 108 
4.817 3.1,,9 Clo493 236&015 l()2 [+,,311 3.185 0.492 ;':34.352 109 
4.813 3.186 1).494 23C.196 093 4.R09 30182 1).'+92 ?28a102 110 
40814 :3.186 0.486 2;n.306 096 4,312 3.182 0.484 2?4.391 1 1 ' ... .I. 
4.814 3.un :).49i~ 232. i.19 098 4. e 11 3.,18'+ :).49~ 7:30.654 110 
4.e14 3.125 0.500 232.'2'+1+ 097 ,+.g 11 3.181 0.496 23C.414 III 
4.812 3.184 Oo4t~3 226.671 .. 092 4.307 3.180 ).482 22l;.5(37 111 
4.811 3.186 0.476 2:<2.194 091 4" 8 ~)9 3.182 0.475 220. ') 8 5 110 
CP,LCULA. TED DATA 
/-,A 0 l D E D C U R r:: D S H R I N K A G F (PCT) ,. 
SP GR Val SP GP VOL LE f': yi! D THI( VOL i,,!T LOSS 
====:::~-::::=::=:: =~:===::====== =========================~===== 
1 .. 859 7.357 1.854 7.321 0.04 0.,)3 O.~2 O.~9 O~79 
1.861 7.?49 1,,855 7.214 0.06 0.00 C.42 0.4~ 0.84 
10906 7.565 I.B9C' 7.576 0.06 0.00 -0.20 -0.14 J.7C) 
1.902 7.573 1.897 7.539 0.12 0.13 0.20 0. 1-+5 0.70 
1.854 7.575 1.849 7.529 O.OB 0013 0.40 Oa61 0.91 
1.861 7.454 1.852 7.411 0.04 0.13 0.41 0,58 1.06 
1.856 7.6[+0 1.845 7.628 0 .. 06 0.09 0.00 0.16 'J. -, 6 
1.849 7.666 1.PS2 7.591 0.06 0013 O.?O 0.99 0.79 
1.RA9 7.400 1.26J 7.368 :) 01 () 0.13 0.21 O. ' __ 4 0.92 





























POST-~A'<F SH~P Cln:: TO 350F 
TIMF IN OVEN 3+H+8~4H HOURS 
(iLASC;/PhEI\~CL Ie 
ORIGINAL. DATA 
M 0 L D F. D 
L ~J T \<iE I01T HARD 
( U R E D 
L ItJ T \.!~ I GHT HARD 
============================== =======~===========;========== 
4.813 '3.1,,3 0.479 223.4(-,0 099 4.810 3.153 J.1.73 22::;.915 109 
4.81'3 '3.l Q 5 0.'+7(; 223,,98() 095 40811 3.122 0.£.78 221,425 109 
4.81() 3.1p7 0.493 236.2?9 099 4.81lr 30181 0.492 ;;3L...C~31 106 
4.815 3.1Ptl 0.l.92 2:~6.27g 099 4.312 3.183 0.'-+91 2?3.994 106 
4.812 3.1R9 OG4tl9 22t~e425 O\)3 4.RQi. 3.1'30 ;) .486 22S.231 108 
4.814 3.186 :J • I ... R 8 228.362 094 4.3'Jg 3~181 ,J • 1+ ~ 5 ;n~.373 110 
4.811. 3.187 Ov4 0 6 229.27? 0'-17 4.3:)3 3.183 () .4 Q 1+ 2?6.80l 107 
4.El15 3.185 o • It 9 7 232.725 096 4.8,)9 3.181 () • '+ 93 2:;-;.3'11 109 
4.812 3.183 0.488 2?9.488 091 4.q13 3.18 C (J.tte"? 22'j.~)30 1U8 
4.812 3.183 O.4e9 2?9.633 090 4..3(}5 3.176 ().497 2?~.t19(7 189 
CALCULATED DATll, 
~~ 0 L D E D I'" U R E r) S H R I N K t.., G E (peT) ,. 
SP GR VOL SP Gf< VOL LEN \\1 ! D THK VOL VIT LOSS 
========:::::= ==:==:.:::==== =======================~=====~= 
1.858 7.33t' 1.842 7.318 0.06 o • () () 0.21 0$27 1.14 
1.861 7.343 1.846 7.318 0.04 0.09 O.?l 0.34 1.14 
1.905 7.567 1.895 7.53 /+ o.ot+ 8.19 0.2:> 0.43 0.93 
1.909 7.5'52 1.899 7.520 0.06 0016 0.20 0.42 0.97 
1.857 7.C;04 1.851 7.42£, 0.17 0.28 ().61 1.06 1.40 
1.862 7.485 1.?'54 7 • {tI8 0.12 0.16 0.61 0.89 1.31 
1.840 7.S05 1.1132 7.552 0.17 0.13 0.40 0.69 1.08 
1.863 7.622 1.864 7.542 0012 0.13 O.PO 1.05 1.03 
1.873 7.474 1.854 7 .. ',.54 ·~O.O2 O.J9 0.20 0.28 1.29 




























POST-Rt,I(F" ST::"P (IJ'-<E TO 350F 
TIwF I~ OVFN ~+8~A+96 HOURS 
~LAS~/PHF"'OLI( 
OKIGII~AL (,)ATA 
~~ 0 L ;) F: ~ C U R E D 
L VI T I::F I GHT H!\RD L V.I T !:IE I GHT HARD 
================~========~==== ===========~================== 
4.811 3&183 0.478 218.982 896 4.804 3.179 ('.468 215.765 118 
4,81;/ 38124 01) L,78 ?23.80S 093 4.805 3.179 0.477 ??O.418 110 
l+e817 '3.1 P 8 0.'-94 23 b • () L. A ~C2 4.811 3. H~4 0. 1.91 233.054 1Cl9 
4.817 351 Q 9 o • f.9 4 23':>.675 102 4,812 ?.l 34 0.491 232.658 109 
4.81rl :3.135 0,6.91 229.396 095 4.205 3.1RO 0.438 224.H50 111 
L... ~q 5 :3 al ~ 9 O.Lt90 22S.754 094 /-+~8CJR 3.151 0. 4 85 22 4 .554 112 
4.e16 3.1~6 o • 'd (: 227.767 095 4-808 3.182 0.491 224.322 II? 
4.814 3.1 ... 5 Ow L!.91 22':1.941 096 'to 806 3.188 0.486 226.760 III 
4.810 3.1~3 0.485 227.698 092 4.3:)5 3.179 0.482 223.918 III 
4. Ed 3 3.1'~4 O.L,P4 225.826 085 ' .. 807 3.178 0.481 222.110 111 
C}\LCUU\ TED Df\T.A 
~.J 0 L f) E D C U R E 
" 
S H R I N K A G E (PCT) ..., 
SP c,~ VOL SP Gr'( VOL L F.I\! ~dD THK VOL WT LOSS 
-=========== ::===::::::===== ===~====~================~===== 
l.357 7.197 1.842 7.147 0.15 0.13 0.43 0.70 1.47 
1.865 7 • ~-I2 4 ::. .8 it 6 7.286 0.15 C.l6 0.21 0.51 1.51 
1.899 7.r.:BA 1.891 7.521 0.12 0.13 0.61 0.86 1.27 
1.895 7.1:,89 1Q887 7.523 ColO 0.16 0.61 0.87 1.28 
1.859 7.531 1,8 1"'0 7.457 0.23 0.16 0.61 0.99 1.98 
1.855 7.52'+ 1 • 8 L~ 7 7. £.lS 0.15 0.25 1.02 1.41 1.84 
1.826 7.1]11 1.~322 7.512 0.17 0.13 1.01 1.30 1.51 
1.864 7.528 1 .. 36'3 7.428 0.17 0.16 1.02 1.34 1.38 
1.871 7. II, 2 5 la85, 7.367 O. C''+ 0.13 0.62 0.78 1.66 
1.858 7.417 1.84l+ 7.348 0.12 0.19 0.62 0.93 1.65 
APPENDICES (Continued) 
APPENDIX I 
COMPUTER PRINT-OUT SHEETS 
Bar Data 






Cracked or Checked Sample 
Break Occurring in Shoulder Area 
Break Occurring under Jaw of Clamp 
Insufficient Data - Unable to Obtain Slope Data -
No Slope 
Suspect Data, Data Not Used 
width and Thickness Dimensions are in Inches 
Load is in Pounds 
Elongation (ELONG or ELG) is in Inches or Percent 
Deflection to Break Point (DFLCT) is in Inches 
Tensile is in P.S.I. 
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AVF~~G~ TE~SILF(DSII 11320. 
AVFRAGF ELASTIC ~OD(PSI , 24a071~~ 
Av~r~Ac,E ELC):'%/\T Iel!\: (P!~R Ct:\;T) 0.6..72 /+ 
IZOiJ I'-~PACT DATA 
~OT(HEr) 
THICK FT.l8 FT.lR/I!'; Hoi r (I( 
0.2450 1_.1 '3 £1·.61 0.2450 
O.?4;~O 1.56 6.29 0.2O+6C 
n.244C 1.15 4.71 0.2400 
O.2 LtOG 1. '32 5.50 0.241C 
AVECAGE STPE~GTY(~CT(HED)>=:T.LR/I~ 5.27 
AVEoMiF STR~~'GTH(U\J\OTCf-:FD)~·T.LR!n·: 6.54 
'v'OD OF ~Lt\ S DFLCT 
19S?562. 0.188 
197j7?1. 0.178 
217 f t 51-+ 6. 0.182 
2262421. 0.170 
~LAS '4~~ IV \~/.J peT FLG 
23?9fJ99. C.41 
2173668. 0.51 
2771319. o ~ L..,,8 
2328177. O.L.5 


























? PO~T-QAKE STEP CURE TO 350F 




FLf=X Dt\ T A 
~,! I D T H THICK LOAf) SLePE VI~(PSi ) 
O.Ld60 ().2~)10 115 •. J 888.0 22':;35. 
O.4Q':'C 0,2530 130.0 go:;.] ;~":()73. 
o • I .. g 7 () 0.2520 11 S • (1 84(;.~) 22~)C)5. 
0.4'150 002530 12 S .~) 864.(; 2,:'332. 
AVF~AGE ~R(P5I)= 23616. 
AVFQAGE VOD OF ELASIPsr )= 1789A58. 
TF~!SILF r'\'/H.A 
I:!I DTH THICK LOAD SLOPE ELO"iG T E!\; S I L E 
0.241 0.251 5(-:C. 1540CO. C.·OC34 92'i7. 
0.24? O.?54 54C. 13S520. C.:):;3R 27"5. 
0.2-'+3 0.252 t,45. 1540C(). J.~jJ41 1 :) 5 ;. 3 • 
o • ~ /+ 1 O.?S2 435. 133400. 0.003? 7162. 
AVERAGE TF~S!LF(PSI) 8934. 















0 0 2510 
0.2510 
0.2460 
.A V F P AGE S T R E 1\; G T f-j I i\; 0 T C '-j r: r1 ) F TaL S / I ~J 4. 8 4 
AVE~AGE STqFNGTY(UN~OTCHfD)FToLB/IN 6.47 
VO~ OF EL~S DFLCT 
1"3 CE:4. 0.148 
It;? 637. 0.177 
173684C. 0.154 
17S~)C73. 0.167 
C"I f. ~ ~ .. __ r\ ~ '.1 ClD peT f=:LG 
2·;4;-)E'3:~. 'J .34 
2?2J()68. 0 .37 
?:'·lLt~~61 • ;J • l-t 8 
~19()53S. C • ::1 1 
U ': ~. :) T C ~ E D 
FT.U', F7.LB/I\j 
1.7l' 6. 7 1 
1.78 
1.56 
1 .. 52 
6. 7 7 
6. ;: 1 
6.17 
-40-
SF9IFS ? DOST-~A<F STEP CURE TO 350F 
LnT 1 TI~E!~ OVF~ 3+3+8 HOURS 
TAS< ?A ~SRFSTOS/PHFNOLIC 
~'-''1PLE 
,> - 1 f, - Q '1 - 1 
Ii - 1 A - (I ~ - ? 
',"-lS-04-1 
\i -16 -1') If -? 
st,VPLE 
\'-16-(')3-1 
\' -l (; - 0 '3 - 2 J 
\'-1f-:-CI 4-1 S 






I.'; I I) T rl THICK LOAD SLOP;:: ~M:;(OSI ) 
O.4~90 0.2570 116.0 777.0 21593. 
O.4~RC; 0.2560 128.0 S83.0 24')13. 
n. (.;..:l. 'lO O.2':i00 119.0 87U.0 234C9. 
0.4970 0.2 L, 8 0 12'twC 9'+8.0 2L+839. 
AV~DAGE ~R(PSr)= 23464. 
AV~PAGE vas 0;:: ELAS(PSI )= 17 7 34AO. 
I,': I I) T f.J TH!CK LOll, i"l SLCPf EL:Ji\:G TU!S I LE 
O.2L..() 0.255 t. 9 c. 1')PClOO. C • (,:: 32 80:)6 • 
0.241 0.?58 62~) • 13(C(;0. G o'):i47 1:~;'J51. 
(').7(+'5 C.?:;,:) f.4:J. lhCOGC. 8.0 (1/+ 1 1:.'4 it f • 
C • 2 Lf () G.?51 680. 20000() • O.OC't3R 112~8. 
A V ':,7! 1\ r; E T F t>: S I L f ( ;) S I ) 99 h fl 0 
AVFRAG~ ~L~ST!C YOn(OSI ) ?~75~17. 
AVEi:)AGE FLCv,~c1IqIO~i(PFr~ CE'I~T) 0-3949 
170D !~p.~(T DATA 
~!OTC~Er, 
TH I (I( ~T.LP ~T.LR/IN THICK 
n.2"3 ?Cl 1.42 5.52 0.25HO 
1'1.?"i6G 1.33 5.19 0.2570 
C8?4'lO 1.97 7.94 0.2460 
0.?4 Q O 1.38 5 .. 54 0.24'30 
AVFPAGE STqr:NGTH(NOTCHED)FT.L~/!~ 6.05 
AVER~~E 5TQ~NGT~(U~~OTCHFD)FT.L8/I~ 6.16 
VOD OF ~LAS DFLCT 
15007<)7. 0.148 
172~)6C:Lr. 0.166 
1 n 2 :J 5:!t 4 0 • 156 
2~41946. 0.148 
[LAS '1')[) PCT ELG 
25,(~171)~1. 0031 
2137?69. C).46 
2612245. 0. 4 0 
3j2005 L+. 0.37 
U'\'~I")TCHF:D 
FT.LR FT.LR/P~ 









? DOST-RAKF STEP CURE TO 350F 






































AVC~AGE Y?(DSI)= 22708. 
AVF~AGE M0~ O~ ELAS(P51 )= 1549092~ 
I:' I D Tu THICK LOt.,['I SLCP::- fLCI\G TFf\:SIL::-
SUo?';'? O. ? it 8 650. 16~50C'. O.CC'42 Lie 30. 
J().23 C1 O.?5C 635. 130CGO. O.'~;O5~ 1~J627. 
0.2/, I) 0.243 I .. 65. 143'::80. 0.0)39 7973. 
O.2 t"Q O.2t.,.f-, 635. 13300'J. 0.C050 1D755. 
AVF~/\.0E TU;SIL.f=:(PSr) 1~)046. 
AV~~~GE ~l~5TIC VOD(PSI ) 2~1~673! 
AVEqAGE ELr~G~TION(PFQ CfNTI O.457~ 
IlOD IMPACT DATA 
T~I(K FT.L9 ~T • L I=< / I 1'1 T"1 I CK 
0.24'10 1.20 4.g 1 O.24PO 
r).?470 1.A6 6.72 0.2500 
0.2sn~') 1.17 i+. 68 O.2SGO 
0.2470 1.04 4.21 0.2460 
A V E ~ /\ G EST 0 I=' i'! G T H ( I\~ Q T C H F) ) r= T • L. C\ / r \~ :;. 10 
AV~~/\GE STRENGTH(UNNOT(HFD)FT.LR/I~ 6.95 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
~~ i~-j jj IOOA_ 
- -- ----,.- .. -"-- ------
1 4 :; L. '3 t. -: • 
In?(,~C. 






cLAS vJf) OCT FLG 
?774260. o ./tl 
2175 7 37. o • 51 
?~51990e O.3S 
??'5271C:. (; • ;:, ,J 
U~'~'\OTCYEJ 
F: 0 U~ F -: • L~ / I;\) 
1070 6.85 
1.A6 6. SL~ 




C:;l='r~IES 2 00ST-o,AKE STEP ClJ~E TO 350F 
L0T 2 TIME IN OVEN 3+3+24 YOURS 


















O.6. Q 60 
Oat. P eo 
o • fA f.l 5~) 
f\V F r; {:l,r: E 
FLEX DATA 
THICK LOAD SLOPE 
Cl.2 i t60 124.0 828.0 
O.2t.70 127.0 1040.C 
0.?t...70 145.0 875.0 
0.2460 13 I ... • (l 900.0 






AVcRAGE ~CD OF FLAS(DSI )= 1987~?6a 
TEI\SILE [),tI, T 1>. 
",': I D T f-' THICK LOAr') SLOPE FLO:'.iG TU1SILE 
0.;!+5 0.247 475. 11')')(jO. 0.0:)38 78Lt 9. 
0.244 0.?48 425. .,l,-±~;9G. 0 • ~J 0 2 1 7'J?3. 
().? 40 O"?'t Q 690. 1 3 () 0 IJ 0 • O. ')~)tt 7 115<;:2. 
o.:>Lt-:) 0.243 650. 15t~OOO. U.OO46 111L.5. 
AV~p~GE TF~SILF(CSI) 9402. 
{l. V = q /\ r:, ';:: F LAS T ! ( \1 o~, ( p <;! ) ,? ;. .:. ;. ~ ;:.::z .. 2 2 4 4 4 5 4 
AVERAG~ ~LONGATION(PFR CE\T) 0.~799 
~'WTC~Er') 
TH rr"K FT.lS CT.l~/IN Tf-1I(K 
O.2":it'CJ O~95 3 .. 76 0.2490 
o.? t... 70 1.6.6 5.91 0.2480 
O.24C}1) 1.S7 6.3CJ 1).2510 
O.?4~O 1.36 5 .'+ 8 0.2500 
AVF~AGE STRE~GTY(NGTCHED)FT.L9/I~ 5.36 
A V E q /\ G EST P F ~.; G T H ( U \; ,\10 T C H r: D ) FT. L 3/!i'~ 8. 50 










EL,~S f,l :)0 PCT ELG 
lQC:861>j, 0.37 
~e-:;"-;~+.SD 0.20 
?1?/t 140. O.L.6 
264J6C L •• 8. h 5 
U;,\',OiCYED 
FT.LB I='T.L~/P~ 









2 POST-PA'<.F. ST~P CURE TO 350F 
2 TI~f IN OVFN 3+~+24 HOURS 
2A AS9F.STOS/PHF~OLIC 
FL.EX D/l.TA 









1/+4 • I) 
156.0 
















A V Fr.)t\ GF. "-'R (PS I ) '" 27620. 
AVERAGE MOD OF ELAS(PSI )= 1993282. 
I·:IDH: THICK LOp, f) SLOPE FLCI\G TFI\;SILE 
SO.21') 0.240 665. 1L,300C' • 0.()()/+7 128fQ. 
S').?OP. O.?L.2 728. 150000. C.OU5 t+ 143C3. 
SC.21i ... O.?[;.4 6£,0. 121000. 0.0055 122,)6. 
0.213 ~).261 I':::S 0 • lLt3CCC. C).0051 12~l62. 
AV CQ l'0:F. Tr.-~·:S!LE(OSI) 13027. 
AV~qA3E ~L6STIC V00(DS! ) 2713581. 
AVFRAGF FL~~GATIO~(P~R CE~T) 0.5174 
IZOD IYPACT DATA 
THICK FT.LP h"T.LQ/IN T:-lI CK 
().2430 1.23 5.06 0.24;:'0 
O.?430 1.35 5.55 O.21.~30 
0.2'3 0 0 1 .7/+ 7.;>9 0.2400 
o • 2 If 10 1.?A 5.31 0.2400 
A V F. q p, G E S jf~ E 1\: G T H ( ~l 0 T C H E i") ) FT. L 91 I ~l 5. A 0 
./\ V F RAG E 5 1'.( ~ '! G T H ( LJ ~i ~ 0 T C H F D ) FT. L [3 / I ,~~ 6. 0 7 
~O) c~ FLAS DFLCT 
22~)Zi:l23. 0.176 
l><"'~Hl~r 0.216 
.... ' ~ ... ,,'..., I • 
If3~C!4(). 0.196 
2C39lt2S. 0.159 
FL~S \~OD pcr FLG 




FT. L.f1 FT.L8/!1\1 
1.4Q 5.78 






















? PDST-PAI(E STEP CUqF TO 350F 





VI IfHH THICK LOAD SLOPE ',1R ( PSI) 
()o48-!O 8.24<.)0 135.0 959.~ 26716. 
0.4910 0.2440 12R.O 931.0 26272. 
O.I+i~9C; Cl.2~30 13'",_0 945.0 256136. 
0.'+920 0.251~ 12S.C 100'.)aO 24196. 
t.. V F P. ,r.. Gf:. ~.A q ( PSI ) = 2 5 -, 1 7 • 
AVfRAGE ~oo OF ELAS(PSI )= 2021696. 
T;:-NSILE D,,\T,I\ 
I,~ I D T w THICI( LOi\ I) SLOPE FLOi',t'i TEI'\SILE 
0.244 J.?49 66J. 1330~(j. C.G05u 1 (j 863. 
O.?42 0.247 655. 167000. 0.0044 10957. 
Q.244 0.?50 7 ~lO. 14JC~)O. O.')0S l \. 11475. 
n.241 1).225 5-r , ? • 121000. 0.')045 10603. 
A \/ ::: q t\ Ci := T ~ ,': .5 I L E ( D S I ) 1 () 9 7 5 • 
AV:::PAGE FLtST!C ~OD(PSI ) 23HCA62. 




0 .. 2 '1():) 
0.2460 












A \/ E Q P G EST C! ~ ~~ G T H ( t,: I) T C H F D ) FT. L ~ / I N 5.7 1 
AVERAGE STRENGTH(UNNOTCHEDIFT.LB/IN 7.25 








2 ? 'r It ? 6 2 • 
2:?3144'3. 





















2 POST-BAKE STFP CURE TO 350F 













'~..; I f) T H THICK LOAD Sl.OPE \1Q(DSI) 
0.4750 O.2L+60 139.0 950.0 29C13. 
0.1. -13 0 O.24~O 129.0 900.0 26605. 
O.47f,O 0.24 Q O 117.0 700.0 2378,'). 
0.4770 0.2490 108.0 857.0 21910. 
AVF~f\GE '.H~(PSI)= 25'329. 
AVFRAGE "ion OF ELAS(PSI )= 18H2897. 
TFI\SILE DATA 
\1.,' I DTH THICK LO/lf) SL.OPE EL0;'\S TE'~SIL[ 
0.2 1+ 2 O~?47 670. 15t+CO'J. C.oJ')L.1 11228. 
O.2/.fO 0.24'+ 610 .J 166700. o • J'J Lt r; 1 Cit 16 • 
0.241 C).?49 A45. 16f-,700. o.r;C)t~5 lrJ7 l }S. 
C'l.?tj3 0.:'/+8 55U. 15(~OOO. C.():)L.3 91?6. 
AVF.qt>Gf TF;\;SIL~(PSI) lC)375. 
AV~~A~~ FL'STIC VOD(DSI ) 2f~9091. 
AV~RAGE FLJ~GATION(P~R CENT) O.4~24 
1ZOD IVDACT DATA 
,\;r'HCHED 





FLt.S \1(')C') peT flG 
1'576371. J.L.(j 
?f46653. 0.'39 
27'77 C) 1 7 • 0.-+4 
25554?3. o • Lt ? 




















AVF~AGE STQF~GTH(NOTC~ED)FT.L9/I~ 5.28 









2 POST-gAI(E STEP (UPf Tn 350F 
2 TI~~ I~ OV~~ 3+3+24 HOURS 
~A AS~FSTOS/PHENOLIC 
















\\ I [') iH THICK LOAD SLOPE 'i:~(PSIl 
0.481)0 1).2430 135.0 87SQO 23225. 
O.48",(j 0.2'+20 136.0 900.0 28552. 
0.4A60 J.2i1-40 137.'J 866.0 28409. 
~).4R70 0.2430 131 .0 823.0 27332. 
AVFR~~E ~R(PSI)= '8129. 
AVFqA~E ~OD OF ELAS(PS! )= 19H4164. 
T E ~~ S I LED A T A 
it.' r D T H THICK LOAD SLCPt FLONr; TEI\SILE 
0.243 Q.24~ '+95. 1?50CO. 0.0037 8213. 
SO.24? 0.748 52(,. 1'31580. o • <) (~3 1 8 (-, Stf' 
0.2 i\ 3 J.?46 505. 1~3QC;O. O.C)()41 84 4 7. 
0 .. 74:' 0.?43 6 /;. 5. 129000. O.0IJ5? 1C968. 
Q073. 
AV~qA~F FLASTIC ¥CD(PS! ) 2379238. 
AVERAGE FLONGATION(PFR CE~T) 0.4024 
IZOD I~DACT DATA 
1\IOTCHE,) 
THICK FT.LR FT.LRIIN THIel( 
0.2.6.40 1.43 5.86 o • 24 L.8 
0.2.6.6'] 1.6 Li 6.66 0.24'+0 
0.239;:) 0.93 3.R9 0.2490 
0.246 1) 1.35 5. it 8 0.2500 
AV~QAGE ST~FNGTH(NOTCHED)FT.LP/I~ 5.47 
AVEQAGE STRE~GTH(U~NOTCHED)F7eL3/I~ 7.37 





f:L,\ S MC'D peT fLG 
2()742'J7. 0.37 
3C'2 ttlS4. 0.31 



























2 DOST-AAKE SH"o ClJR::: TO 350F 






1\ lOT H THICK L OJ, 0 SLOPE ~"p ( 0 S I ) 
n.'+910 O.25()lj 1 t" t+ .0 1200.0 28 151+ • 
O.493 i j O.24~F) 125.0 1050.0 2'+734_ 
0.4930 :::l.?47C) 151'.0 12';0.0 30321. 
0./+830 0.2490 121 .. 0 875.0 1'42"'3. 
A,VFQAGF. HR(PSI): 26863. 
AVERAGE ~OG OF FL~S(PSI )= 2326598. 
TEf'\SILE O,A,TA 
I,d D T i-< THICK LOAD SLOPE ELONC; T[:'iSILE 
0.2(+1' 0'?"'7 615. 160000. 0.0044 102P8. 
C.2L'4 0.?52 590. 1250CO. O.')()4? 95'15. 
0.243 O.?49 535. 175080. o • (I (J:'? 5'3L..1. 
C).24? O.?50 460. 1500CO. 0.OC27 76n3. 
AVF~A~~ TF~S!LE(PSr) 9082. 
AVI="~AG~ FLASTIC MOD(OSr ) ?~1~7?1= 
AVFoAGE FLO~GATIO~(PFR CFNT) 0.~874 
IZOD I~PACT DATA 
'\'OTCHfl) 
THI("K FT.L~ >=:T.U~/If\! T~ I CK 
0.2S?() 1.36 5.39 O.25()O 
()o2")O() 1.17 4.68 0.2530 
0.2/.90 1.:'4 5.78 0.2510 
0.2470 1 • ,~ 5 5.87 0.2(+70 
AVE~tGE ST~E~GTH(NnTCHfD)FT.L8/I~ 5,43 
A V E r.U\ G EST;:> r:: i'! G T Y ( U (\! 1';0 T C H ED) FT. L 81 I I\l 6.21 





ELAS ~l OC) PCT ELG 





>=:T. U3 FT.Lk/IN 
1 ~ .. , 








2 POST-R6KE STED CURE TO 350F 















(1-16-5 4 -1 
(1-1(,-54-2 
FLEX DAT.A. 
' .. n I)TH THICK lOll, D SlODE \':O(PSI) 
O.49>lO 0.2460 136.0 lL~OC~O 27076. 
:J.499n 0.2450 126yO 1285.('1 ?5?90. 
0.4950 0.2420 15000 1230.0 31046. 
().49~C) 0.2460 138.0 1000.0 27474. 
AV~~AGE MP(PSI)= 27721. 
AVERAG~ vOD OF ElAS(PSI )= 2698053. 
TE;\'SILE r\I\TA 
I..'! I DT,1 THICK lO/\f) SlOPE' FLO~~G T[I\!SILE 
J;).21'1 0.241 580. 154000. C.',)833 11193. 
sl)·?14 0.?42 675. 16~7CO. 0.0:)/.,2 13033. 
0.216 8.1'41 650. 154000. C.()047 1?436. 
sO./13 0.?43 72';) e 120000. o.r)06'J 14007. 
Av~qAGE TE~S!lE(~SI) 12620. 
AV~RACE ~ltSTI( ~OD(DSI ) 2866q4~. 
AVEQAGE ~lO~0ATICN(PER CFNTI O.4S49 
NOTCHEr) 
T!-lICK FT.lR FT.LSIIN THICK 
0.2420 1.10 4.54 o. 2 L~ 20 
0.2440 1.17 4.79 0.2430 
0.2 i+10 1.34 5.56 0.2430 
0.2410 1.38 5.72 0.?420 
AVFO~GE STRE~GTH(NOTCHED)FT.LR/IN 5.15 
AVE~AGE STRE":GTH (U~!r-WTC!-lED) FT .lBI I ~~ 5.63 





ELAS ".'OD PCT FlG 
2972113. 0.33 
3?1889~. 0.41 












'2 POST-f~6,!(>:: ST'.:P ClJRE TO 350F 


















','I r DTH THIC'( L.O,A D SLOPf: '/R(PSI) 
0.4'350 0.2 /+80 164.Cl 1350.0 32937. 
O.49'i0 n.2520 132.0 1100.0 ~S043. 
0.48 0 0 a.?'+po 128.U 900. ') 2558A. 
O.4R50 O.246() 129.0 824.0 26371. 
AVFDAGE ~R(PSI)= 27497. 
AVFQAG~ MOD OF ELAS(PSI )= 22222078 
TEI\JSILE DAT,t,. 
I,l I D T H THICK LOM) SL~;D E ELO"<G TEr~SILE 
0.245 0.?53 570, 133t+0J. O,()C)3~ 9195. 
0.243 0.251 640. 11.,3000. C.,)OS7 1 :)4 Q 3. 
0.2/·+1 O.25D 400. l?~;CC(). 0.0026 663(:, 
0.243 O.?4R Cj3'3. 1'33400. 0.0036 8877. 
AV~~AG~ TF~SILF(DSI) 8801. 
AvcPA~E cLASTIC ~OD(P~I ) 2196237~ 
AvcqAGE ELO~GArI8~(PFR CfNTl 0.3924 
170D IYPACT DATA 
:~OTCHED 
Tf-'ICK FT.LP FT.L8/I1'J P~ICK 
n. 24 6l) 1.22 4.95 0825~JO 
0.24Q:; 1.21 4.85 o. ? 1+ 50 
0.2520 1.38 5.47 O.253C 
0.2560 1.25 4.88 0.2460 
AVFDAGE STRE~GT~(N0TCHFD)FT.LR/IN 5.04 
AVEqAGE STR~NGTU(UNNOTCHfD)FT.LB/IN 7.59 
VOD OF EL~S DFLCT 
291952h. 0.162 
2 2 C B L, 2 1. O. 15 0 
1934534. 0.166 
182')997. 0.150 
FLAS vClD PCT ELG 
215213 1+ • 0.37 
2'3L,453). C~57 
2~17't629. 0.25 
2?1 J 5:; it- 0036 
tJ "-! :\10 T C ~l F i) 























~ POST-~A!(E STEP CURE TO 350F 
3 TI~~ IN OVFN 3+3+48 kOURS 
2A ASAESTOS/CHENOLIC 
FLEX DATA 
'i!I,)TH THICK LOAD SLOPE ~·1R ( p S r ) 
0.4930 0.2470 14.:3.0 9 l+7.0 29523. 
0.4930 () • ;)1..60 157.0 1250.0 31574, 
0.481',0 0.::'46') 117.C 1111.0 23368. 
0.4350 O.2l.t50 13 () • n 1050.0 28029. 
AVFC?{:.(,F. ~'~(PSr)= 2~249. 
AVF~AGE ~OD OF ELAS(PSI )= 2394241. 
T fri S I L E [)/ITA 
i,l,' I D TH THICK LOA!! SLOP:: ELUNG TEI\ISILE 
0.243 O.?5C 510. lL.300C. 0.0035 8395. 
0.243 O. ') :> 0 El35. 167C'QO. o • ') 041 1'3744. 
0.24? 0.74'3 550. 1'3(,'300. o. CCid ,)352. 
0.242 0.)49 630. 14300CJ. o.Qr)'+4 1 Cit 55. 
AV~RAGE TFNSrL~(PSI) 104,36. 
Av~qAGE ELASTIC vC~(PSI I 24494506 
AVEQAGE ~LO~GATION(PFq CFNTI 0.4024 
NOTCHED 
THICI( FT.LP, f:"T.L9/IN THICK 
0.2")0(; 1.28 5.12 0.2530 
0.25::>0 1 .18 4.68 0.2500 
O.243C 1.?5 5.14 0.(1500 
0.2430 0.96 3.95 0.2410 
AVEDAGE STRFNGTH(NrTCHED)FToL~/I~ 4.72 
AVERAGE STRFNGTYIU~~OTC~ED)FT.LE/IN 7.74 
.. f? 





~L{:.S \'OD PCT ELG 
?353")10. 0.35 
27 t-+897?. 8.40 




1.80 7 ell 
2.14 8.~6 
1.73 6.92 
2 • ~) 2 8.38 
--51-
SFRIE5 2 POST-~A~E STEP CURE Tn 350F 
LOT 1 TI~~ IN OVF~ 3+~+48 HOURS 













O.4R5'J O.2 Lt7 fJ 














AVF~AGE uoo nF ELAS(PSI )= 2210502. 
TE:\!SILE DA.T.A. 
I.] I DTH THICK LOAD 5L8PE FLO;" G TeNSILE 
80.246 0.252 785. 1S0COO. O.()')54 12AA2. 
Q.24':3 0.?50 615. 187500. ().f)04!J l,' : ? 3. 
0.24? O.?4P. 715. 1t·3000. 0.0')52 11913. 
0.245 O.:i/+9 830. F,4000. C.r:057 136:15. 
AVEPAGr TENSILE(PSI) 1?076. 
AVF?AG~ ELASTIC ~On(DSI , 260~292~ 
AVERAGE ELQ~GATrON(PER CENT) 0.5074 
I?Cf) ri,'p;\CT ()/\TA 





El.tI S ,'l8D peT FLG 
2 4 : (; :,):1 7 • 0.51 
3) ~3 Ut 2 C). C.39 
?':l:..,-t:.co 
,_ - .. (. ',' .:I ~ • ::;.51 




r')V - 1 ~J - 1 5 - 2 
"lv-1(,-16-1 
[lV-16-16-2 
THICK FT.LR ~ r • L8/ I f\! THICK 
0.2",00. 1.27 5.08 O.25CO 
0.2500 1.17 4.68 0.2500 
n.2460 1.12 4.55 :).2420 
O.238() Oi8'1 3.48 0.2430 
AVEQAGE ST~ENGTH(NOTCHED)FT.L~/IN 4.45 
AVFRAGE ST~F~GTH(U~~OTCHfD)FT.LB/I~ 6.55 
FT.L~ 










s~qIFS 2 POST-RAKE STEP CURE TO 350F 
LOT 4 TIME IN OVFN 3+3+96 HOURS 
















ItiI D TH THICK LO.AD SLOPE 'viR (OS I ) 
~.4950 0.2480 123.0 1200.0 24240. 
0.496') 0.2460 119.0 1070.0 23787. 
0.4920 0.2470 122.0 900.0 24336. 
0.49;:>() 002460 1L 6.0 950.0 29421. 
AVE9AGE ~R(PSI)= 25459. 
AVERAGE ~OD OF ELAS(DSI )= 2219760. 
\'1 I D T H THICK LOA'') SL~")P E [LOW~ TE!\SILE 
J • 2 i. 3 0.?48 600. 18?:JCO. C.'JC4C; 9956. 
0.245 0,.250 580. 1S2C~(). ().~)()37 9469. 
J.245 0.749 6':2(' ... v • 154:](;:), 0.u':;37 1J327. 
().?44 0.?53 610. 15/+0eo. ~;.r;:)35 9881. 
AVFRAGF Tf~S!LF(~S!) 9988. 
AVFRAGE ELASTIC YO~(DSI ) 275262Ae 
AVFRAGE FLONGAT!O~(P~R CENT) 0.3724 
IZO[) IVDACT DATA 
~WTCHE,) 
T~ICK FT.LF3 FT.LR/IN THICK 
0.2460 1.34 5.44 0.2470 
O.2>jon 1.11 4.44 O.?520 
0.25:]0 1.14 4,56 O.25C10 
0.2500 1.18 4.72 0.2500 
AVF~AGE ST~ENGTH(~OTCHED)~T.L~/IN 4.79 
AVF~AGE ST~FNGTH(UNNOTCHED)FT.L8/IN 6.87 
.%f. 
~OD CF ELAS DFLCT 
25'+296'). 0.138 
231>1552. 0.136 
1942257 .. 0.144 
2075263. 0.171 
FU\ S f'lOD PCT fLG 
3CJ200 t+6. 0.39 
2°71429. G.37 
'2 ') 2 It 3 8 4 • U .:~ 7 
249465S. 0.3S 
u'\! ~;o TC~ED 






~FRIES 2 DOST-R~~F STEP CUqF. TO 350F 
LnT 4 TIMF I~ OVF~ 3+3+96 YOURS 

















~'i! D TH TfJ I (I( LOAD SLOPE "'q (PS I 1 
0.4910 O. 2it 9 0 143.0 1150.0 28184. 
0.4910 0.2410 132.0 1060.() 27772. 
0.40,50 0.2530 139.0 1150.0 26t364. 
0.4:180 0.2510 131 .0 1l/~O • 0 2,,)565. 
AVF~AGE MRIPSIl= 27096. 
AVERAGE vOD OF FLAS(PSI )= 2400358. 
T E ~~ S I LED A T A 
Vi I DTH THICK LOAI) SLOPE ELO!\;G TENSILE 
0.241' 0.252 595. l'~ 30 J 0 • o • (1042 ')7'JS. 
0.245 0.247 505. 143GJ:J. :;.SCJ39 8345w 
:').246 0.254 l.45 • lV,SOO. O.()O36 7121. 
~) • ? It 5 :;.?51 520. 1667JO. O.u03() 8455. 
AVFf'?I',~F TF'ISIL.rIPSr) 8419. 
AV~~A~F ~LASTIC ~OD(DSI ) 2400B19~ 
A V F RAG f: F L () ~~ GAT I 0 I'~ ( P FRO: I'H ) Cl • 3 6 74 
Izon IMPACT DATA 
";DTCHEr) 
THICK FT.LP FT.Lq/U-l T -, I CK 
).2500 1.22 4.88 o • 2 i~ 70 
0.2450 1.20 4.89 0.2'+60 
() • 2 I, ? 0 1.56 6.4L+ 0.2500 
0.2440 1.'309 5.65 0.24')0 
AVEqAGE ST~ENGT~(~aTCHED)~T.L~/I~ 5.46 
AVFRAGE ST~ENGTH(U~NOTCHED)FT.LB/I~ 6.03 
VOD OF ~LAS DFLCT 
2427383. 0.156 
2i...677'05. 0.158 
2 ~ it 2 69:) 41 0.136 
2363654. 0.151 
ELAS "~OD PCT ELG 
2 3 i t / .J 78. o .I·d 
2363~51. 0.,9 




























2 DOST-RAI(F ~TEP CURf TO 350F 





\\} I D TH THICK LOAD SLOPE' ~.AR(DSI) 
0.4R50 0.2470 150.0 128.5.0 30416. 
0.43n'J 0.2480 1:34.0 12'JO.(1 26897. 
(J.476C) 0.2470 161.0 13SC.C) 33264. 
0.4780 0.2470 14SaO 1250.0 29833. 
A V r:. 0 A r; F \~ R ( PSI ) :: 3 0 1 0 2 • 
AVERAGE ~CD OF ELAS(DSI )e 2797774. 
T E \! S I LED A T A 
\A,i! D T H THICK LO!',/) SLCPE ELONG TE:"lSILE 
0.1'45 'J.?53 6?n L v 0 lp?n""ln .... ) f. V "" V • 0.0037 IJOO2. 
0.245 0.?46 535. 166700. a.O rB1 n876. 
,J.245 0.243 5RS. 2COOOO. ~'). OC~34 ge?'6. 
0.2'+5 0.747 425. 2:)0000. ::;.0':)26 7023. 
AVF~A~E TE~SILE(PSI) 8932. 
AVFRAGE ELASTIC VOD(rSI ) 3091604~ 
A V ERA GEE L ') I~ G /!., T ION ( p,~ i~ eEl,; T ) I) • 3 1 9 9 
IZOO IrvlPACT DATA 
NOTCHED 
THICK FT.LR FT.LR/IN THICK 
0.2450 1.29 5.26 0.2450 
0.2460 1.03 4.18 0.2450 
O.?440 0.64 2.62 0.?460 
0.2470 1.28 5.18 0.2460 
AVE~AGE ST~FN(THINOTCYED)~T.L9/IN 4.31 
AVE~AGE STRENGTHIUNNCTCHEDIFT.L6/IN 6.40 





ELAS ~i ~D PCT FLG 
2936195. 0.37 
27ASd87. 0.31 
':33~)7369. o .:, 4 
'3304966. 0.25 
UI\!I\IOTCf-I,:D 









? POST-R(l,i(f STED CURE TO 350F 
4 Tl~E IN OVfN 3+3+96 HOURS 
2A ASRfSTOS/PHF~CLIC 
FLEX DATA, 



























AVERAGE VR(PSI)= 25163. 
AVrQAGE vOD OF ~LAS(DSI )= 2246208. 
TENSILE DATA 
\oJ I [)P1 T~ICK LO.6.D SLOPE ELO~~G TENSILE 
0.246 0.21t9 550. 143000. O.OO3t.. 8979. 
CJ.242 0.243 625. 143000. C).OOL1 lO62t1 • 
0.244 ).248 610, 14300U. U.OO45 le(),eO. 
80.2 1:;.2 0.250 725. 162000. 0.0046 11983. 
AVFRAG[ TE~SIL~(DSI) 1 0 L~ 1 7. 
AVERfG~ ELASTIC ~OD(PSI ) 2~4~51S~ 
AVERAGE ELO~GATION(PFR CE~T) 0.4149 
IZOD I~PACT DATA 
NOTCHED 
THICK FT.L9 FT.LQIIN T ~I I CK 
O.24RO 1.29 5.20 0.2450 
O.2':iOO 1.47 5.88 C.2'+40 
0.2450 1.30 5.30 0.2440 
0.2430 1.~7 5.63 0.2450 
AVERAGE STRENGT~(NOTCHE~)FT.LP/IN 5.50 
AVERAGE STRENGTHIUNNOTCHfDIFT.LB/IN 6.74 





ELAS \WD PCT ELG 
2 3 :3 L. ') t. 2 • 0.34 
2431725. O.hO 









Sf PIES '3 POST-Bp,I(E STEP CURE Tr) 40CF 
LOT 1 TI~~ IN eVEN 3+3+3+8 HOURS 

















\t-! I ~TH THICK LOAD SLOPt \>1f"<!(PSI) 
0.4990 0.2460 12 1 .:: 790.0 24041. 
O.49C?n 0.2500 11600 842e() 22316. 
().497J 0.2'+20 1'33.0 842 •. ) ?7416. 
0.4960 0.2500 1'36.0 900.G 26322. 
AVFRA~E vq(PSI)= 25024. 
AVE~AGF MOD OF FLAS(PSI )= 1A00024. 
TENSILEr;ATA 
Vi I DTY THICK LO.A.D SLOPE ELO:-,!G rF.:i\SILE 
0.243 O.?53 575. 12:0000. C.~()59 9352. 
0.245 0.'50 415. 143COO. C.(J026 6775. 
o .2 I, 6 0.752 7("0. 13'5000. ueOO52 11291. 
0.243 0.'?47 680. 166700. O.OOLt? 11329. 
A V F ~ ,~ G F T F ,\; S I L. F ( PSI ) 9 6 i! 7 • 
AVFqAG~ ELASTI( ~OD(PSI ) 2~~074~. 





002' .. 70 












,t'.VF~ACiE SH~f:"f\:GTH (r\:OTC~1F.:D l FT ~ LSI I (\1 5.10 
AVERAGE STRENGTH(UN~OTCHFD)FT.LB/IN 7.23 



































~ POST-P£\K~ STEP CUqE TO ~OOF 





~v'I r') T H THICK LOf\.D SLOPt=" \1::< ( ? S I ) 
O.4Pc)C' 0.2500 129.0 950.0 253::?5. 
O.4R90 O.24 Q O 11 L • • 0 'l42.0 2256;). 
O. i+ q f:, 0 (;.2450 137.:) 1180.(") ?8177. 
0.4870 0 0 2500 14400 1160.0 29336. 
AV~~AGE vq(PSI): 26112. 
AVEqAG~ ~Or') OF ELAS(OSr )= 2168877. 
T ;: ~-; S ! L r= D A T A 
','I! DTr< Tr-: I O( LOAD SLOPE EL.O~~G TE'iSIL:: 
O.?L4 C.?53 450. 143:;CO. ~;.()C32 7775. 
O.?43 C.?')] 1+ (, () • 1 ~ r ') 0 c.~ • 0.JC31 .., I Q ..... , ,+, L. 
o • 2 I. ') n.251 47:) • 13ASC(' • 0.(,(132 7724. 
O.24f+ a.?51 57'). l>:'48CCl. O.SOJ~ ')388. 
AV~R~GF TE\S!LF(~SI) 8092. 
AVFq~(F ~ltSTIC ~Q~(DS! I 2317 7 40= 
AVERAGE ELO~GATIO~(PEP CENT) a.3374 
1Z0D 1¥oACT DATA 
i\OTCY~') 
THI('<. FT.LP cT.LR/U.J Tr<ICK 
0.2500. 1 .39 5.56 8.2500 
().?~6() ~.27 5.16 0.2530 
().?4iOO 1.28 5.16 0.2<,80 
0.2460 1.42 5.77 0.2500 
AVEQAGE STRE~GTH(~OTCHED)FT.l8/I~ 5.41 
AVfRAGE STRE~GTH(U~~OTC~FD)FT.LB/I~ 6.48 
'~8) nr:: ~, ELl\ 5 DFLCT 




ELi\S :VOD PCT ELG 











S~~IES 3 POST-BAKE STFo CURE TO 400F 
LnT 1 TI~~ IN OVf~ 3+3+3+8 ~CURS 






Sf, \10 L c:: 
'/-16-17-1 










"i: I 'J TH THICK LOAD SLOPE ~R(PSI) 
(). 494~) 0.2500 85.0 1000.0 1651~. 
0.493C 0.2550 17340 1200.0 32379. 
0.4870 0.2480 151 .0 1268.0 30247. 
O.4~(f,) ').2450 11/+ • D 800.:) 23303. 
AVE?AGE ~~(PSI)= 25612. 
AV~PAGE VOfJ OF ELAS(PSI )= 2228879. 
T Ei'l S I LED A T ,,\ 
V: ! [) T H 11-' I (K LOAf) SLOPE ELC\lG T E:'; S ! L E 
~) • ? L 2 C.?5? L35. 125JCO. o .J 04 9 7952. 
0.24') ':).?5~3 705. 14Jeoo. O.C049 11373. 
~.244 O.?54 ;, CJ ~~ • 133~OO. C.OC:2A fd 73. 
0.743 C.7SC 525. 186700. C:.0028 8641. 
AVF?AGE TF~SIL~(PSI) E585. 
AV~RAGE FLASTIC VOD(PSI ) 2312899. 





C.2l. Q r) 












A V E R ,\ G EST ~ F ~ j G T ~-I ( I; 0 T C H ED) FT. L A / I ~~ 4. 9 4 
!'~ V E ~ M; E S H~ F"! G T H ( U "; \ en 01 ED) FT. L S / I ~~ 6. 75 




















3 POST-RAKE sTr o CURE Te 400F 







.s t'..,vPL E 
nv-16-17-1 




itl I [) T H T I .. n C< lOt,D SLOPE M~ ( PSI) 
n.L.. A 8(\ n.249C) 13000 90G.a 25779. 
Q.4>360 O.?1+90 136.0 88e~o 270BO. 
0.4380 0.2490 126.0 1100.0 24936. 
0.4890 0.2480 135.0 1050.0 26932. 
AV~~AGE VR(PS!)= 26194. 
AV~~AGE vOD OF EL~5(PSI )= 2098383. 
T F)~ S I L. E D A T A 
iA! I DTlj THICK LOAD SLOPE ELONG T Ei\ S I l f 
O.?!.,? O.?41 4 7':) • 166700. C.OO30 8058. 
5:).243 0.2:;'2 835. 1667CO. 0.005L.. 1363,. 
O.2L.'j 0.21)0 ~35. 166700. :).OC)44 8734. 
~ • ? '+ 3 C).?L.~ 625. 1'-''3000. 0.0050 1:"50,4. 
AVFRAGF TE~SIL~(DSI) 10253. 
AVEPAGF ~lASTIC VCD(PSI ) 265096q~ 
AVeRAGE ~LONGATIC~IPFR CENT) 0.4449 
lZ08 I~PACT rATA 
'!OTCHFf) 









2 Lr 21 718. C.50 
U'~NOTCHED 
s !l, v P L f:: T ~i I (K FT.V< FT.LR/IN THICK FT.lB Fi.lR/IN 















AVF~AGE 5rRE~GTH(~OTCHFD)FT.LP/IN 5.04 
1\ V::o AGE s F~ E''\ GT H (UN'WTCf-iE' D) FT. L 8/ Hi ::'.49 
1.67 6.73 
1.61 6.46 
1.52 6. 1 'J 
1.64 6.69 
-60-
5;::~IFS '3 POST-PA1(E ST~P ClJl=<E TO 400F 
Lnr ~ Tr~~ I~ OVFN 3+3+3+24 HCURS 
Tas~ ?A ASBESTOS/PHENOLIC 
FLEX DATA 
SAMPLE ~IDTH T'-n CK LO!\D Sl_CD[ MR ( PSI) \~OD OF ~U,S DFLCT 
C-16-3S-1 C 0. 4 930 
r-!~-35-? C 0.4 0 10 
~-1~-3A-l C 0.4970 
C-IA-S6-2 C 0.4960 
().2440 







A V F RAG E ',~ r~ ( PSI ) :: 2 5 5 8 9 • 
28414. 17R7284. 0.168 
25651. 1938869. 0.160 
22881. 193)796. 0.162 
25409. 1940436. 0.154 
AVERAGF ~OD OF ELAS(PSI l= 1899346. 
Tf:"-iS!L[ CA.,TA 
.c,M/PLf \:!IDP~ ThICK LOAiJ SLOPE ELONG Tn~SILE ELAS rv10D PCT FLG 
(-16-35-1 C Cl.t.l~5 D.243 545. 176500. O.Cl()33 896'). 2'1J4372. 0.33 
("-1~-,5-) C ('1.?1+4 O.?45 385. 14'3COO. o.,~n36 6'+ 4 O. ?302105. 0.36 
C-l{1-36-~ C 0.24 'j 0.;;45 490. ~\99~,:=S= • C.Of)23 0163. T'7'"'f"~ 1--:-'7'". SD 0.22 
(~1()-36-? C C.247 0.241 435. 1?58CO. (,.00':'6 73G7. 20S9888. 0.45 
Av~qAGF TfNSIL~(OSI) 7720. 
/WFQAGE FU\ST! (-":(,,D (DS I ) ?-S-"~7re-. 2465622 
AVE~AGE ~LO~GATID\(?FR CENT) 0.3449 
~AVPL~ THICK 
C'-lt)-3S-1 C ').24 R O 
c- ()-35-? C 0.2';10 
c- 6-'36-1 C 1.2410 
c- f,-36-2 C 0.21.7'] 





1.14 4. 7 3 
1.16 4. c,9 
U r-..l~;O T Cr1 E D 
Tr1ICK FT.LS FT.LR/r~ 
O.?4~O 2.24 9.14 
0.?4AO 2.05 8.26 
0.2470 1.86 7.53 
0.2500 2.35 9.40 
AVF~AGE STRENGT~(~OTCHFD)FT.LS/I~ 5.47 
AV~RAGE ST~E~GTH(U~NJTCHED)FT.LR/IN 8.58 
-61-
SERIES 3 POST-8AK~ STEP CURE Te 400F 
LOT ? Tr~F I~ OV~N 3+3+3+24 ~ou~s 

















'\"J! D TH T HICK. LOA) SLoof: "i!? ( PSI) 
().50?C) O.21,4J 150.0 l'J32.0 3Ul13. 
o • S 'J 1 :) 0.1'1+40 1 '+9 .. 0 SIS.O 1'9972. 
~).?r:OO CJ,246'J 154.1) (jut,O 30537, 
0.500:) ,J. 2 (+40 1 (t 8 .0 g7S.0 29330. 
AVr:?A(;F 'H( (PS I) = 30113. 
A V F QJ G E ~~ 0 C) 0 F :: L ,L\ S ( PSI l = 2 () f3 6 :) 90 • 
H::\~S!LE DAT.A 
VI I D T 1-1 T rn c< LOAn SLOPE ,:LOi'lG TE.'\SILE 
O.?lP O.?43 660. 1>=!20JO. 0.OJ50 1?"+58. 
S~.2?O 0.248 63 S. 14300:;. O.OCl.l 12J26. 
C.?20 0.24 4 () 5 () • 125:';(;U. C.O' ..j4S 121:)8, 
0.21'0 0.?43 5A3. 1500:)0. C.C()4? 10942. 
A V F q ;\ ;, E T r .\: S ! L F ( P S ! l 1 1 F~ 8 4 • 
AVF?AGF flASTIC ~OD(DSr I 2819608. 
AVEQAGE ELa~GATlONIPF~ (E~T) 0.4524 
IZOD IMPACT DATA 
\!CHCHEfJ 
THICK FT.lS FT.l.D/IN THICK 
0.2 Lt60 1.20 1. •• 87 0.2460 
C;.247() 1.1 ..1 5.70 0.2438 
0.246(1 1.19 4.83 0.2'+70 
n.2450 1.09 4. 4'~ 0.2450 
AVF~t'.GE STREi\:GTH('WTCHEDlFT.LP/I'j 4.96 
fl, V F ~ AGE S T I~ E ~,: G T '-l ( U '; t W T C H ED) FT. L B I INS • C) 5 
-/cl-
"OD Or: EL..!\ S DFLCT 
23n:i 64. 0.188 
2:)13"763.0.195 
2J2 C1 162. 0.190 
192747L~. 0.168 
E:LAS \10D P(T ELG 
343?fJ48. ::J .• 50 
27C8334. 0.40 
232E:61't. 0.47 

























3 POST-PA<f STED (U~E TO 40CF 




':,j I DTLI 
r; e 4 ~ 9;1 
n • I ... 9 C:J 
0.4910 
n.,+g~}') 
T~ICK LOAD SLOPE VI~(PSI) 
0.2470 125~O 895.0 25139. 
()~2450 130.0 900.0 2651q. 
0.2470 126.0 772.0 25237. 
~.2480 152.0 867.0 30261. 
AVF'7/\(iE VR(PSI):::: 26789. 
AVE~AGE ~OD o~ FLAS(PSI )= 18 7 0021. 
TE\;SILE D,lI.TA 
i,'/ I DTH THICI( LOA,[) SLODE ELO~\G TF.'r\jSILE 
C).244 J.?45 ! ~ iJ. 1R208~J. O.JJ46 13047. 
(; • 2 I, 3 C.?L,S ,:" 3:5. 166700. 0.0u22 73 ~!6 • 
().243 0.(158 575. 133500. O.r;':)37 8641. 
O~242 0.247 ':85. 1'30COO. O.OO5S 9786_ 
AVE~AGE TE~SrLf:PSI' 9695. 
AVFQA~( FLASTIC VO~(P51 ) 25542309 
~VE~AGE ELO~GATIO\(DfR CENT) 0.3999 
I?OD I~PACT DATA 
": 0 T Ci-I E r; 




18560'+ 3. 0.172 
ELAS M"r'I , v\...I p---, '- I ELG 
3 CJ4l, 497. U.45 









FT.U~ FT.L~/IN THICK FT.LS FT.L3/IN 
1_.37 5.59 0.24'70 1.90 7.28 
1.14 4.67 O.?450 1.56 6.36 
1.37 5.Sp 0.2470 1.58 6.39 
1.27 5.20 0.2480 1.85 7.45 
AVE~AGE STRE~GTH(NOTCHED)FT.LR/IN 5.25 
AV~RAGE ST~f~GTH(U~~OTCHfD)FT.LB/IN 6.87 
-63-
S~RI~S 3 POST-~AKf STEP CURE T0 400F 
LOT 2 TlvF I~ OVFN 3+3+3+24 YOURS 







1/-1 ~-l 9-1 
V-1b-19-? S 







FLEX ~A T}\ 
':; I fHH T~1rC< LO.AD SLOPE \1R(PSI) 
O. 4P.>< 'J 0.2'+30 13:3" 0 850.0 27693. 
O.I+'l'10 0.2490 133.Cl fl5:J.O 26374. 
!) • It R 8 ~) 0.2'+00 131.0 81..2. C 27962. 
r) .48~,:] 0.243(1 14/ .. • 0 91:] • ,) 3C)l6B. 
AVFRAGE VR(PSI)= 28049. 
AVE~A~~ ~OD or fLAS(PS! )= 1Q59151. 
TF,'\SILE ~)ATl\ 
I,I} I D T f·' THICK L.OA,,) SLC;PE FLOi\S Te',<S!U:: 
0.242 O.?47 5?5. l?ROCO. O.C~(n7 8783. 
0.244 0.243 73C. 1{)(~7CO. a.cos') 12311 • 
~ .2 i+ 2 C.?l"t 5?S. l~~OCOQ. U.CCi37 88 S 1 • 
(l • ? 4 ( .. 'J. ;.n·5 595. 15(;000. O.OO3!+ 9953. 
AVC?AG~ fLnSTIC ~on(~SI ) 254?42~. 
AV~RAGE ~LC~GATIC\(D~~ CENT) 0.3949 
IZO~ IMPACT DATA 
~WTCHE[) 
TH I C< FT.LP FT.Ln/IN THICK 
O.2 tt90 1.26 5.08 0.2460 
C.2510 1.?' 4.92 J.?S?O 
0.24CJ() 1.24 4.97 0.2470 
0.24:):) 1.22 4.97 0.2490 
AVFRA~f STR~\GT~(~OTC~ED)FToLQ/I~ 5000 
/-\ V E C( t\ G EST P E \! G T H ( U '\1 :\ (") T ( ~ ~~ D ) FT. L B / I ,\; 6. 6 3 
~!()D OF [:L AS DFLCT 
!S4:2?29. 0.175 
18CS122. 0.163 
























S;::'~ I F 5 
L1T 
3 POST-PA:<.F STf P CURE rc: '+OOF 
H. S< 






~V-1A-20-2 O.48 RO 
f.,\lr~,I\Gf 
FLEX DATA 
THICK. LOAD SLOPE 
002478 ll-ja:) H33.0 
0.;>430 123.G 820.0 
0.2480 116.0 3co.n 














"),,'-1 0 -19-1 
.~ 'o/ - 1 f: - 1 :;; - 2 
';\1-16-2:)-1 
~V-16-2(1-? 
I,'i I DTH T~ICi( LUA'J SLODE FLO:\G T f I'~ S I L E 
(;.2 /.4 :].?t..rfJ 4L,5. 1L·300J. () • C i; 2 9 7599. 
().?43 C.?49 ~-" ( i~.J • 1/·~00(). O.~):.J18 4iL62. 
S~).24? 0.743 71G. 1;:;~0~':J. C.C'J45 120 7 3. 




~LASTIC ~C~(P~I ) 2544966. 
~LO~GATIC~(PEP (E~T) 0.3424 
IZO~ I~o~CT DATA 
~I ~JT G'::D 
THICI( FT. Lt':l, ~T.L2!IN TyICK 
'").245') 1 .1+ 1 5.75 0.2'+60 
0.2(,,30 1.50 A.17 O.2t+70 
Q.252c) 1.64 6.58 '].(>530 
0.2430 1.68 5.91, ().249C 
AVEPAGF ~T~f~GTH(~0TC~ED)FT.L9/I~ 6.33 
f', \I F 0 fl, G EST R E\:::; T'" ( U ',~ t';rn (~[:) ) F'T • L 8/ I '''i 7.40 
VO~ OF ~LLS DFLCT 
lSlSB6:J. 0.144 
2:; 2 7 '3 9 S. O. 159 
171963~). 0.153 
233bll()~ 0.154 
El.,!lS ,';1 'J(') PCT ELG 
2441940. 0.29 
2'36~H6~. Cl • 18 
2~13781. 0 • 'r 4 
27557Q2. 0.44 
U": "10 TCH f:D 
~T.L'j FT. L P, / I ,'1 
2.J8 f3 .45 
1.92 7.77 











'3 POST-f'.L\KF ST~P CU~t TO 400F 
3 TI\1F' I\' CVf!\i 3+3+::3';'4~'l HCU:":.:S 
?~ A5R~ST0S/DHE~OLIC 
FLEX [JAT/\, 
i,'i r DTH T!--n CI( LO,.\D SLOPE VR(OSI) 
0.L,g1') O.250c) 14i3.() 890.0 29538. 
C n.4'3?') ,:).2=)00 137.() 750.0 '7:286. 
C n r".r"'"\ (' !"' u ...... ,) .J \ .... U.?4ltO 121.u 850&0 ;14338. 
C 0.'504:] 0.23'30 105.0 725.J 23024. 
AVE~AGE ~R(PS!)= 26059. 
AV~~AGE vO~ OF EL~S(PSr )= 1795004. 
iF,'lSILE Df., T A 
S,-. tv D L E "I I D T Y T:-lICK LOAl SLOPE ELOI'lG TE~SILE 
(-16-37-1 C 0.244 
(-1~-J7-?C-S,)·245 










.,i ... V • 
125000. 0.8042 9750. 
1.1)6700. 0.CC)35 3576. 
1C:COC(). J.;JCJ'+4 7(-.62. 
117')0:). ;).(',03/ .... 6392. 
SA.,vPLF 
(-16-37-1 C 
C -16 - '3 -; -? C 
C-loS-'3."-l C 
C-16-3R-? C 
Av~qA(~ TE~SILE(PSI) 9095. 
AVFR~GF FL~sTrC Vnn(p~! ) ?~q~7qS. 
AVEDAGE FLONGATIONIPER CE~T) O.~A74 
170D I~PACT DATA 
~·!OTCHFf) 
THICK FT.L!:; FT.l.~/H.j Tf-irc:< 
O.2 c.6Ci . 1.:?5 5.C8 0.2450 
~;.?500 1.1 R 4.72 0.2550 
;1.2 / .. 30 1.68 6.91 Q.243C 
().?'-?O 1 e3 3 5 • L~ 9 0.2450 
AVFQAGf STRE~GTf-i(~OT(HED)t:"T.Ln/!~ 5.55 
AVFPAG~ STR~~GTH(U~NOTCHED't:"ToL8/r~ 7.89 
VOD ("It:" VI f:Lt.S DFLCT 
~ ')1+ 71 S • 0.170 
·-~,<?c.,1 
'J'/ .J..J U _ • 0.181 
S7?403. 0.158 
1819332. 0.156 
fL.\S f\~OD oCT ELG 
;I'lf15706. C • '+ 1 
26!.7503. 0.35 
1722:';C(,~. ~) .44 
1925977, o .3'+ 
lji'jNOTCHED 






,c:~~I::S "3 POST-F~~K.~· STFP (lJ~F TO 400F 
L~T ~ TI~~ IN CVE~ 3+3+3+48 HCU~S 








Cl-lr,-5 7 -:? 
".- ~ 1 t: -...... ., 
...... l.-.l.,..")-?~,-.t 
("1-ltS-5P--2 





~ -16-'5~-1 , 
C -16-':),,-2 
If:! DTH Ti-1ICK 
O.5C)OO 0.2450 
0.5C)10 0.:'480 


















,wr:-qAGF. · .... R (OS I ):: 3C'253. 
AVF?AGE ~nD OF FLAS(PSr )= 2008683. 
TU~SILE DATA 
~.l r D TI-~ T"'~rC:( L..O/V) SLOPE EL.ONG T f'~ S r LE 
C;.2?'4 0.')47 73U. l'%:j:) Q. O.OC53 131Q4. 
8c.214 J •. ? 't () 63rJa 1?58GC. O.C:J47 11967. 
SO.?17 ().?47 670. 1334()C. 0_,';,)45 125C)O. 
8'J.?1R 0.,}1..6 66C:. 11~3COO • O.U:J48 12307. 
1?492. 
AVFqA~F ~LASTI( VOn(DSI ) 2496069. 
AVEPA~E F~C~GATIO~(OFR CE~T) 0.4824 
I ;;' 0 I) p: P A. C T C; A T A 
Tr'I(I( FT.LQ F'T.LR/!:'\ T!-l I CK 
n.247'J 1.41 5.70 O.2 L+70 
(~.2440 1.34 5.49 O.?4~O 
0.2480 1.26 5.08 0.2490 
0.2420 1.19 4.91 0.2450 
A V c: P A ~ EST ~ E ~\ G T H ( ~ () T C H F. 8 ) FT. L P I I ~i 5. 2 9 
AVE~AGE STRENGTH(U\\OTCHEDIFT.LB/IN 6.04 
VOD OF fLAS DFLCT 
2'+8:)600. 0.177 
1852979. 0.166 
1 9 4 4 't 4 1. 0 . 1 7 1 
1756716. 0.182 




























r; - 1 (, - 2 :3 - ~ 
-67-
'3 POST-QA~~ STr p (U~~ TO 40CF 




','I I DTH THICI( LOAD SLOPE ~! ~ ( D S I l 
n.492,) ().?490 126.0 7P.5.0 2/-1- 7 8'3 • 
0.4°'30 n.2530 J'32.0 980.0 25097. 
0.49Y) 0.25?0 131.0 llC'(~.O 251:)5. 
() .1+ 9 ?:; 0.2590 144.0 lOUO.O 26178. 
AVFRAGF V~(PSI)= 2~291. 
AVFPA~E vCD OF ELtS(PSI )= 1889961. 
TE:\:SILE rATA 
It.: I D T ~ T~irc'~ LOM) SLOpE ELO,\;G TENSILE 
().?'+? 0.247 6' .. (' .I 'OJ • 16 () 7 J () • O.c)Cl44 1':)539. 
C • 2 f~ 3 0.250 515. 113DJ:J. O.::;U62 3477. 
O.2 LfJ O.?t~8 645. 133C)CC. O.OC4() lC7 rJ? 
8.24'3 0.228 530. 1'38J80. J.:.Jo:n 9566. 
9P21. 
AV=CL~~ FL4STlr v~~IP~r 1 ?3q237~= 
AVEQAGF FLO~GAT!nN(PFR C[~T) 0.4774 
Il0f) I"P,ACT DATA 
TH!C:<' FT.LP FT.Lt"lIiN TH!CK 
0.7470 1.20 4.85 0.24'30 
0.24>1n 1.16 4.67 'J.2 ld;O 
0.2 L, 70 1.29 5.22 0.24S:C 
Q.24C)O 1.20 4.81 0.2490 
AVE~AGE ST~~~GTH(NrTCHF~)~T.LP/I~ 4.89 
iWER/I,GE STRF";GTH(U·~\()TCHFDlFT.LBIII\l 6.30 





FL/\S \lOD PCT E-~LG 
2788838. O. I+!of 
2129381. :..1.62 
2?~~:)956. o • '+ 5 
2346401. 0.39 
UI\j~<OTCHED 























3 POST-~AKE STFP CU~F TO 40QF 




\.! I f) T H 
0.49?0 
r;.491CJ 
J • '+ q 1 Ci 
0.4910 




























Tf-iICK . \..O/l iJ SLCPE ELO'\G TEI')SILE 
:J.?47 490. lr~,:,~(\,~ ,Jj,;U. 0 • 8031 8130 • 
~).?4A 4L.5. 1363::1::;. C.0C34 7323. 
0.74<1 59v. 1667CC. () • C~ C 3 4 975G. 
0.249 S?, n ~ ... ...; . 13eOOC!. O.O()37 8723. 
AVFP~GE Tr~SILr(OSI) 8482. 
~V~QAGF ~LASTlr VC~(DSI ) 2~70368, 




0.2 1+ 9 J 
:).2/1 60 












AV~RAGE STRE~GTH(\OTCH~D)~T.LP/I~ 5.63 
A V F. RAG EST '-< f~ '-: G T H ( U ;~i 'i('; T C H f- :~ j FT. L R / lI'J 6. 18 










l)t~ ~~:)T CH E D 
FT.LB FT.LB/III! 







'3 POST-RA.KF ST,:-D CUR~ TO 400F 
T i\ SK 


















\.'1 I f) T~ Tf-'ICK LOi\D SLOPE \H~ ( D S I ) 
O.4~<1() 0.2520 106.') 1000.0 ?~1522. 
0. I ... A 70 ~).?5n:) 10'1.0 875.0 20699. 
O.t.,.QSO 0.24GO 152.0 S<;CJ.O 30323. 
O.49S() n.2'390 136.0 900.0 29454. 
AVCPAGE ~1(PSI)= ?~251. 
AVFQAGF ~O~ C~ ~LAS(PSI )= 1991323. 
TFI\;SILF DATA 
I,'j I D T H H~ r c< LOt\D SLOPE FLOI\!G T~~'~SILE 
0.74/+ 0.247 if 7'J • 13f,:'300. o • 0 '; 5 S 7798. 
'.l.?45 o • ? t+ 1 51S. 166700. ').0039 8722. 
Sn.?L.7 0.241 56:. 15~O~:C). C.J')3 L .. 94 :.:7. 
0.245 0.?27 euo. 15 1..,000. G.;W60 14384. 
t., V F"; ,'l, ;j f-~ T F \j 5 r L ~ ( D.s r ) 1 () 0 7 8 • 
AVFDt~~ ~L~ST!r V00(DS! ) 26?7~31A 
AvcOAGE EL~~(ATION(P~q CENT) 0.4699 
IZO~ I~P~CT DATA 
~OTCHEr; 
THICK FT.L.Q FT.LP!IN THICK 
!) • 2 it 30 1 • ? 2 5.02 ~) • 2 ~~ 30 
~. 2 I., 5 0 1.::'6 5.14 0.2470 
O.2 1t40 1.28 5.24 0.25'+0 
0.?480 1.20 4.8, 0.2540 
A. V E '? ,6.. G EST k( F'~ G T H ( 1'< 0 T C HE:; ) FT. l. P I I ~~ 5. 0 6 
AVEPAGE ST,?~~GTH(U~NOTCHFD)FT.LR/IN 6.60 
~C~ OF EL1S DFLCT 
2Jt.,.."i796. 0.106 
1d3'7><3(;0 0.118 
1901E2L •• 0.167 
2174e39. 0.166 
Fl_ (\ S \A 0D 
2261565. 
2 0 23271. 
265425>:, 
1.76'7037. 















3 POST-~~<E ST~D CURE rr 4COF 




("-1t,-3 Cl -? C 
(-16-4.:1-1 C 
(-16-40-2 C 
5=- tI \'~) L F 
("-16-~c;-1 C 
""-: 6-',<;;-? C 
,.. ; 




C-l;:,-3 0 -? C 
C -1 t) - ' .. 1) - 1 C 
(-lS-4(;-? C 
FLEX Df.TA 
\-1 I r) TH HI! (I( LOAf) SLOD~ '~R (;;SI ) 
o .L'98'J 0.2500 1/6.C' 90,].() 24239. 
O.~,')~() 0.?4AO 120.:) n5:J.Q ;?'3181 • 
f).S0"') D.?49C) 139 " 950.J ?690? • t! 
Cl.sor)J O.2 r,rJO 121 " tJ 1 (j 0 C • C 2123;:. 
AV~?A~F ~~(DSI)= ?4401. 
/W f r{ ,~ (~ E 'v' 0 D C; ~ ,:- L 1\ S ( PSI ):: 1 9 C 8 3 '3 4 , 
'.!! DT'~ TH I (I( LCt.!") stJ;P[ ELor<G T t',\; S ILE 
:) .245 0 • ?46 I.t 6 ".) • 14',):')C8 • J .C")5() 7632 • 
r) • 246 O • ;I'Q ~-:ll" • P~33CC • ('\ .!) U 39 8652 • -r> • ~ -' '"f V 
D • 2 it ::; G. ?~f.l 4.2J ...... ,-. ,-'" ,-. G ,)(;27 69 12 • ;;;~":1':7~~. • • 
;; • 2 it'') o. ? LI3 1+ 9:.") • 152(J()J • ,:) s C')i:; 3 4 8J98 • 
7R23. 
AV~~A0E =LASTIC VCS(PSI ) ~~~Q~Q3!2342631 


















AVF~AGF STRF~GTH(NnTC~~D)FT.Lq/I~ 6.4Q 
,'1, V ~ f< /1, c: E 5) T ~ F ;\' G T!-j ( U '; :\i eTC H t: D ) FT. L B / I 1\; 8. 1 7 
VOD OF FL~S DFLCT 
1R5C.t.)·J.::. 0.138 
17656C1. 0.153 
1';/6:)135. 0 . 15 5 
204:i Or;c. 0 • 13 8 
Elf,S ~A oC) 
,(372657. 
? 176 13 5 • 
S?-Sa=&~8o 








0 • 50 
:J • 39 
SD 0 • 26 

























:3 POST-RAKE STFD CURF TO 4QOF 
4 TIYF I~ OVFN 3+3+3+96 HOUQS 
2A AS8F~TOS/P~E~r.LIC 
S 




0.4'1 4 0 o.;n.BO 
FLEX DATA. 
LO,4D SL8 D ::: 
1£..2.0 9£..iJ.0 
1ft 6 • (1 1 :J C)::; • G 
1 1+ 1 • 0 9 iJ 0 • !) 
126.n 900.0 
22013. 





A V =- p ,0., (- >:.. '! () [J 0 F ::- LAS ( i' S I )::: 2 0 4 0 2 0 0 • 
T [' ~~ S I L E C' A T A 
\'i r DTI-j T~~ICl( LOA~ SLOPE f~ L ()f\ G Tf'\!SILE 
0.2[,.4 0.745 7l~ 5. 18?OJG. o .0 OL, 1 1?'+62. 
:).24'1 o. ? L. q ~'6 5. 14PO'JO. ()eOJ37 9112. 
C.245 O.?I+L+ 565. 1430Jn. O.'':O4? '-/ I. 5 1 • 
~).?t+5 Q. 2 I. 7 578. 16670J. ::.J03A 9419. 
10111 • 
AV~CArC ~LAST!C ~OD(PSI ) ?644~87= 
PVEPAGE FLO~GAT!ON(PER CE~T) O,3~99 
IZOD I~oACT DATA 
'\OTCHFD 
n~ IrK FT.LP FT.LPIIN P"ICK 
o • ? 'f A () . 1.1'2 4.91 0.?570 
0.247 1) 1.30 5.26 0.250C 
0.247:) 1020 4.85 O.2td~8 
0.244:) 1.22 ~).CCl G.2440 
,L', V ,:" ,",0 r S T" Pi () T H ( ,\~ (IT C '1 ED) FT. L 91 I \1 5.0 1 
A V r:: P r., G~: ~ T ~ r: N G p-j ( U "j :'~ eTC H f. D ) FT. L Ell I \ 5.94 
--///-
YCJ rF ELtS DFLCT 

















o .1 .. 1 
0."-:6 











5'1 V C)L'::: 
')- 1 "::-2'3-1 
\I-~ ~-? ~3 -? 
\I-16-?!....-1 
\/-:6-24-7 








PG.c;T-8I\K~ SE:D n!;:;F T() 400F 
Tr~F I~ OV~~ 1+3~3+96 HOURS 





THICK LO.AD SLOPF I-IR (PSI ) 
0.2440 134.:) 1800eC) 27959. 
0.2'::)0 1 '" ;; , , .c 8 :)C .0 26q87. 
I 
O.2/~5C) 156 • ~I 1000 .. 0 31565. 
o • ? It P 0 129.0 :~88.0 26109. 
tl.Vr:"',Ul(;F ','r, (DS I) = ?P 130. 
AV~~AGF vn~ OF FLAS(~SI )= 2028722. 
I". 
, ! C; T f i THI r" \ ~. LC/\I) SlJ'iD;:: ELO,'\G T E', S I L E 
f) 
• 
2:-,2 0 • 2 51 -' 7 1 ': • IflS7C'8. o • ~V)tt 6 11596. 
:) 
• ;::4') 'J • ?37 ::45. l"·'~LIoCQ. O.c)CJ4~ 9'-386. 
CJ • ? L.. ~~ r. \., • ?4'5 to. P ::: • 1~j6{ ... O(). O.JCJ36 BOA? • 
"I 
v • 245 :) • ?4L 373 . 1175C'~). C.')J32 6273. 
~V~~A~~ T~~S!Lr(nSI) 8829. 
/\Vf::j-~t',(.F. C:-LfI.STIC "~Ci)(PSI ) 2319189. 
!I V ~':v c::~= ~LCI".G fiT I (Ii\: ( p.:- i~ CE tH j 0 • 3g 2 4 
IZO~ IVPACT DATA 
\OTr.:~E:[J 
THI(:< FT.L.P ~-T • L R / r f~ THICK 
o .? t, ~r. 1.C8 4.37 O.2',·6C (" 
.)./L.10 laS8 6.55 O.?430 
~.2460 l.n9 I .. • L,3 0.2440 
O~2L.1C 1.16 4. ,'1 1 0.2L.40 
AIj~-?Ar:E Sr:·?~"!CT!-1 (f\!OT(H·-:)) FT .Lf1/ I \j 5.04 
AV~RAGE ST~E~GTH(U\\OTCHED)FT.L9/IN 6.19 
\} OC) ('\ C' v, r::LL\S DFLCT 
















U • t~ 5 












~ COST-PAI(F STEP C~~F TO 400F 





" Ij - 1.(, - ? tr - 1 
f')V-16-?4-? 




~ If - i(., - ;ut - ::;: 
C)L\ '/DL r: 
r>1,I-16-?'3-1 
CW-16-23-? 
f) \1 - 1 () - 2 4 - 1 
~V-16-24-~ 
S 
\.; I r') T H T H I C< 
O.L.qlC! O.244C) 
(\.L .. 8'i(' :).2460 
(') .. I .. 9 1 ~ 0 • 2 it R Cl 
r;.t"Q40 O.?I.20 
1/,.1 I CIT" T ~~ T C< • 
0 • ?~4 o. ')45 
0 • ?!+ ? 0 • '?!.5 
;~ 
.?I.Lt () • ")~" '-' , ':l J 















L C.\ f) SLOPE' F.LCJ\::; T (:C.,' C .. _ I \ ,:) I 
55,0 • 1/ ... 808J • C .1):136 9?CC 
495 • 1820J(J • J • :;:)3 C) [334? 
54C II .. ? O~· C • " • ':)(:3 9 oo;;? .. \J ,_ ",' .J 1._ 
740 • 1~3(JCC • (; .()]S6 122 79 
AV~?AGF TF~SILr(DSI) 9670. 
AV~~A~F ~L~STTC V~~(OSI I 2G6563 Q : 
AVF.QAGE EL~~GATrO~(PEn CE~T) 0.4024 
iZOf) I'v'P.ACT f),ATA 
~,OTCHFD 
THICK FT.Ln FT.LP,/I~·~ F~ I CK 
0.247(;, 1 • () 7 Itt 33 O.24BC 
() .24 Q () 1.46 5.86 0.2580 
O.?<+')O 1.10 4.48 0.74')0 






AVf?~GE STPENGTH'~OTC~~D)FT.Lq/IN 5.10 
AVFQAGE 5T?~~GTH(U~~OTCHF~JFT.LB/IN 5.83 
-/13~ 
V0~ JF ~L~S DFLCT 
22QS:~t+? 0.109 
17 7 ?P.13. 0.140 
2l364J/t • 0.163 
?:)5(J782·0.163 
F. L. II S 'v~ CJ D PCT [LG 
2[·7"3745 • f' \".'& 36 
'3:'S965 Q " .30 v • '.,) 
? V~4? 6? • 0 • 39 
?-.l,7»~~'A 


















r _ .. r._[""),..-1 




C - c; - ~) :: - 1 
(~G-C'3-2 
-74-
1 p () S T - ~ t, < r: 5 T c: P C l J i? f~ T () 3 0 0 F 
1 TI~F I~ CVF\ 3+8+24 HOUPS 
1 GLASS/p~r~0LIC 
'.'1 ! i) T H THICI( LO /J) SLOPE ~y~ R (PSI ) VO:! c::- ::- Lf~ S DFLCT 
(J.4 P ,sO O.?4?O 139.1 <)':)1.0 ?9302. 2~9C)S45. 0.148 
0. Ld16() ~.23~0 '0" ,I' " .~ : 736.0 21470. 1991lo.9C. 0.128 
O.L.9?C: 8.?~PO 12 '~; .J E~34.0 24?37. 1 ~ 1 ? ~ ~ ~" • 0.157 
J.t+fPC; 8.?40Q 12 ,~ ~O 85'J.O 27662. ?OL+10710 0.162 
A V F? ~ r: F ,~~ ( P S ! ) = ? S 680. 
tW>="PAr:E \'OS OF f=-LA.S (PS r ) '" 1984559. 
\,1 I i") T-.; THICI( LO/\') SLCD~ EL()~~ G T:;f\SILE ELi'.:; ~~·1 (; 0 PCT r:LG 
').241 J.,)47 570. l'5C:OC~:. O.CC3G 8735. ?'519~6'j. 0.30 
r'\ "") I? 
".; •• , '-f ._. 8.241 5L~C' .. 15 ~o J () • 0.';033 9258. 2 6 L, 051'3. 0.33 
J C).?43 0.239 ,~z 5 • 1667GC. O.C")J22 7490. 2878328. 0.28 
S ').')44 'J.?39 t+7C& lS(-;7COflt o.n'J30 eCS9. 21<58564. o • '30 
/1. \I r: ? t~ ~ :: T F ~,: S I L F ( D:-:, I ) R 33 6 • 
tV~QoGF ~L~STI( V2~(DSI ) 27??~17= 
,4,/ E r).t>. ':J r::: F L O~ G;\ T I () I': ( P F q C f-" ,\ T ) 0 • 3025 
170D !\-iPACT DATA 
:\, () T C r. E n u i'll'~ c) T C H E D 
THICK FT.Lr:< FT.L(:\/P.j THICI( FT.L~ FT.L9/If'! 
0.24/0 2.46 1').16 0.240(1 2.12 8.75 
J.23'~C 1.17 4.91 8.?330 ?2/+ 9.61 
0.23:,10 2.52 12.54 O.02C:C n (,''\ \' ..... , . ., No BRK 1).00 
O.240~! 3.75 15.t)2 0.2420 2.6'J 1:).74 
AV~?ACF STRfNGTH(~OT~HED)FT.LQ/I~la.31 
A V E ':( ,t., G F S T ~ E '< G T H ( U ,\ '! C T U.., E' D ) r:: T • u: / I ,',j - ~ .?:7- 9. 7 0 
-75-
SeRIFS 1 POST-S,AI(E sr eD (I'RE TO 300F 
LnT 1 TrVF 1\ OVEN 3+P+24 H8U~S 
TASK 1 GLfSS/oH[VOLIC 








( 1 - ',"': - :; 5 - 1 
Cl-~;-2S-2 
.s /\ r.~.', eLF 







Ii! rrHH T!-j I (I( LO/J) SLC?E \1R (PSI ) 
~ • t.9 68 0.2L.60 13SoC l~)O').1") 27185. 
0 .. l.. ':) 5 C) O.?if 40 1 It () .. Ij 100:.;.0 2A~::)3. 
n.L.9f,:) C).2 L,30 167 • ;: 94P.:) ·'4?11. 
0.4970 ().?L,8() 1 tr 7 " () 1,)6C.~) 7885 /+_ 
/\'VFDM-:'E "j';:(PS!)= 2Q68i3. 
Av~q!\CF ~0) ~~ ELAS(PSI )= 2190104. 
TF'-;SILE "ATA 
~\! I DTL.-, Tt' I C\~ LC,A :) SLOP::: El.O,"l G T ~~ r~ S ! L [ 
().217 o. ?!.,4 c; >~ " 1330:;:;. 11 • ,')')39 1 C 95/-+0 ,;' ,J ... I • 
'.' 
rJ _ 2 1 C) O. ? L~ ') " 335. 1~3()CO. O.'JC23 :1:,11 • 
:;.214 J.?4 Q 578. 133CC'0. J • :; :) 3 '+ 1 :)7 r...C • 
0.212 o. ;:;!t 7 4eo. 1250::8. r', • '::':; 28 7638. c, 
AVF?ArF TF\SIL[(CSII 8961. 
AVFoArF FLA5TIC vOG(Psr ) 2L.0752S~ 






IZO~ I~PACT DATA 
":OTCr.E"" 
FT.U~ FT.Ln,IIN 




Tf~ ! CK 
:).2 l+40 
o • 2 if 10 
Q.;?L+,C 
Q.2390 
A V E ~ A G f: c. T R r.::~; G T f I ( V)"!" (1--, E ~ ) FT. L 9 1 I in 4 • 2 6 





c= :=-LtlS DFLCT 




fU\S '1 JD oCT ELG 
2":l 18?9 • 0.39 
?I:;Qr:"~", n 
.. ?? . ~ _"" :J v.~ --' • 
'-
2t:)J6:)30. J ~ J '+ 



















:' -r:;-u 1-? 
-~-r:;-J:?-l 
':-(;-()?-2 






Des i - R~ K. EST FPC l; R:: T Cl 3 0 0 F 
rIVE r~ CVF~ 3+8+24 ~nups 
CU\SS/PHE~CL Ie 
FLEX D.!', TA 
\\ I'") TH THICK LC/\~; SL.OPE fv1~(PSI ) 
O.t...flL,.() 0.2430 >-<(1 roo ," v !!) ',i 60~).O J.6795. 
r) • L. g 90 0.2C?10 lC2~O 8C::~0 19865. 
0. t+90C 0.2[.28 11 g ~ 0 g50.0 ?'-l·67?~ 
C.492() 0.2370 96.0 '750 .. :! 20843. 
i\VF~t\GE '/'7 (PS I )::: 2J543 • 
• \VF.QAGE vC~ CF' [Lt.S (()S I )::: 1707050. 
TE!\;SILF f)1.\TA 
".:1 I D T " THICK LCJA'l SUWE ::LOr..JG rE\JSILE 
0.24(' O.?43 ?"k ~,,' .J .,J • lCCOC:). C.fJ()44 6036. 
[).2Ld 0.232 ?95. ., r'i t-'.""!0:' .l. '~J ,-' .... j V V • O.~JC:3C 5147. 
~) t,) ? !+ 3 C • 24 f t 475. 1"36Q~~O. G.:]037 S ;)11. 
,).?45 0.';)4". 475. 15LOOO. ('.0033 71C(). 
AV~~A[E ~E~S!L~(PSr) 6576. 
AV~qAGF FLASTIC vQQ(PSr ) 207~85R9 
AV~qA~~ ElO~GArION(p~q CE~T) 0.3599 
IZCD IVPACT DATt> 





FLAS '.10D PCT ELG 
17CC5C;7. C.44 
1745:)79. O.3() 
2?93733. O. 'J 7 
2576113. 0.33 
u ~~ ,'1 CJ T C W. F [) 
n-qC~ FT. Lr~ f:T&LQ/II\J THIC~ ~T.LB FT.LR/I~ 










AVEP~GE sTqF~0Tw.(~aTCH~))FT.Ln/I~ 6.76 





8 a 71 
lC.5~) 
-77 ..... 
5 c.-~ r >:" s 1 D:) S T - fH.I< ~ S T ~ D C:P ~ T () '3 () () F 
LOT 1 rrYF I~ CV~~ 3+8+24 HOURS 





























A V F P ,L\ r; F ~,A R ( PSI ) = ;? 1 6 1 7 • 





AVFf~A(:F. \'C'") cr. Fl.L\S (PS r ) = 176 4 2/+8 .. 
V' I f) T H 
0.243 
o • 2 '. 2 
00 ? 1.4 
().?44 
Tr-! I C< LelA!) SL ()P E '-LO:'iG T F~~ S !LE 
c • ?45 It 5 5 • 166700 • 0 .0(:25 7642 • 
r' ? t~ :1 c: ?,~ 1 (,() 7 C 'J ("\ .(.~O37 2842 ',I. _I ( \.' • • V • 
r:.,' • ? 1+7 355 • 1 175CC • 0 .CJ2 ') 62 12 • 
') ?6.? ? :"1 CI 7JCC'C. " .-.."1 3 ':l'JQ 7 ,~. u • V • V 'J 0010 _-' .J l-' • 
AV~~~S~ TF~S!L~(CSI) 6471. 
AV~c~0F cLASTlr ¥OD(DSI ) 2202540. 
A\;' I::' R A (, r f:' L C \: G t\ T I :y~ ( p r.:'~ (H; T ) 00 2 L, 9 9 
~:OTCHE[) 
Tl., I C< FT. L~) FT¥LRII~~ THICK 
C; • ? I" 6l) . 1 • 6. » 5.89 O.?t+50 
O.2'+5C' 1.CO 4.08 c. ? t+ 60 
:).26.(,):) 0.90 3.3'3 ~~ • 2 Lt- 3 0 
r, '" ? 3 8 ~~ 2.55 12.71 C~239C 
;\VFr(;\GE ST?FI\:GH~(r\C'TCH~c))FT.L",/I\~ 6~'JO 
t\V F I~,\ G F S T,'~ :: w; n~ ( U \: ~: () T C H F D ) FT. L P, I I ~'-:l 0 .20 
- //7 
REPRODUCiGhXl'Y OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOIL 
V"r"\ r"'- ~ LA.s DFLCT , . .I .... ~ I....J! 
15fJC634. 0.123 
2 1 .;? I, -, ("'\ L. 
_ ... ,..., 4-f v,. 0.153 
16~J(~?29. 0.152 
13 S 5 L, 2 6 a 0.126 
ru,S '.'JD peT ELG 
?~DOCJ'r. n .. • 
.., ,-
c? 
22~! .... 74~) " 37 • v • 
19;3()~)C;78 :) .. ?5 
, 1 p 54 7 6 1\ 12 
-
., 
• ...,; • 
U:\\~OTC~-Jf:D 
r: T I q 












"" .I_~,-C ?_? 
""":-G-'~~-l 
-- \1 _ (~_ ':) 1- 2 
Sl\'lDL~ 
- ',' - r, -:] 2 - 1 
"/-'1-02-2 
"" \' •• G ~ 'i "3 - 1 
""' \'-G- n 3-2 
·-78-
1 POST-BA(C STFD CUqE TO 3COF 
1 TI~E IN OVEN 3+8+24 ~OURS 
1 GLASC,/PHE'JCLIC 
FLEX ~)/l, T 1\ 





THICK LOAD SLODE ~!~ ( D S r ) 
O.24~)O 111..0 7586:) 23938, 
8.2420 69,,0 75C.O 146°6. 
0.24'30 124 .. S 850.0 26359. 
0.2420 90.~ 75().O 19249. 
21061. 
AVF~A~E ~:JD ~F ELAS(PSI )= 1527014. 
TF~;SIlf:: DATA 
\}:I~)TH THIC( LO,·'" I) Sl(lDE fLGr'<G TE,~~SILE 
~~ • ? 43 ::':.?44 375. 117500. O.CC35 6324, 
S ~) • ? 4o? ~; • ? 41 ?AC. 1?50CO. U.CJ:')lg 4458. 
S :; • 2 (-t 3 (;.24'1 <t60. lSS70C. OoC:030 779C. 
S 8.;:JL,? O.?41 S70. 1 5 '+ C):J 0 • O.C)~137 9773. 
AV~QAGE TF~S!LE(OSI) 7086. 
AVFqAGF FLASTI~ VC~(PSI ) 2397146. 





~LAS '~nD PCT FLG 
1931718. 0.35 
?143?7 I ,. S.D~iT1:A-
2823-:180. 0,,30 
264J513. 0.37 
AV=?AGF ELQ\GATIO~(nFQ CE~T) eT3e2~ 0.340 
~:()TCHED 
T~!CK f='T.LC< FT.LQ/IN THICK 
n.?t;-')() 1 .. 60 6.f;fl 0.2 t+ 3 0 
n.2420 0.65 2.68 0.2440 
0.23>;8 1 .15 L, • R '3 0.2400 
C.24QO 7.15 8.95 0.2420 
AV~RAGE STqENGTH(NOTC~[D)~T.Lq/I~ 5.78 









SF::(Ir::S 1 POST-QA<F STF:P Ctlr:;>~;: TO 300F 
L0T 2 TlvF I~ OVF~ 3+3+43 HCURS 












",j I DTH THICK LC/I.D SLOPE \'q ( PSI ) 
C.l.j.QRJ 0.24:]0 9 It .::: 819.0 20864. 
0.'+890 :).2 If 10 9S.0 700.0 20C69. 
0.4860 O.23flO 95.0 800o() 207~~5. 
O.4~50 O.2 L.60 107,8 850.'J ?lP73. 
AVF~AGE ~P(PSI)= 2~67A. 
A V F. ? A G t: \1 C) ['; C F [7 L ,A, S ( P.s! ) = 1 E1 ') 3 C; 9 5 • 
'til D T H H'ICK LON') SLCPE [LONG TD,SILE 
O. ?LIO 0.?40 2?5. NS O. 0.0021 3906. 
n.?Lf-7 o • :' L, 4 3 ?'~ ,... ().O'~;12 S3(l9. '- ''0.1 • NS u. 
0.245 0.240 36C. lR2CCn. o • :; I)? 1 6122. 
(I .24 Lf O.?3,O 390. 1670C~. () • ~"t I,; 2 6 6715. 
')513. 
AV~QA0E ~LA5Trr ~O~(P~J I t~Qf=~~.29R5490 
AVFRaG~ FL~~~~TI8~(P~Q CE~T) eTt9g~ 0.227 
I700 PlPACT C)A,TA. 





':Lf\S iV.Dc) PC:- FLG 
NS O. C).20 
NS ,) 0 S .D~h·*~ 
~~n9S239. 0.20 
2975741. C.?5 






THICI( FT. U: ~T.L91I"l ;~ICK 
':.?4 7 'J 2.155 10.32 O.246U 
O.?l.f ?O ?P5 11. rl O.?440 
0.2'3.'30 2.65 11.13 0.2400 
O.?440 2.85 11.68 0.2430 
AV~?AGE ST~~NGT~(~OTCHED)FT.L~/IN11.22 
AVERAGF STqF~GTrl(U~~aTCHED)FT.L8/I~13.27 
UC1BIL1TY OF THE ~:~:AL PAGE IS POOR> 
FT.LR FT.LRI!"l 
























1 POST-RAKE STFP CLJ:>f TO 300F 
2 TI~~ I~ OVE~ 3+8+48 ~CURS. 
1 GLASS/PHF~OLIC 
I=LEX ':lATA 
\:! r f) TH THICK 
0.500D 8.22UO 
:) • 4 ~ () CJ 1).2140 
G.497G 0.2 L.50 
















AVERt.,GE \'R (OS I ) = ';)7969. 
AVFRAGE ~OD c~ ELASIDSI )= 2030885. 
TfNSILF DATA 
\'.: I DTH THICK LOAD SLOPE ELO:"':G TENSILE 
~·).214 0.216 490. 1330CO. 0.8043 1:')600. 
0,.210 J.??O 355. 10000C1 • C.()~3:J 7fJS3. 
0.71? C).?::34 ?R5. llCOJO. C • ~'') 2 '2 5745. 
0.203 CJ.?37 30U. lL+3CC~. U.()018 6735. 
AVf~~G~ T~~S!LE(PSI) 7566. 
AVfPi,GE f:UISTIC \1C'Q(DS! ) ?557~68~ 
AVE~AGf FLONGATIO~(PFR CENT) 0.2824 
IZOD IVPACT DATA 
~OTCHED 














n.2/ ... 40 
0.2428 
FT.L~ FT.lA/IN THICK FT.L3 FT.LA/IN 
2.70 11.A9 8.??70 4.48 19.3R 
3.20 14.41 0.2200 2.50 11.36 
2.30 9.42 0.2430 2.50 10.28 
3.10 12.80 0 0 2450 3.95 16.12 
AvE~AGE STRENGTH(N0TCHED)FT.LP/I~12.13 
A v -.:. RJ ... G t S T ~ ~ ~! G T H ( U i\: ~ ,0 T C H E S ) FT. l :3 / H! 1 4 • 2 8 
-81-
SERIES 1 POST-9A~E STEP CURE TO 300F 
LOT 2 TIM~ IN OVE~ 3+~+48 HOU~S 












\1., I DTH 
().L.S5Ci 
O.L.q{,O 
('). L. <13 0 
O.491U 
THICK LO/"D SLOrF /v!q (PS I) 
0.2380 9g.(,) 750.'") 21403. 
C.?440 P5.0 800.0 17['2[', 
0.2 t.80 115.0 900eO '1275('. 
O.2L.(}O 88.0 750.0 18669. 
AVr="AGE '\'R(PSI)= :::'0113. 
.AVrr.;:AGE '-'OD OF ':LAS(PSI )= lE332fl.08. 
TENSILE DATA 
V.' I D pc THIC~ LOAD SLODE ELONG TE/'\SILE 
0.245 0.7'+1 15 (, • N.S.O. 0.0035 2540. 
0.247 0.?34 178. N.S.O. C.OCJ20 29i,l. 
U.244 0.?47 20J. lOuQUe. O.OC,16 3387. 
() .2'+ ? 0.242 420. 136500. 0.0030 7171. 
4010. 
AVfQAr:E FUiSTIC "'ODIPS! ) .,1a,o..c,!!.:3,C. 2012160 
AVERAGf ElONGATIO~(PEP CE~T) 0.2524 
!ZCD I~DACT DATA 










'WTCHEf) Ui': '\JO TCHED 
c:,,\'.'PLF. THICK FT.L~ r.T.LR/IN THICK FT.lS FT.L~/Pj 
1)-G- ~ ~~-1 n.74'3c) 1.60 6.58 0./4,0 ? • (; 0 10.09 
l1-r-~·13-? O.24AO 1.70 6.91 0.2450 3.15 12.85 
['\-(;-Ot+-1 C).2450 1.95 7.95 0.2450 ,.7Q 15.10 
["1-G-04-2 0.2 /+/0 1.85 7.64 0.2400 2.20 9.16 
AVERAGE STRE~GTH(~OTCH~D)FT.Lo/I~ 7.27 
A V r::: 1? AGE S T R F~"l G T H ( U ~.~ ".l 0 T C H ~) ) FT. L 8/ I ~ 11 .95 
-/2/-
-82-
SERIES 1 POST-PAKE STFD CU~E TO 300F 
LnT 2 TI~~ I~ OVEN 3+8+ L 8 HOURS 


















I,V I r,TH THICK LOll, [) SLOPE ~/R(PSI) 
0.4950 0.2450 139.0 858.0 28869. 
a.4920 0.2/;.10 118.0 800.0 24776. 
O.'+>:~O 0.2470 13500 900.0 27206. 
0.4910 0.2420 131.0 900.0 27334. 
AVE~A0E VP(PSI'= 26846. 
A V EPA G E ~.l :) i) 0 f= E LAS ( PSI ):: 1 94 3 000 • 
TF,\)SILE DA.TA 
~.'J I DHJ THICK LO.A. ~ SLOPE ELONG T E~'! S! L E 
G.?L.6 0.;48 450. 131000. O.n031 7376. 
0.24? 0.245 435. 1500CO. O.OC2R 733::'. 
00243 'J.? 44 47.5. 11':6700. 0.0040 7167. 
O.2/d 0.248 4 l t 0 • 125000. 0.0028 7301. 
t.VEr~A.(:E T::-~~SILf(DSr) 7295. 
AVf~A(:E FLASrrC vQD(PSI , 239072A. 
AVF~~G[ ~LO~GATIO~(PFQ CENT) 0.3174 
!Z00 I~DACT DATA 
~WTCHE') 
nqc!<' FT.l.A FT.LR/IN THICK 
).24SJ 1 • ? r) 4.87 0.2'+50 
0~24C;0 2.60 10.61 o • 2 4 (~() 
(J.2 t+70 1.R5 7. {~8 0.2480 
0,2460 2.10 g. 53 . 0.2460 
AVeRAGE ST?~~GTH(~8TCHED)FT.L~/IN 7.87 
AVERAGE STRE~GTH(U~~OTCHFD)FT.LB/IN 7.27 



































POST-RAKE STED CUPE TO 300F 
TIMF IN OVF~ 3+8+48 HOURS 
GLASS/Pdf:'\;OL IC 
FLEX DATA 
ti I D TH THICK LO,t\D SLOPE V1?iPSIl 
0.4940 O. 2 Lf 60 96~0 700.0 19267. 
1.485CJ 0.2450 88.0 736. ~) 18136. 
Cl.4FlAC 0.2490 56.0 7'?C.0 11150. 
O.4Rf,U 0.2400 72.0 625.0 15'+32. 
AvrQAGE VQ(PSIl= 15996. 
AVERAGE ~0D OF ELAS(PSI l= 1565447. 
TENSILE DATA 
\.:1 DT'1 THIel( LOAf) SLOP~ ELONG T f\; S I L E 
0.244 0.250 3PJ. 166700. 0.0024 6?29. 
O.?43 0.;"46 3gS. 117500. Cl.OC125 A440. 
~.24? 0.?39 320. 1667'JO. O.')~28 55'55. 
0.2'+5 0.;'40 250. 111coa. 0.0:)18 4251. 
AV~~~GE TE~SILF(CSr) 5619. 
AV~RAGF ELnSTIC V1a~(PS! ) 237011'. 
AVF~AGE EL0NGATIO~(PFQ CENT) 0.2374 
IZOD I~PACT DATA 
',AOD OF :: L l\ S DFLCT 
1522950. 0.121 
11)510'+1 a 0.112 
1599363. 0.076 
1'.88436. 0.112 



















AVEQ,;GF. ST':(E~!GTH(i'!OTCHfD)FT.L9/I,\ 7.12 























1 POST-f:"1AKF STEP CURE TO 300F 

























AVEqAGE VP(PSI'= 21573. 
AVERAGE vOD OF FLAS(PSI )= 1808283. 
TEf\SILE [,ATA 
i./ I DTH THICK LDAD SLOPE ~LONG Tf:i\JSILE 
0.244 ').'246 460. 154000. C.J028 7663. 
o • 2 1.5 o.?45 3 3 'S. 166700. a.002? 5581. 
n.?43 (). ? 4 3 3 CVJ • 1250C)r). 081)019 5()80. 
() • 2 I,. 4 0./39 235. lOOOOO. O.0U2() l+ ') 2 9 • 
AVE?AGE TE~S~L~(OSI) 5588. 
AV~RAGE FLASTIC VOD(~SI ) 2293625. 
AVERAGE ELONGATION(PER CENT) 0.2224 
IZOD P,APACT DATA 
~WTCHF.c) 











THICI( FT.LR FT.LR/IN THICK FT.L8 FT.LS/IN 
:'--~-t>"3-1 O.240~J 
~-G-lq-2 0.2470 
:-S-Q9-1 C 0.2360 













AVFQAGF STRFNGTH(NOTCHfn)FT.LR/I~ 9.20 




























1 POST-PAKE STEP CURE TO 300F 
3 TIYE IN OVE~ 3+8+96 HOURS 
1 (jLASS/PHENOLIC 
\HDTH THICK LOAD SLOPE '/R ( PSI) 
0.4990 J.2480 136.0 1000.0 26641. 
0.501U 0.2460 123.0 1000.0 24341. 
(J.49R0 0.2430 123.0 1000.0 25096. 
0.4950 0.2480 106.0 1075.0 20890. 
AVFRAGE ~R(PSI)= ?4242. 
AVERAGE MOD OF ELAS(PSI )= 2192197. 
TFNSILE DATA 
\': I DTH THICK LOA~ SL.GPE ELor~G r::I'-!SILE 
0.;;>16 0.242 220. 111000. 0.0025 4208. 
0.213 1.21..2 4?5. 1l1OOO~ 0.0031 R 2 (~5 • 
n.214 O.?46 525. 14'-3000. O.'J03fJ 9972. 
0.212 0.::'45 335. 133000. 0.0026 6449. 
AV[~AG~ TE~SILr(PSI) 7219. 
AV~?~G~ ~LASTIC 00~(PS! ) 23gR48~= 
AVEQAGE ELONGATION(Pfq CENT) 0.2949 
Ilon I~PACT DATA 
'WTCHED 
THICK FT.l9 FT.L9/IN T'1ICK 
0.2420 7.::30 11.57 0.2 /+00 
').2440 ~.oo 12.29 0.2420 
0.24?0 ;:>.30 ').50 0.2400 
().24'50 2.50 10.20 0.2430 
AVERAGE ST~E~GTH(NCTCHED)FT.LR/IN10.89 
AVERAGE STQfNGTY(UN~OTCHED)FT.LB/IN16.65 
~~OD OF ::LAS DFLCT 
2106375. 0.155 
21L.5 2 46. 0.148 
2239092. 0.152 
2278076. 0.126 




























1';-(;-86 - 2 
-86-
1 POST-RA~E STED (URF TO 300F 




't! I DTH THICK LO.A.D SLOPE ~/,~ ( PSI) 
0.4880 0.2360 70.0 650.0 15452. 
C).iI-S8C 0.2400 96.0 762.0 20491. 
0.4570 0.2430 89.0 750.0 18569. 
o .l~ 8 3 0 0.2480 95.0 7UO.O 18991. 
AVFRAGE ~R(PSI)= 18376. 
AVF~AGE YOD OF ELAS(PSI )= 1662636. 
TD:SILE D.4TA 
I,'!! DTH THICK Le.!..!) SLOPE ELOr";G TE~~S IL.E 
0.243 O.23~ 350. 1'1'3000. C).C)r;21 6:)51. 
0.243 O.2'~8 2S0. 12Sc)OO. r).()O?3 5J14. 
0.245 o.? '+ 1 375. 166700. 0.001'5 63<;1. 
0.245 06246 200. 12SCJU. (;.0018 3318. 
AVFQAGF Tf~SILE'PSI) 5183. 
AVFq~GF ~LASTI( ~OD(PSr ) 23~2A06. 


















AVFRAGE STRE~GTH(NUTCHE~)FT.L~/I~ 8.69 
A V F ;:> (\ G EST? E I\~ G T f-' ( U I\! :'l 0 T C H ED) FT. L B I I N 9. 5 6 



































1 POST-~Ai(E STFD ClJ~F. TO 300F 
3 TIME I~ OVF~ 3~8+96 HOU~S 
1 GLASS/PHE~OLIC 
FLF-X DATA 
itJI DH, THICK LOAD SLOPE \11"-' ( PSI) 
0.4980 0.2410 85.0 700.0 17632. 
O.t .. 960 0.21'30 10J$:) 770.0 22423_ 
0.4980 0.2440 III .0 9{-t7.0 27462. 
() • t. 9'-:; C) 0.2450 113.0 900.0 22635. 
AVFPAGE vq(PSI)= 21288. 
AVFRi\GE I\~OD OF EUIS (PS I ):: 1876 /+80. 
TENSILE DATA 
It: I D TH n-j r CK LOt\1) SLOPE ELO~\~,-j T E:'j S I L E 
o .2 1+ '5 O.?.!t6 ? >j S • 125000. O.C026 4?30. 
0.243 0.?I+5 25CJ. 100800. ;:;.0027 4199. 
0.2'+'+ O. ? ',5 368. 133:)::0. -:. I~~~:;:"';:' .. I r,.J .I "',.J 6022. 
r).2!t3 O.? t~O 365. 1'3', r) (; ~ • O.()O?g ~)258. 
AV~~AGF TFNSILF(PSI) 517}. 
AV~RA~F ~L~STT( ~O~(P~I ) 206~757e 
veD 0>= EL.AS DFLCT 
1606710. 0.112 
le4?461. 0.147 
2 O~; (t Li- 56 • 0.130 
1962293. 0.137 
[LAS Vi:) D PCT ELG 
?J740JJ. C .2·) 
1()7968Lt • 0.26 
2~?/ .... 3i5. S.D.&r~& 
??c::J5)2. 1).28 
AVE~AG~ FL~\GAT!ON(P~R CE~T) &r~~~~ 0.270 
17n~ r~p~CT DATA 
NOTCHED 
THICK F T .lJl FT. l_ 9/ I I, THICK 
:;.24AQ 1.30 5 • .:'8 G. 2! .. 7 ~I 
O.2L.5:J 1.'35 5,51 :).2460 
O.2!j.C)O 3.05 12.24 ~.2470 
Q.2420 2.15 8.88 O.2~t40 
t\ V ~ R fI, G EST r::: E~: G T H ( ~,O T C H ED) := T • L" / I\) 7 .98 
AVERAGE STR~~GTH(U~~OTCHED)FT.LB/!N 7.83 
U"l·'!OTCHr:::D 
FT a L5 FT.Lf=l/I'j 
1.55 6.27 























POST-FAKE STEP CURE TO 300F 
TI~~ IN OVF~ 3+9+96 HOURS 
GLASS/PHENOLIC 
flEX DA,TA 
",'j I ') T rl THIC< LOAC SLOPE 
:).4870 0.2410 56.0 750.0 
O.L,E!":) 0.2430 61.0 75000 
0.4820 0.2350 73.0 91600 
O.Q120 0.24()O 76.0 857.J 






AVFRASE ~OD OF ELAS(CSI )= lq68732. 
iE~jSILF DATA 
"!I~P1 THICK LOAr; SLC,PE ElOi\!G TE\SIL.E 
n.2t.4 0.242 165. N.S. o. 0.0013 2794. 
0.;745 O.?t!t2, 210. N.S. o. 0.;)(16 34~6. 
o.? l-t;;' J • 7. 4 it ;;: ') o. 111:):10. 0.0019 4233. 
0.245 :J. ? 1,.0 115. N.S. o. O.OClI3 1:]55. 
AVFOAG~ Tr\S!LEIPSI) 3110. 
AVroAGE ELASTIC vGD(PSI ) ~~~~~~~1879827 
AVERAGE FLJ~GATrO~(PER CENT) 0.1649 
IZO~ I\1p!~CT [lATA 













o. 1 R 
0.12 
~:OT 01ED U;'U\O T CH F. D 
THICK FT.LQ FT.L~/IN TI-l!CK 
'1.2450 1,,45 5.91 O.2 4 S(; 
0.2470 0.65 2.63 0.2480 
O.?460 1.70 6.91 O.24RO 
0.2460 1-85 7.52 0.2490 
AVE~AGE STRF~GTH(~OTCHED)FT8LB/IN 5.74 

























? PCST-PAI(,F STEP CLJ~E TO 35CF 
1 TIMf I~ OVFN 3+8+8+2h HOURS 
1 GLASS/rHE~OLIC 
f-"LfX DA.T A 
h'I:)TH THICK LOAD SLjPE \'~(PSIl 
O.4R10 0.2460 6 /+ 0 i) 9~)O.Q 13102. 
0.4830 J.2450 68.0 778.0 lLt ::J72. 
0.1+ 732 ('a2'+C)O 79.2 650,0 173:)7 • 
0.4720 0.2420 87.0 778.0 1'1584. 
AVF..R~Cic::: ';lR(PSIl= 15886. 
AVFRAGE ~OD OF ~LAS(PSI ): 18037130 
TENSILE DttTA 
1,',1 I :)TH T'-1ICK LOAf') SL.OPl~ FLOi'\G iE'\SILE 
~.245 :).248 425. 1[+30(;C. 0.C:O?'9 6994. 
0.245 O.?46 335. 133000. U.C';C3S 5559. 
C 0.244 () • ? i./f 1 :-< '') • N.S. ~ ... -~.,,~c~P.SD31C7Cf 
C Q.245 J • ? '+ 4 1 ~,? • N.S. 8"1'-E- .... e-?.i:-::.SD?5S2. 
AVEQAGE ~LtSTrc V00!DS! ! t±~~g~~=??801~9 
vo') OF ::l..AS DFLCT 
2 ~ 11 C 0 (~ • 0.085 
17524S~). 0.087 
159C)51~o 0.124 
..Qt.(, ...... r~' 











A V F R /I, G E :- L 0 ~l G /\ T I () r-: ( P r= r:> C E ;\ T ) e T 7' ... 7.' ~ O. 32 0 
~<OTCHEf) U \ -\ 0 T (l-U=: r) 
THICK FT.LR Fi.LQ/!/',< p., I CK f:"T ! R ' I' ~ ".' FT.L~/P-i 
r.2 L.?J ?05 9.47 O.24~jCJ 1.35 5 • i+ L+ 
(J.?46:J 1.AS 6.70 O.?:.r7J 2.70 10.93 
c O.247CJ ?()() 8.09 0.2470 2.00 s • 'J 9 
C 0.2460 ,? A 0 1"1.38 0.24f1O 1.80 7.25 
AV~?AGE ST~E~GTH(NOTCHEDlFT.L~/r~ 3.66 



















2 POST-3AKF STEP CURE TO 350F 
1 TIME I\! ovn; 3+8+8+24 ~l,:)U,~S 
1 CiLAS5/PHE~OLIC 
FLEX D,ATA 





THICK LJ,AD SLOP:: 'n(:JSI) 
0.2"'-80 124.0 115~).O 24242. 
0.2400 161.0 1e35.0 33744. 
0.2 1-+78 140.0 1110.0 27647. 
O.2~60 117.() 909.0 23108. 
A,V'F..?'\GE 1v1;':(PS!)= ?7185. 
AVERAGE vaD OF ELAS(OS! )= 2314236, 
TFf'!SILE D,I)TA 
I/,!IDTH Tl-lI CK LO,AD stoP::: ELOi'\(j TE!\:SILE 
0.213 O.23£l 57J. 1 ,t3 ()C; 0 • O.OC55 11243. 
n • 2 1 ~) 0.:746 23G. lC!COCO. O.0C2Q 4452. 
().2;H :J.24A 335. ll+3();1C). C.~.'JC2? ':"515. 
0.211 0.?44 395. 133('('0. 0.0033 7672. 
AVFR~GE T~~S!LF(CSI) 7471. 
AVE~AGE ~LASTIC VOD(PSI I 2530313. 































































J .) '..i" '-
-91-
? POST-8A~F STEo CURE TO 350F 








C) • L, P "1 () 
Tf-J!C~ LeAD SLOPE V? ( PSI) 
0.2360 98.0 850.0 21327. 
().24~50 35.0 750.0 16718. 
O.?~10 llO.O fjC)O.O 23381. 
C.2'-+O() 96.0 750.0 20533. 
AV~C~GE ~R(OSI)= 20490. 
f.V>='PP·GE ~/OD i')F ~L.I-\S (PS I ):: 1335108. 
TE\SILf f'!ATA 
\AlI D TH THICK LO,A.1) SL.nDE FLO;\Ci T [:'; S I L E 
0.243 O. ?!. 6 300. 111':;;)0. O.J019 5018. 
0.245 o • ? 't (~ 2 {, 5 u lOQCOO. G.C023 4065. 
o • 21+ 5 C.7:·4 230. 1 it ~ 0 0 () • O.O()16 3'3L~7. 
0.244 0.2'+ :; 35Ca 1110:;:). O.C027 5'354. 
AVF~~G~ TF\SILF(DSI) 4696. 
AV~QA0E CLASTIC vQD(PSI I 1941?45. 
AVFoAGE ~L00GATI0~(PER CENT) 0.2124 
170n !~PACT DATA 
~\ OT 01 ~ i) 





ELr\ S ~/OD peT ELG 
1P,06R7:). 8.lH 
1::S9?OG. 0.;;>2 
239?lC5. " V6 15 







FToL9 Fi.l,P/I:\) T~ICK FT.LR FT.LS/IN 




Q.2460 ?15 11,17 






AVEQ4GE STRE~GTH(~OT(H~D)FT.LR/IN 7.89 
AVEQAGE STRENGTHI~N~OTCHfD)FT.LS/IN 8.17 






















2 POST-QA<E STED CU~E Tn 350F 
1 TI~f I~ OVEN 3+8+8+?4 HOURS 
1 GLASS/PHENOLIC 
FLEX DI\ T A 
I:i! DHi 
O.5J2J 
G • 5 () C) r) 
O.49gC 
0.5060 
THIC< LO,A,C) SLCDF: ·v·~ ( PSI) 
O.2 f+4() F.n .0 889.0 17465. 
D.?420 91.0 813.0 18S46. 
0.2430 llOeC) S:;O.O 22444. 
(').2440 85.0 800.0 16929. 
A V :::: R /\ (; E v ~ ( PSI ) ::: lil,S 7 1 • 
p., v -::: '? AGE ~, 0 D ') F t Lt, S ( PSI )::: 1 q 8 5 6 8? • 
TU~SILE ),A,TA 
it':! D T H THICK L 0/\" SLOPE ELCi\JG T E:'j S I L:: 
C 0.245 Ci.?44 245. Ll00ClCJ • .G .. ~~~-+ 4U98. 
().?43 'J.?4? 3 He;. lllU()O. O.Y;27 ()4 61. 
O.2t+? 0.243 40,:] • 15~OOG. Q.C031 6[~'J2. 
o • 2 !t;; 0.244 2.~ o. 12500C'. 0.:')822 4741. 
5526. 
) 2 (17',016, 
" ,.~,...... 





F::L,I\S ~"".OD PCT FlG 
167?~C;). SD th6'i1 
lQg7563. G.26 







r:LJ] 'Vj i~, i I 0 r'l ( P f :;. C f:::'H ) Q. .. ~o:.~~ 0.2633 
~;OT C~f: D U\!~'~()TCHr-~ 
THICK FT.L~ FT.LPIIN THICK f:' T • L.::3 F TeL [\ / I '~ 
0.244J ?55 1 C • i+ 5 O.24LC ? '"" •.• ?,~ 1').2.'+ 
().2L+")'J 1.05 4.28 () • 2'+ 00 2.30 '7. ;: 3 
0.24'30 2.00 8.06 0.2470 1.20 4.35 
0.2 L150 2.50 10.20 0.2460 1.60 6.50 
A V F Q II, G EST R E '; G T ~ ( "J I) T C HE D ) FT. L R / I~I 8. 2 5 








r, I.' - G - ') 9 - 2 
SA "PLE 
I"')v-r;-~)"l-l 









2 DOST-RA(F STEP CURF TO 350F 
1 rIVE I~ OVF~ 3+8+8+24 HOU~S 
1 GLASS/PHE~OLIC 
FLEX DATA 
it.' I r; T rl THICI( LOAD SLOPE ',lQ (PS I ) 
n.L.'l30 O.2t~50 72.0 7:.;8.0 149JO. 
0.':.83:) 0.2460 70.0 770.0 14369. 
n.4 Q O'J ().2430 60.0 72.7.0 12701. 
().'~770 ':).2/+50 'Jo.o 667.0 16764. 
14683. 
TE~~srLE DAT,A 
\tIIDT~ THICK LOAf') SLOPE f7LO>;G T E"!:) I L E 
().245 0.;'44 1 "7ro N.S. &T-cr7i,:-~~ ;:;;~ t .. 3. I v. 
0.?4A :').?4'" 1 ~,c: • N.S. ?-Y'"-::-r3-'~\=::-& ?~C.~S • 
() • 2 I, 5 0.2'39 75. N.S. '\ ~ ,"'\ '" 'r" 12gC. '~r-\~r~::-~~ 
o • 2 if 4 O. ? 3/+ 1 ,.., '-; ..It. / ~ • N.S. ~..;.. r -3- r2-(?:-±-4. 21P9. 
AVFRAG~ T~~SILF(DSI) 22~3. 
AV>:"R~GF FL~STIC VO~(PSI ~o 
1\ V F R t, G E ~ L 0 \~ (j A. T I O~: ( PER C F iH ) I;' ... '2-9:;'4 
~;OTCHFf') 





FL.,\S "'nD pc"" f:"LG 
N.S. o. ~r~~ N.S. 0 " ;;:l.' .D ....... ~ 
N.S. ,', . "-' ~ • ~r~;-






FT.L=< FT.L~/I:\ Tf1IC, F'.LS ~T.L~!I'': 
1.60 








C • 2 t+ 00 
O.2':"'6C 
0.241U 
/WEP.t\GE STr-:E!\:GTH("OTC~ED)FT.LP/P! 6.73 









s~q!ES ? POST-9AKE STEP CURE Te 350F 
LOT ~ TI~E IN OVEN 3+8+8+4? HOURS 
TAS~ 1 GLASS/p~E~OLIC 





















ill'IGTH THICK LOt~ S SLOPE \~~(Psr) 
0.47CJO 0.2480 73.C 7.,0.0 14867. 
'J.4fEiO 0.2470 91 sC) -'375.0 1~644. 
o.4P1Cl O.2S0:) 115.0 950.0 22952. 
0.4310 C) • 2 it 9 ,) 1?3oG 9(1eJ.O 24746. 
. A. V F D t\ G E '" R ( PSI) = ? C 302 • 
AV~QAGF vO~ OF FLAS(PSI )= 1994299. 
T Ei~S I L F ~.A T.A 
'/I IDTH T fiT CK LOAf) SLOPE ELO!\G H:"r·,s I LE 
Cl.?,45 C.?5:) 365. 113'J~)G. 8.(]J25 5959. 
C • ?!+ 4 J.?50 ., r, "\ ~ . • ,\.J • III C>~: 0 • 0.:)033 491e. 
() • ;//+ 3 0.749 '3~';5. 1330:')0. O.fJ024 6528. 
O. 2 L~ "1 0.')47 335. 1?'5000~ 0.0019 5 Lt 90. 
AvFqAGE TE~SILE(PSI) 5724. 
AVFP~GF FLASTIC VO~(OSI ) 205951A. 

















6, V ':: q AGE S T q F \' !: T H ( "w T OJ ::: f) ) FT. L Pc I I t-! 1 1 • 0 7 
AVEQAGE STRE~GTH(U\~0TCHF~)FT.LR/IN10.79 
"OD cC" EL;~ S DFLCT 
16l.?44i~ • 0.099 
1935513. 0.110 
202:?453. 0.135 
1939196 • 0.138 
~lll,S vOD 
21714?9. 
181(';6 7 2. 
? 1 (? e ':1 9 3 • 
2r)/-t~878. 



































2 POST-RAK~ STEP CURE TO 350F 









\.1 I DTY T~I(i( 
0.?10 O.?4S 
n.?13 c. ?I.r ? 
0.21, 0.,?L,7 
0.213 o • ? 1+ 7 
FlfX D,L\TA 











LO:\I") SLODE ELO:'~G rEi',S I u::~ 
355. lL~3(..!:;C. O.O()23 63G9. 
'tf..,U. 117:3CD. 0.,',:':'[.7 9 9 ? i~ • 
320. 1110J~). ,", • 0 'J?,., :.. (" ><? ... .. ' ., " I .• 
i t 46. 1175(,)0. O.C:)30 eL+ 77. 
A V ;=?f" GET;:: \! S I L r:: ( ;, S I ) 7595. 
/\V>:qt.(;F. f:"t {,ST T (' 'yI(!r; (Pc;! 1 ?;sn,)?q. 
AV~~f\GF FLC'':GAT r:;~: (p:;r C~.\!T) C).3199 
\iOTCHfr) 
"0) CF C::L':.S DFLCT 
17E:3917. 0.097 
21~!+L.8L .• 0.170 
172[:481.0.168 
1529::'9:). 0.130 
~L,~S ,,': 0:) peT ELG 
277';,98. c.?? 
??7951-;. o • /~ 6 
21~9S?5 • ,~ ~ >.1 
" • t! " 





O. 2 L~ 'j() 
FT. L ,J FT. L r ! I:'! THICK FT.L9 ~T.LS/I~ 
3. (1 0 
?.q 5 
3.00 































? OOST-RA~~ STFP CURE TO 350F 
? TI'<f=: I~ OVFJi 3+('3+8+ l t'l HOU~S 
1 GLASS/PHE~OLIC 
FLEX Dr'\ T A 
i.: I :! T H Tl-lICK LOAD SLOD!: vr,· (PSI ) 
0.L.890 8.1'330 87.0 650.: 18845. 
'! • L.. ,q 'l:J O.2 t-l-60 95.0 70J.0 19301. 
O.4~7CJ 0.240(' 78.0 600.0 16683. 
J.i:'380 :) • 2:t 2 Q 87.0 650.0 18265. 
AV~r:;/I,(,E "R(PSI)= 18273. 
AVFqAGE vOD C~ ELAS(DSI )= 1512237. 
i!!IDTH T'-irCK LOAD SLCPf. fLOi'iG T E'~ 5 r l. E 
n.2-t5 1).?39 270. 125C'OC. 0 • ~lO2!; 4611 • 
0.?46 :).?41 3C0. 1?50C<). (' v .O:)?? 5U60. 
0 .. 245 0.2 /+3 34'J. 111GOJ. 0.:)025 5710. 
,:;.244 0.?40 205. 111020. J.()019 ""~r"\ro. ~ :; ! ., '--' • 
AVFCAGE T~~SILf(PSI) 4720. 
/w r. Q ,v'"; E F L 1\ S TIC '10 D ( "S I ) 2 0 (', (J7 7 7 • 
AV~qAG~ CL~\GATIC~(P~~ CfNT) 0.2274 
IZOG I'IP/l,CT C)AT,t\ 





FU\S ~/ () D PCT ELG 
21347(+5. O.?:; 
? 108 42~, • O.?~ 
1A644SC • () .2') 
189549? 0 . 18 
UI\; ".;0 T CI-I E D 
THI(I<. FT.L~ FT.LP./Ir'l THICK FT.L3 FT.LP/I~ 
0.2':'30. 2.10 8.64 O.?~80 1.YC 7.~6 
C)'24QC 1.P.5 








AVE?AGE STRf~GTH(~OTC~~D)FT.L~/I~ 8.82 





























POST-~A,(F Sj~P CUoE TO 350F 
TI~F IN OVEN 3+~+8+4q HOURS 
GLASS/P~~E\OL Ie 





H~ I CK 
G • 2 tf 6 () 






18 tH:) 916.0 









AV~DAGE v8D G~ ~LAS(DSI )= 1631653. 
i:,'IDTr< THICK LOACl SLept: ELO~~S if~;SILE 
8.?4Q 0.748 510. lS67C.'J. C.0(J33 e:::G2 • 
r).?43 O.?43 4?5. 16:)780. 0 • ':;J?' 3 7';'12. 
c).24'+ 0.250 445. 1430::10. C r)fi? ':l • , .. ) oJ .. 7? =? 5 • 
(\ ?!(. d.L..~U o. 250 't:3 C 0 154COO. 0.(>J25 6991. 
AVC::-PAGF T~~SrLF(QSI) 7407. 
~VC'~AG~ ~LAST!C v~~(OS! ) 25Hl?21~ 






IZ0D I~PACT DATA 
:\OTCHFrJ 
FT.LR FT.Li:\/Ii\.J 
.~ • 1 Q 1 2 • It C 
??5 9.03 
2. 1,0 9.71 
1.1 0 4.38 





AV~?A~E ST?FNGT~(~nTC~ED)FT.L9/IN B.8R 
AVEPAGE 5TRE\GTH(u~~nTeHFD)FT.L3/I~12.96 






'., .. ". ~ \~ 'JD 
771C'~'JJ. 
27S6163. 










• h ...... 
" 33 'J • 
" • ? i) V






, ;'. T /\ 
S::~~IFS ? POST-R.t..KF STEP CLJi~E T0 350F 
L 8 T 2 TI ',A ~ I ~ 0 V F ": 3 + 3 -}- 8 + 4 S H 0 U R S 
TtSK 1 GL4SS/PHE~OLIC 
Sr.\,PL~ 




c. " '/ P L E 
" ... '.' - r: -1 0 - 1 
;-,\/-"-:-10-1. 
--: I.f _ r- -1 1- 1 
C; Co .'.' DL ~ 




FLEX DJI T;\ 
,': I rJ T H T~ICK LOAD SlO~E 'v'~~ PS I ) 
O.4'?50 ().24~)C 74 ., C~ 591. 1) 15P93. 
0.t,~ACl C.2t.1() 6::1.0 650.'J 12753. 
0.492Cl 'J,2':"?~; 76.') 600.J 15H25. 
() • I .. ~ 9 J 0.2430 79 .. 0 667.0 16415, 
/l·V;::r::'/\('.,F r'~~(PSI)= 15222. 
p\Vr::qf\('.,E 'iOD Or:: FLI~S(PSI ):.:: 1/.59219. 
';II D T Y T H I C K 
0.245 0./43 
"J.?45 0.'40 
C).?t .. 3 (:'.?41. 
LeAf) 
160 • 
1 ~~-~ \; • 
l"'~ ~'... • 
~ ~,O • 
SLCPE [U}\;G TE'\~S IU~ 
N. S r .v • ~ .. ;I;;'i-g. 2627. 
N. s.o • ~ ... ~~,2;' :3:: A 1 • 
N.S r • • u & ... ~'.:.;..~ 2732 • 
1:)8:J:C • G. ... ::,.G.±-~ 34;,)1 • 
2970. p. v ~ Q i\ C: f T F ,\) S I L::- ( P S ! ) 
0VF~A~F FLASTlr VO~(DSI ) ~~~t~~Q1700680 
120) IMPACT DATA 
i'WTCHE!) 
Tf-1!CK FT.l9 FT.lR/I,\) THICK 
(1.244~) 1.')0 7.78 O.244C 
').2420 1.60 A.61 0.2440 
0.2450 0.90 3.67 0.2470 
0.2'+08 1.25 5.20, 0.2430 
AVFRAGE ST~ENGTH(~DTCW~))FT.LP/I~ 5.82 
AVfoAGE STRENGT~(UN~OTCHED)FT.LR/IN 9.71 
'!OJ c= , ~L!' 5 DFLCT 
141 ::"3 (; 7. 0.120 
15~p.7e3. 0.104 
1"37 t:: 766. 0.110 
152CJ962. 0.117 
EL,A, S ','OD PCT E'L.G 
N.S.:). ' , 0 .,.. ........ 
N.S ~ " , Q. . ~ • ~.r.-' 
N.S.~I • '7-.1-& 
1 7 1j ,>.., P: '.). :~r~~ 
U .\ ~~ () T C H F. C 
FT.LS FT.Lc,/P~ 
2.10 8. 6 C) 
1.Be 7.3 7 
2.35 Q.51 
3.25 13.37 



















? p c) S T - P 1\ K EST ~ P ( I ; ~~ t: T :) 3 5 C F 
:3 T I ~,' r:: I"; 0 V r:: I, 3 + 6 -r 8 + 9 (, H 0 U R S 
1 r;LA S S / PH:,;'!OL I C 
FIJX DATA 
\:i I iJ T H THICk( LJ!~D SLOPE '.'RIPS! ) ~,t r ..... "'"\ ' '... J / CF ::L 6 S DFLCT 
n.L.>J6:' r).?'+60 9/.,..(' 7S0.Q 1917fl. 165f~5;2. 0.116 
O.470U C • 2 L. 60 9 ') " ~ .'.) 7SC.'J 19/,,07. 1715~::)5. 0.120 
0./.,.790 0.250J 92.0 B12.0 18476. 1739 51 l •• 0.113 
0, .. 4780 O.251p 85.:) 768.0 16935. 1:)25S6S~. 0.109 
AVERAG~ VR(PSI)= 184Q9. 
AV~R~GE Vc)D OF FL~S(PS! )= 1S8470? 
TF'~SIL[ [l~TA 
I .• ;' I DTf--I THIC< LOAf) SLC.DE ELc):: G T:::\5 ! LE F Lt\5 ?-(I C) C) :)(T r-:LG 
n.2:.-'J 0 • ? ' 'A ' 't, 3 eel • 133CCO • C .,)(,24. 5 C) 18 .. 2??I .. QS9. 0 • 23 
O.?I .. ') n ?4Q 1 ~ (OJ N. S. 0 « ",,' 1 21 '30 N.S. .~) () 1 1 .~ • • • • l.ll.'..L • • • 
~ • ? ',,4 C • ?4P. ?9G • 12:: 0 J;: • eT~er,.5- i.. 792 • ? -: (:; ;, -, ~ .. () • S.D.:a-yS!'-
r) 
• 2 L.A O. 1'4': 2 8t O. 18 C C<; c: • r. J .C'~12~j l·5 ~9. lA30129 • 0 • ?~ .. , 
AV~q~G~ T~NSIL~(DSI) 41~5. 
AVFq~0F ~LASTI( ~C~(DS! ) t~~~~~q.1976S7R 




120D I"'PA.CT DATA 
1\;()TCf-i~!) 
THICK FT.LP ~T.LRIIN T~ICK 
O.24n(.J 2.95 11. 0 9 0.2470 
n. 2 ') 2 C) 1.45 5.75 O.~500 
Cl • 2 I. P, 0 ?10 8.46 o •. 2 ~t '? 0 
0.2(1-{,0 2.95 11. 0 9 0.2510 
AVEQAGF ST?F~GTH(NOTCHFD)FT.LD/I~ 9.55 
AVERAGE STRfNGTH(U~~OTCHED)FT.LR/I~11.62 
Ul\: ".:C" T (''i E D 
Fi.LA FT.U~/I:\j 
2.75 11.1? 






















? PJ S T - ~ t\ '( F: S T E P ( U ~ F: T (j 3 5 N-




























AV~9AGE ~P(PSI)~ 26072. 
AVEDAGE ~os OC EL~S(PS! )= 1938268. 
'.,! I ClTH THICI( LOI\I) S l_C D F. FL.O.'>JG T;::: '; S I L [ 
0.;;>16 J.?4S :175. 1?900r::. C.C04i) lC:865. 
0.717 O.?4~ 635. 1 5 it 0 (1 C • ::;.0045 1 1799. 
r. ..... "'l c' 
" • ~ 'J j 0.?4" -H'J • 1175~'O • C.c)026 :)9~C. 
0.?llf () . ?44 ':l7(: ~, 1 ..... l??:)O~j. O.JCl29 7C)R5. 
Av~qAGE TE~SILF(CSI) 39~? 
AV~QAGE ~L~STIC ~OD(PS! ) 25?R324~ 
IZCD IVPP.CT DATA 
THICK FT.l>; FT.lR/IN THICK 
r'J.2l.,f,Cl ':l ':l.~ 
- ' .. , :;) 13.61 0.2450 
O.24'SO 3.4() 13.e2 0.2440 
O.?43Cl ?70 11.11 Cl.2420 
0.24S'J 1.55 6.22 O.24eO 








U \: '·;0 TC-1 f Cl 
FT.le 












• it 4 v 
() .25 















2 DOST-PA~E STEP CUQE TO 350F 
3 TI~F I~ CVE~ 3+A+8+96 HCU~S 
1 GLASS/PI-'E\:OLIC 
I:,' I ) T H 
Q.4~9C 
O.4 Q C)C 
T ..... rCK 
O.?t ... 20 
:) • 2 Lr 50 
n.246t: 
().2i;60 
LC,6, ) SLOPF 




t, V t:: R A, G f \1 R ( r 5 1 ) :: 1 p. f> 6 0 • 
~;' R PSI ) 
lS694. 
17579. 
IJl .. 3tH 
23 c 3?'. 











r; • ? 1+ 1 
? -: c~ • 




1 1 lone • f'\ .'>'2? ~, 
N.S. " • () nn~-co iI .' , .. ~) 
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0.245 o. ?39 3,:)0. l11CCO. .).')0)23 51 ?3. 
~VC?AGF CLASTI( ~O~(PS! ) ?1?AAR7. 
!I V C .7? .A :l ~ .~~ L ~'. \; ~: /-.. ~ I r; ': ( ;) c q ( ~ :\: T ) :} , ? 0 b (J 
IZOD IVOACT DATA 
1\:OTC.,:::) 
. )(,~ 
. \...~ , .... C)F :LA,S DFLCT 
15 f+193S • 0.110 
1 73 5',-~:6L: ..• 0.114 
1 72:-:)C~S. 0.147 
1 Lf!) 20 -, C • 0.132 
i=:Ll"S v' ():; PCT FLG 
? ( ... 1 1~7L... (1 • 17 '" 
;:> 1 :3 L •. I+ 1 7 • 
" 19 \.J loll 
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A V r: P, AGE S r~ F :\! G T H ( U \ ~\ 0 T C H ED) FT. L S / I I\! 6.68 
1 .1+ 0 
1.75 
1.85 
S i 6/~ 
7 e C~ B 
7.55 
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APPENDIX III 
Photo No. 1 - 4-1/4" Thick Asbestos Phenolic Billet after 3 
Years Shelf Life. Shop Conditions 
Photo No. 2 - 6-1/16" x 18" x 18" Asbestos Phenolic Billet 
Molded October 1970 
Photo No. 3 - 6-1/16" x 18" x 18" Asbestos Phenolic Billet 
Cut into 6 Pieces October 1970 
Photo No. 4 - Piece (A) From 6-1/16" x 18" x 18" Billet. 
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